
IEROFfICE NEORANDIJUK

'To: Mr. IWeLson

Trom: Mr. ViLson

s ubjact rhe foLloving information vas tained. during aa inter-
view vith three members of the citizens Complaiat Ei uea,\
of the Detroit Plice Department. The Lntervievees vare
Inspector Ile f feman who head s the Eu Teau, Le-atenant

er a o is te numer to naaa of the Bariireauifd
ep maLd T-rne a begro patroLnan and one of the investi-

gator s.

The Citiazens Conplaint bureau vas established ithtLa the De-

troLt Folice Lepartment La May, L961. ALL of its members are poLice

offLcers, The Chief of the Eureau is Inspector Reffermnan, white.

The nuner two man istLieutenant _Owe a whLte, and the number

three man Ls g Seqrat Jason, a Negro There axe L5 patroLman in-

Nestigatorsq seven of whom are vhLte. eight of whon are Negro.

The present slie of the Bureau staff represents an increase of four

or five people over the pre-July disorder.

wr eau Staff. The Bureau Ls primarLly an Lavestigatory body,

but it also has some smaLL public relations functions. Its primary

ixnctiorn is to investigate conplaLnts of police miscondet brought

by Lndividuals or sent to the mayor or poLce comnissioner, or referred

to the br eau by numerous other agencies, such as the Mich.Lgan CLvil

Riglits Comnissiona, the NAACP, the Urban League, or any o other body.

2In. Lts puIbLLc reLations function, the members of the Bureau spend

a good bit of time talking to connunity groups and participating Ln

naeettags at thne various precinct houses around the city. W'e ee<



that the public relations function has become significant only in the

last year or so in terms of the amount of tine devoted to that aspect

of the Bureau's operations.

hken a complaint is received in the Bureau it is assigned by

one of the supervLsory persons to one of the investgators who then

has primary responsibility for gathering all of the facts concerning

that particular complaint. In response to questions, we were advised

that all of the investigators have- at least ten years of experience

on the police force.

In addition to his ovn time and taLents, the investigator

assigned to a particuLar case can call ,upon other aspects of the

police apparatus to assist him. When the investigation is completed

an objective report of all the facts is presented to the supervisory

personnel within the Bureau without any recommendation as to what

sort of concLusion should be reached) bed-eye-th-invrgatiay

ard never any recommendation as to what sanction should be imposed

shouLd a finding of misconduct be made. It is the function of the

three supervisory personnel to arrive at certain conclusions based

upon the factual data presented by the investLgator. Once these

conclusions have been made, the file Ls then transmitted to the

Commissioner of Police, to avon the members of the Citizens Complaint

bureauu report directly. If the conclusions of the supervisory personnel

sor that the accused offLcer is guilty of nisconduct, the file is

transmitted to the Comissioner.-wda may contain a recommendation that

action be taken. however, it is not the practice to reconmead to the
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Cmissicxer At.socrt iof action shoxild be taken,

The questLan cof t'lie degreae of the sanction or whether or riot

ariy sa-mation qiLL be dinosed at all is left scleL>' to the Goomissione'r

of]To LLce.

EecIt of the itarv'ieveas adntted tinat irk many instances they

felt that tah e ematiacz fa~r Ai- nOiSoc r io~ ~nt a- tvixgent

as, oug1l.t to be. atrco2nan crxtar told us th-at in one case baiidtec

1>1j)im, lie 1iad t.Aert up the matter of the saaction imposed vith 1Ls

smperloz oCficeis, becaiu.se he feLt tinat the penalty did not fit the

degree of miscc-nd-mt. hea asted inat kind of ssnetions wexe

genx~~yLmc~-w~ er ci11 te that the matter

m~ay le lLsLOcsed of 4-h a letter of aoLogy to the~ complainant, or

a 2ettar of xe-ptmalnd vhiLch vouLd go Lrito the fiLe of the nitacreant

oldicar, or trarisfex out of a particuLar precinc-t into another or

ix 7acy eere cases, suspensLon itc1 discharge were possibilities.

RO ver -mtoe of the Lntex iawees (-could recaLL mariy cases in TAich

tha sarictiom as saa pemalo-m andjor discba-rge. We 'vere- told tima t oat>'

alko~t ten P-rr oE ~ the complaints filed resulted in a finding of

p-olice iiscoductline laxLk of the couaplaitits also involvedq-ag

DE '4ezlaL abuSe rather th.an bIy,%Lcal abuse. In such cases, ve were

told, that it Is juite o often 4 itattex of the word of the conLaLnant

a6ZIM & t that 0 f the cf f Lcer. E~ai..ch cases, it is apparentLy the

feelir,~ of the Bureau. that there is an Lrreccncitable conflict of

- is TILS resuiLts Ix -it- fiid i ng i-f-4eo.hre-e-eLaed
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When asked what the black community opinion was of the Eureau

Patrolman Turner told us that probably 80 percent of the people in the

black community had never heard of the Bureau. Of those who rez c-

awar_ of its existence, he felt that they were getneralLy distrust-

ful of its cryt et po LLce

department. -We were told that there had been upward of 50 conpLaint

of police -brutality filed in the aftermath of the JuLy dis ders.

Thishad n-ecessitated an increase in the work load of the investigatory

staff and also the addition of some nore investigators.

Prior to the July disorders, we were told that each Lavestigator

carried one or two investigations fe-a month. This has increased vLth
inc-reased

theiunber of complaints growing out of the July disorder. Only today

are they starting to clear up some of the riot related complaints.

We were told that the Bureau and the Commissioaar is avar of the

pressures under which the officers were working during the July

disorders and that probably many of the sanctions imposed fox rict

related misconduct would be lenient except in extreme cases such as

the Algiers incident. (This, by the way, was not investigated by the

Bureau but Was handled by Reonicide Bureau.) We were told that it woull

probably be impossible to clear up many of the complaints growing on

of the riot disorder, because of the fact that there was no-vav Ir

wdvh~e to identify the police officers involved, since laints

did-not--haoe badge numbers C The police wore no badges duririgm of

the riot. Nor could - -s dentidy a particular scjuad cafr1inunber

or by License plate since both numbers and license plates were taped

- 14%1it, ut.&B
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aver duLing nuch of the Lsordex.

Wlihen asked aovt this PCIcy of the ien vaIof adges, e we

were told that this a wa dome tecats the idenetLigm insigaLa of

the pottee officer nal the ci1icers eas pTrey Eor srmiers. the

leadrskLp of thIe Bireau said that it restead the efLakes...nee

to change the inzge >E the police force dn the Negrc connanity.

They expressed lee or a claenf Lm tie scruLtemeint yoLLeLes of the

-- del ar tmnrt vi t1i uretiren~em t DE sone vof th.eold l2JxtE rcrui±i

office rs, and their replactueeat by ycvup-,r people znd a me addi I

Fee casarMate

Inspector Reffertan stated that thbugLt th Li:wage of t~he

3ir eau of the ?pLLce reTrnant vas chaagimg soeriat since thers

had receuntlyr basa two igh Level planotLons c l egro officers, and

that the mume-r of officers had ncz eased ov the Last two @r three

years fIro aprodxmateIy L30 to 234. Each cI the Laterveras.

admitted that the JUj &Lsordez ]ad resulted in a series s setback

Ln relations betweenm ka police and the ccnsuaLtty. Inspector Heflex-

nan r pl timLardy cted that tine a tenace at neetiEs leeen the

precimet affiLcersu enters of Iia ureau, 4nd communnit rsons ix

the pxecLtict houses, had declixed after the rLot amd wera only 8t

present starting to pLak up agLa.

EritevieerIx a,1;g . ot. he aelpoatient IcT the imterxier

discussed above a mrade dt'h ?atrolner 1p-gLnald Toner, for the

pose of talking to hin 4ilous Hovever, whem nemders of tine

teAM arriVed at the officeS af the CitiL3Ss Compaint 3ueau3
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Patrolman Turner feLt compeLled, I think, to introduce us to his

superior officers. When va then noved into a separate room for an

intervie, Lnspector Heffernan and Lieutenaut Owens, both of whom

are White, acccmpaaLed us Lato the room. For the first 15 or 20

minutes of the interview Lieutenant Dwens answered nost of the

que3tioes and did mcst of the talking. Whenever 'e had occasion

to Leave the rooa or Inspector Eeffernan lad occasion to leave the

roots one aLways stayed lelknd so that we never had an opportunity

to talk to Patrolnan Turner as a Ifegro police officer, and ascertain

what his -view of the operatLon of the Citizens Complatit Bureau was.

There seemed to be ar obvious effort to prevent Patrolman

Turaer lion speaking to us La privacy, even though Lieutenant Owens

and Enspector Beffernan had been interviewed at an earlier time

durLag the same day by other members of the Detroit team. They

instated ca sitting La on the later Lnterview which included Patrol-

maa Turner, It is the opinion of the interviewers that the Citizens

CongLaint bureau is riot very effective. Their findings of mis-

coiluct A only ten percent of the cases filed differs drastically

front what the people in the community' view as the extent of police

brutalit3 in that community. In addLtion, the Citizens Complaint

EuLreajl find s itself Ln the anomalous position of not being trusted

by the black comnutnty and aLso not being trusted by theDetroit

Police Officers AssoEErin. While we were in town, there appeared

in the megspaper so e comment regarding the fact that the Dtrot

c me ombr h0 or offSoe- tv. (Rgente
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Police Officers Association was unhappy with the Citizens Complaint

Bureau because the Bureau was sharing its findings with the Department

of Justice, the FBI, and the Michigan Civil Rights Commission.
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H INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: (Ursu)+ Dobr M'lSa)t

Subject: Interview with inspector Carl Heffe n Lt. William Owe
arnd ao rDsC opan Bureau

This unit of the Detroit Police Department is vested with the

duty of receiving and investigating complaints against police officers.

Upon conclusion of each investigation, a report is filed directly with

the commissioner. The bureau had formerly sent its report "up through

the career officer administrators", and by -the time it reached the

commissioner, there was little left of its recommendations. Girardin+

was responsible for the change in procedure.

This bureau was described as the most integrated unit in the

Detroit Police Department with nearly a 50-50 split in white and non-

white officers. Hefferman and Owen are white and Jason is a Negro.

They are the top permanent officers in the bureau, and a Neg4 ec-

tor.,George Harge swas assigned there for temporary duty after the

riot. Altogether, there are 19 officers assigned to the bureau. In

1966, 119 complaints were received.

Attached to this report are copies of the bureau's report forA

+ or 1966 and the first nine months of 1967. The significance of the

letter codes for disposition are as follows:

(1) U - Unfounded: Allegation is false and not factual,

(2) E - Exonerated: Incident complained of occurred, but

was lawful and proper

V1 ) N.S. -NQ ustained: Insufficient evidence either to

"IN
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Although the bureau purports not to be a "civil rights" group,

it was estimated that only 5% of the total complaints received are

filed by whites. Prior to the riot, the vast bulk of complaints file

by Negroes related to verbal abuse and discourtesy, and there were

very few incidents of physical abuse.

All three of the officers expressed concern over a lack of

support for the bureau's work on the part of the career officers

V~~V- Vi ~ iA-mv c 1z

- 2- (51
prove or disapprove the allegation.

(4) S - Sustained: The allegation is supported by sufficient

evidence.

(5) P.S. - Partial Substantiation: Allegation and/or other

violation is evidenced by the investigation.

The 1967 report lists sixty-one complaints against the Detroit

Police Department relating to riot-connected incidents, and these

cases are still open. (A breakdown of the nature of these complaints

was not readily available. However, I have attached a compilation of

complaints received and prepared by Congressman John Conyer's Detroit

office, which does indicate the type of abuse allegedly suffered by the

complainants.

The' interviewees said that the bureau has a good working

relationship with the oldek Civil Rights groups. Man at-itens'

complaints aredire ted to the bureau by the NAACP, ACL d the

Michigan Civil Rights Commission (MCRC). The latter organization

has a working agreement with the bureau, a copy of which is attached

hereto.

14
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Evaluation: Either Inspector Hefferman or Lt. Owen would be

an effective spokesman for the bureau. They are willing to be

critical of the top brass.
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from patrolmen to "third floor" adminstrators. The "Blue Curtain"

falls in front of the Citizen Complaint Bureau in the same manner as

it would for a civilian review board. The interviewees were especially

dismayed over the failure of the top career administrators to support

the community relations aspect of the bureau's responsibilities. Their

request for a special section of officers to devote full-time efforts

in this area has falle on deaf ears. The bureau ;cannot do an

:AR adequate job in both areas with the small resources made availab1

to it.

Lt. Owen believes that community relations could be improved

if someone would teach basic law and enforcement to citizens in the

schools. People often are ignorant of what police may legitimately

do, and this causes unneeded friction. More police officers should

be available for visits to the schools.

All the interviewees requested that we emphasize the import-

ance of the bureau's work to overcome the negative feelings of top

police administrators.

I'v >
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dukes

Subject: Interview with- , BrusantA Negro Psychologist who is
extremely militant

As a professional Dr. Brusant feels that it is his duty to

advise the black man to not cooperate with futile aids such as

studies and research projects which this team is on. He notes that

more dollars are spent in this fashion than to remedy the very causes

which create the study, particularly he feels the Negro has always

been victimized by this type tactic. s

the study and the Negro who needs the remedy. The situation will

remain that way if more emphasis is placed on the study than on the

remedy.

He illuminates any deep sense of responsibility or pessimism

toward his profession due to the characteristical research time which

is spent. He of course states that when he truly desires to grant aid

to a person, he in turn looks not too deeply into the cause but to

the aid which is needed. His militancy is directed toward the black

man consolidation into a power or class group or core. To bring pressure

against the society which we live in, he hopes that a strong such core

will eventually control more of the elements of the Negro ghetto M A

agrees that armament is necessary for the self-protection of the black

man. In Detroit he feels there wil n the near

uuea wishes dearly that a remedy or a preventive even 1immel,

temporary oruh..authrization.is placed into effect to prevent such.

viwI



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: John J. Ursu

Subject: Interview with Janet Cooper, Case Supervisor, Com-
pliance Division, Michigan Civil Rights Commission.
Mvichigan, Detroit

The writer was referred to Miss Cooper for statistics relating

to complaints filed with MCRC against members of the Detroit Police

Department. Miss Cooper stated that she noticed a drop in the num-

ber of complaints filed by Negroes against the police in the winter

and spring before the riot. Also, in prior years (summers), some

organization would launch a protest drive against the police, but this

had not happened this year.

Miss Cooper gave the following statistics:

(1) Since February 1964 (and to October 12, 1967), 240 complaints

were filed against the Detroit Police Department.

(2) In the same period, eleven have been lodged against the

Grand Rapids police.

(3) MCRC has received 24 riot-connected complaints against

Detroit police.

(4) No complaints growing out of the riot have been filed against

Grand Rapids police.

(5) See the attached document for state-wide statistics on all
A

complaints up to August 31, 1967. A total of 420 complaints have been

filed against all law enforcement agencies.

(6) Of all the complaints filed against the Detroit Police

~4
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Department, Miss Cooper said that at a minimum there have been 56 dis-

missals foi lack of evidence, 37 adjustments and five have been with-

drawn.

Miss Cooper estimated that 30 percent of total D.P.D. complaints

involved physical punishment, but that most of those arose at the be-

ginning of the MCRC. An overwhelming percentage of present complaints

grow out of the "stop and frisk" practice, and that non-physical abuse

--- is-the-major grievance.

If an investigation shows that there is merit in a given com-

plaint, CRC will try to "adjust" it. This procedure is like a con-

sent settlement where the plaintiff is, if possible, made whole.

The police department has sent official letters of apology, paid medi-

cal or other expenses, and modified existing police procedures to

make them conform with practices which CRC believes to be more con-

sistent with civil rights. However, a cease and desist order has

never been issued against a Detroit policeman and a formal hearing
44,

has never been held.

Evaluation. I do not believe Miss Cooper can provide any-

thing other than the statistics recorded above. Hence, I see no

need to call her.

4,
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Wilson

Subject: Report on an interview held with udge George Crockett of
the Recorder's Court

Judge Crockett stated that Recorder's Court in the city of Detroit

is rather unique in that it has jurisdiction of every criminal offense

from minor traffic violations to exaggerated felonies. There are 13

judges and they handle an average caseload of 30,000 per year. This,

.of course, creates a very congested docket.

After & brief description of the makeup of Recorder's Court, Judge

Crockett gave us the following chronology of the administration of jus-

tice during the riot period. He stated that Recorder'sCourt generally

holds Sunday sessions beginning at noon with one judge on duty. On

July 23 Judge Leonard had the session starting at noon. By 3 o'clock or

so on Sunday afternoon the first-grouPs of restees were being brought

in. Judge Leonard quickly realized that he would be overwhelmed and he

called Judge Brennan, who is the executive judge of Recorder's Court,

Judge Brennan came down and opened another court and a few hou

a third judge, Judge Colum o, was e in. These three judges managed

to keep the Court functioning until the late hours of Sunday night when

Court was closed. At 9 o'clock on Monday morning when the other judges

came in, a meeting was held at which time the judges who had not been

there on Sunday were given an informal briefing by Judge Brennan. He

advised them that the judges in attendance on Sunday had followed a high

JM( fmD -5 ?- IM -PP UuL~
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bail.

h-bJvi~ed-tha+-he was criticized by many people.beenaste he

started releasing arrestees on personal recognizance or at most when

c~~o owrV()
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bail policy as a means of keeping rioters off the street. Judge Crockett

termed this an arbitrary and informal decision in that no vote was taken

nor was there any agreement sought or made at the time of the Monday
lw ' down

~no n. Also at that meeting the judges were broken/into panels of

three, each panel to work a six-hour shift thereby keeping the court

open on a 24-hour basis. On Monday the arrest and booking process began

to break down because of insufficient court staff an+cumbersome proce-

dures and complex paperwork problems. By late Monday detention faci i-

ties were already starting to be overtaxed and people who were brought

in buses to the Court for booking were kept sitting on buses throughout

the night and most of the following day. Judge Crocket termed the

sanitary conditions deplorable. He mentioned that one portable latrine

had been brought near the courthouse to serve six busloads of men and

women. He also stated that menand women were urnraded in e-ngfther in

detention facilities and that no privacy of any sort was afforded.

It is his feeling that the Court has to bear part of th2responei

bility for the deplorable conditions of the detention facilities be-

cause the highlhe
us

overcrowding. He advised/that it was his opinion from the outset that

there was no possible justification for setting bondsat $10,000, $15,000

or $25,000 for looting, an offense which carries a maximum penalty of

90 days in jail. He states that he never followed the policy of high

ii
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they pleaded guilty to some offense he would sentence them to the amount

of time they had already spent on "those damn buses." He pointed out

to us that Michigan statutory law requires certain factors to be consid-

ered in the setting of bail. This was not done in the cases of people

arrested during the July disorders. It is his opinion that the high bail

policy was not only violative of the law in the way in which it was pur-

sued but also showed a "complete disregard for the function of bail."

He also stated that the setting of high bail made a mockery of the pre-

sumption of innocence which is supposed to prevail in our courts of

.criminal law. He criticizes the Detroit Bar Association for going along

with the high bail policy. He commends the National Lawyers Guild and

the American Civil Liberties Union which raised questions about the

policy from the outset.

He stated that through a panel of 400 volunteer lawyers provided

by the Detroit Bar Association and the efforts of three OEO funded legal

services operations within Wayne County, every person who wanted a lawyer

at the time of his arraignment was afforded one.

C-He made special note of the fact that the neighborhoodlegal ser-

vi 2ce ,nterawyers had done an excellent job. We were advised that on

Tuesday the executive judge, Judge Brennan, circularized a letter to

all of the judges of Recorder's Court suggesting that they follow the

policy of allowing all prisoners to be represented by a neighborhood

legal service attorney if the prisoner wished. Judge Crockett states

that he had followed this policy from the time his first session on the

bench started on Monday.

NK
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In explaining the role of the executive judge, Judge Crockett

stated that he (the executive judge) acts as a spokesman for the Court

but has no authority to fix policy without first submitting same to a

meeting of all judges of Recorder's Court.

On Wednesday udge Crockett wrote to udge Brenna , with a copy

going to the 11 other judges, denouncing the setting of high hals and

pointing out that the practice was in violation of the constitutional

rights of the individuals and Article VIII of the Michigan Constitution.

Judge Crockett stated that another aspect of the high bail policy

operated as follows: if any prisoner was able to raise the bail-orObhtain

a bond in the amount of the bail, special Enterest was given to him.

Instruction was given by the executive judge to the sheriff and bond

clerk that they were not to accept bond or release a prisoner but to

remand the case to the judge who handled it for a review before final de-

cision was made as to whether or not the prisoner should be released.

and-the-bond-acepted. When Judge Crockett became aware of this prac-

tice he read the riot act to the bond clerk and instructed the clerk

to release all prisoners who had been able to raise bond in the amount

set by him without further r-ev-iew by him. Two or three of the other

judges did likewise.

By late Wednesday, Judge Crockett stated, he noticed a retreat

by some of the other judges from the high bail policy but the amounts

being set as bail were still excessive, in his opinion. By Thursday we

were advised that thejudici sjytmwas completely inundated, as arrests

by that time numbered in the thousands. There were rumblings in the

2&~ u~P~ ~jW-~ *1W %L UNC-ON5~1
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Negro community about the treatment of Negro prisoners. Many persons

were completely unaccounted for and physical conditions became worse.

By this time prisoners were detained at several facilities all over the

state of Michigan and in all sorts of places which were not designed t

serve as houses of detention.or-prsone. ByFriday the space proble

had become critical. The prosecutor by this time was so distressed that

he wanted to be given the auhoerrlease nri s on von his own -in-

vestigation without referring the matter to the Court for a setting of

bail. Judge Crockett stated that it was his opinion that the prosecute

was the father of the high bail policy and he had so stated to the

prosecutor in a meeting with him. He told the prosecutor that in his

opinion the high bail policy was being used primarily because most of

the prisoners were Negro and that if that were not the reasons, it cer-

tainly would be viewed as the reason in the black community.

On Friday the prosecutor stated that he had had time to obtain

fingerprint checks on many of the people who were arrested during the

early stages of the disorder.and-i -hes-- e--thesepeople-that he

wanted to be given authority to release4ethem without further reference
whom

to the Court, tt he-woul4 lease-these people on/fingerprint

checks had shown they-had no prior records. It was the opinion of Judge

Crockett that this sort of authority was not in keeping with the prose-

cutor's function and he opposed the prosecutor's request. However, the

condition of of space was so critical

on Friday that plunto transform the fairgrounds into a

larg cocenratin cmpwl-Ameeting of all judges of Recorder's Court
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was convened and Governor Romney, Mayor Cavanaugh and Cyrus Vance at-

tended. It was at this meeting that the judges were advised that Gov-

ernor Romney was preparing a proclamation to convert the state fair-

grounds into a detention facility. The purpose of this meeting was to

discuss confinement facilities and the administration of justice. Also

during this meeting the plan for giving the prosecutor authority to re-

lease prisoners without reference to Court was discussed. Some judges

apparently were willing to go along with that but Judge Crockett and

several others raised strenuous objections. The prosecutor had said

earlier that if the Court would not go along with him on that, he would

get the Governor to issue a proclamation giving him that authority.
after

However, atxth discussion in the course of this meetingthe Court fe-t

that the Governor had no authority to give the prosecutor release power.

but_--tha- the Court assured Governor Romney, Mayor Cavanaugh and Cyrus

Vance th release 1,000 prisoners -by the fond

there would be no necessity of using the state fairground as a detention

facility. This represented the first breakthrough in getting prisoners

released from the various places in which they were being detained.

ge Crockettalso advised us that it is his opinion that cases

were assigned discriminatorily, to wit, he felt that many of the serious

cases were not assigned to him because it was known in the police de-

partment that he was not following the high bail policy. He could recall

only one case coming before him during that entire week in which the

prisoner was accused of being in possession of a firearm and onlyone

or two caisoner was accused of being involved in th

o ? N5TCA&S covOI
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riot._A_ s l ftecse hc aebfr hmdrn htwe

involved curfew violations. In this regard he pointed out that the

job of assigning cases had been taken over by the police department

in the course of that particular week. Other sorts of cases which were

Qt assigned to Judge Crockett included those where charges of police

brutality had been made, sniping cases, arson cases and any other sort

of serious offense. As an example of this sort of assignment system,

Judge Crockett told us that one morning when his session was about to

start his bailiff went to pick up some cases from the assignment clerk.

The clerk advised Judge Crockett's bailiff that he had no cases at that

time to assign to Judge Crockett.aind when the bailiff noticed that there

was a stack of files sitting there he sad-te the assignment clerk that

he would take those and give them to Judge Crockett. bett was told that

those cases were not for Judge Crockett and that they would make up a

separate batch for him and would send them along.

In commenting o 0 1ice bEa tity both prior to and during the

disorders, Judge Crockett stated that the instances of physical brutali

had declined in the last two or three years but that there was very ob-

viously a great deal of police brutality during the disturbance in July.

It was his opinion that the brutality was not so much because police

officers were anti-Negro but simply that they were anti-citizen. He

stated that they would crack the head of a white man as readily as they

would that of a Negro.

INTERVIEWER'S EVALUATION

Judge George Crockett is a Negro in his last 40's or early 50's.

3I)5te~ MCF4N, oFC~or
Skt VPM/V6-
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He is/extremely articulate man and very knowledgeable about what goes

on in Detroit. He has been a candidate previous to being elected a

judge) for City Council and I think for School Board. If any investi-

gation is to be made into the administration of justice during the

Detroit disorder, it will be absolutely essential to call Judge

Crockett as a witness. I think that he could provide the Commission

with valuable information as to what occurred during that hectic week

in Recorder's Court.4j

4'gI
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dobranski 4
Subject: Interview kth a :er = g am ftafarDti

Edison Company on October 11, 1967 in Detroit, Michigan

Mr. Cisler has been one of the most active civic leaders in

the Detroit area for the past twenty years. He is a member of numerous

national and local committees, including the Business Advisory Council

of the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Detroit Model Cities Pro-

gram, and the Detroit Urban League.

Mr. Cisler began the interview by stating that it was not right

IVA

that Detroit should havega riot 1-t was one of the most progressive

cities in the country ta- me race relations psyse-. He also

denied that the riots that took place in July ef 1967 wzre race riotg.

Mh hi wasintetrated, and a Mardi Gras-like

can'%ed spirit p e ded-the-whole atmosphere.

Mr. Cisler had nothing but praise ad: -igm@J3 fe g5fns

pa the National Guard and the police department in their handling of

the disturbances. He bhi-ks Detroit has one of the best police forces

in the country.

Mr. Cislerqbe4 .ees that one of the major problems in the

Detroit area is t i&bs. Unemployment rate is two rhe among

the Negroes than it is among the whites. Prior to the riots, these

no concerted action on the part of thy nammmymmunityto alle-

vipte thisue oyent problem, cam -
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In discussing reasons for the riot that occurred in Detroit,

Mr. Cisler pointed to the break down of the moral fiber of the

country disrespect for law and orde and

militancy of the younger population.

Mr. Cisler a -6wt that he remained in the Detroit Edison

building throughout the was -"me of the riot so that he could

properly be called an eye witness to the disturbances. He also

---that-the Detroit Edison Compaigy was able to get its crews out a

quickty4e-peae+ble. Ne-mee-Wes-forcef d -to-ot w-and We menwas per-

mitted to go out until Mr. Cisler himself bM* made a survey of the

area. A- ~ ~

In conclusion, Mr. Cisler said that such disturbances cannot '

happen to Detroit again. T e It would not be

right. H ga ? &w Detroit Committee, of which he is

a number The un que thing about this committee, Mr-Aed-seys, is

that it also has representation from the militant elements of the

Negro community. Mr. Cisler saId.4-he problems are not going to be

solved right away. He also pointed out that no matter how enlightened

the white business leaders are, thy-im-st-ge--a response from the

Iv
other side before any effective measures can be taken. All the good

intentions in the world will be no good, said Mr. Cisler, the
F1/

other side does not respond.

Mr. Cisler alee turned over to us a great deal of literature

including an inventory of all federal programs nhe

? andgAinventory of all city programs. He pointed out that a third
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inventory that of state programs operating in the city of Detroit

area is now being prepared. He also gave to us a two volume set of

an urban study done by Constantinos Doxi ais, a noted Greek urban

architect, which was me ted an funded thg the

Detroit Edison Company * Jk;idP0"T

&drr 4e----i



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Wilson

FROM: gDobranski and Ursu)

SUBJECT: Interview with Phillip Colesta Director of the University
of Detroit La c D tb Law Project. Interviewed on
Octo er t 1967 in Detroit, Michigan.

he past two years the Urban Law Project has-received funds

from the Office of Economic Opportunity. It was the first program

funded in Michigan by OEO. Along with the mobilization of youth

program in New York City, and the California Rural Legal Services

Organization in California, Detroit's Urban Law Project is one of

the most intimately involved with the problems of the poor. It

tries to hit all phases of legal services. 4/Initially, it was thought

that it would be concerned only with the academic aspect of legal

services. The program, however, has ,changedemphasiss fee AColesta

pointed out that he had been a practicing lawyer extensively engaged

in-Civil Rights work. For example, he representedCORE. He origin-

ally came in as a consultant to the Urban Law -i ct, and then be-

cameldirector. Helchanged the emphasis from a purely academic one

to a more activist role. /the project was originally funded to do four N

things. The first was to get involved with the community thosegh 4 '

educating them as to their rights and informing them what the law could

do for them. The second was curriculum development. In connection

with this, the Urban Law Project had developed new courses for the

University of Detroit Law School. As examples, Mr. Colesta cited a

'1
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cupse in welfare law, a eage in landlord-tenant law, aweamx-e in

employee rights not only his rights as against his employer, but xt"

concerned with his relationship with his other employees an4-'.-4he ks

union, teae -4-he federal and stpte government)- These courses,

said Mr. Colesta, are full pJ. Ied courses and not just seminars.

He further stated that there has been no problem with student enroll-

ment in these courses. Approximately fifteen to twenty-five students

have signed up-for each of these cc rses. -This may not seem to be

a large number, but y emedlm.that the-school is4smallA In

connection with curriculum development, the project has also been

responsible for stixxlEE altering some of the traditional courses,

especially those concerned with creditors rights and 2guts.

The third concern of the Urban Law was to develop a research

program. The research was to enable tm the project not onl to pre-
progrm. Te~ listo pre-

pare test cases before the court, but also to prepare legislation. 0 ItU24, '

Last February inhis.aason the Project sponsored a statewide

conference to consider the problems of public housing, open housing,,,--(

landlord-tenant relations. Attxai4bg were social workers, community

action people, policemen and lawyers from all over the state. The,

Project was able to get both the mayor of Detroit and the Lt. Governor

of the State to come in and speak to the a nee. Out of this

conference was formed a Jaw and 14ousing committee consisting of approx-

imately 800 members. This committee has been responsible for the

drafting of many bills relating to the housing field. Many of t n

have received a great deal of bi-partisan support. One of the bills

act.uaddy-was-repormoutonmittee. -"fhe Tenants' Right Bill-was

reported out of the xaisdiEaRXyXRMittR ~udiciary committee,! Wh
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le wee very surprised because was a radical bill in

taman a complete cange of the law. F u m

the bill was barely defeatedA It received 45 favorable votes out

of a total m

The-- omttee has also been working very closely with th ev

Detroit committee. The Urban Law Project, which v -h seven lawyers

and one social worker community organizer, hsazo tackled the !r

utilities f@'e Michigan Public Utility Commission on behalf of

ADC mothers. The maw tu6 Anes were forcing ADC mothers to put

down a larger deposit for u+4.4.es thanygother customers because they

were receiving ADC benefits. The company's argument was that a de-

posit necessary because the ADC mothers would knyxasih have installed

such luxuries as princess' phones, etc. which they really didn't need.

Company ignored the fact, however, that these women were high pressured

into installing these extras by the telephone company's sales person-

nel. The project also discovered that the company did not putou

any brochure describing the services available to the customer. W

exr-e abeseaagethe telephoe company to put out sch a brochure

of the services available and the cost of each.

The Urban Law Project has also handled problems resulting from

urban renewal. Mr. Colesta says they have all but stopped urban re-

newal in Ha&tertck. Haatranack has very poor relocation policies. It

has no low cost housing or does try to insure adequate treatment

for Negroes. Mr. Colesta said the..va.re also hopeful that Abe; will
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be able to change the urban renewal plans of the city of Detroit.

He-aa;d-the #roject was ponsihtdrsubstantially altering the

city's methods of evicting tenants in p blic housing. An admin-

istrative procedure has been ses.ap-and-stnanteaste-feetee-

nge4. The tenant must be given the opportunity to be informedgi

why he is being evicted and an opportunity to say why he shouldn1tj

-be.- He also has the right to 64 n Anlegal as-bIeasee before the

agency. For additional information on this point, Mr. Colesta

referred us to an August 10, 1967 column of Rowland Evans and Robert

Novav n the Detroit News.

The fourth thing the Urban Law Project was set up to do was

to provide a clinic where s tase&P44law students# could-handle

indigent cases under the supervision of ga lawyers. Since November

dfA 1965, the project has handled .a s *f over 2 , 8 0 0 W Under

Michigan law it is permissible for students to handle certain types

of cases under the supervision of an attorney.

The Urban Law Project has received some cooperation from the

lawyers. Mr. Colesta was referring to such organizations

as the Detroit Bar Association and the Michigan State Bar. Most of

pht prdblems come\from individual lawyers. Usuallydttorneys who

represent 9 he other side in cases handled by the Urban Project lawyers.

Their major criticism is not that the Urban Law Project lawyers are

taking business from them, but that t-hbe.y' lost14the case.

The roject is a i -eg eng incorporating many

citizens groups. For example, they have helped form or are now form-

ing a medical cooperative, and a food cooperative. The project also

C-35-
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battled successfully, said Mr. Colesta, for a larger pea* participa-

tiodgin theiNdel 41ty's pro gram,,whi:eh-Detratt-IM§'tY agg d fopr.

The Urban Law Project has a very minimal connection with the

Negro militants, such as MiLp Henry and Rev. CleageJ according to Mr.

Colesta. "They like us, I think. But, they don't do much except

scream and yell. They don't want to work for ;e new welfare pro-

grams, tenant strikes and new legislation".1?As an example of

of- cases handled by the Urban Law Project, Mr. Colesta related

to us the'Hobart Street Casee ministers working with the

st ntral organization, were arrested for trespabbIngent

and~laXZe-ry. respassing on city property and also for assault

and battery against tIbe police off icers. Th. ritLy ti- tempting

to tear down certain-homes-i -thee lJart-Street-a aa The ministers

su gested, however, that the homes be reh 4-ibi aeed until it was

hmsto coefr wn. The city refused however and 300 minis-

ters went in, took over the homes/ and started rehabilitating and re-

f fishing them. They staged 24 hour vigils,and were-iaeital

in getting one family to move in. On the f of their vigil, 12 0

the ministers were arrested and charged with assault and battery and

trespassing. The Urban Law Project was instrumental in getting the

assault 'and battery charge dismissed. They lost the trespassi & case,

but the case is now ;; on appeal. Many people in the community say

that this case helped raise tensions before the riot. Tensions, how-

ever, existed long before this t (

G-3 6
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.--Mr. Colesta pointed out that the police department, the

sheriff's office, the county prosecutor are all located together

in one building. Immediately behind this building is the Record-

ers ourt. The explanation for this is geographical closeness is Cvt

efficiency. Bwhy-he@Le e alth n

idal whie & ekis. But what about the individual,

asked Mr. Colesta, who must face all of this. He gossat4he

po4c--depaq goat and then is taken one flight up to the prosecutors

office for warrant. After the warrant is issued,, is taken aight

over to the/(ecorders tourt for arraignment. After arraignment he

is taken across the street to jail. Ph Y 9-g- -1.the-4mprs&Don

of endea t ytmaic 44-in soets. All of this power,

what chance I have,i-se lm REtahton. The Negro especially

looks this whole complex of the sheriff, the prosecutor and the

police, etc. as the enemy. Itscomes as no surprise to Mr. Colesta

that the Nigo attacks the police during a riot. that the

snipers were qan firingAat the precinct stations.

Mr. deste-he sa i-thathayaonasP 'hmegr's

offie-andrs ration.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dobranski and Ursu

Subject: Interview with Phillip Colesta, Director, University of
Detroit Urban Law Project, in Detroit, Michigan on October
2L, 1967

Mr. Colesta then discussed with us the Wayne County Prosecutor's

Office and its operation. Thq1present Prosecutor, iYi Cam t an at

re~st lookslike he will prosecute police brutality cases <AA thinks

they exist. He predecessor, Sam Olson, did nothinghowever. He was a

do-nothing guy . He let others run his office. Heilost a

tremendous amount of Negro support, so in the last election, he made

his appeal to the whites, He-d4de-n

his-appaL. to the-whites. Mr. Olson d ot look at police brutality
Cynthia

cases objectively. One eemip-le is the Scott case. This case involved
who

the killing of prostitute by a police officer. The office had quite

a reputation for being very brutaJ ws not charged or suspended. He
was

merely had his gun taken away and/put into a desk job. No criminal

action was ever instituted against him. On the undisputed facts alone,

the case was worth at least taking it to court/ tevd4s d '

Mr. Colesta then ai--ad it we the relationship between the

Mayor's office and the police department. Mr. Colesta said that Mayor

Cavanagh had some very progressive programs. However, the Mayor's

political strength is based on certain friendships. He therefore can-

not make certain changes in the police department. The

hs appoint Hubert Locke a Negro,'to the number two position in

Lin?- swr ch% /
j..#on-117n)OetCA w M (sCL PI4t
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the peakee department. Hubert Locke is very, very outstanding. Mr.

Colesta hopes that he is appointed as the new police Commissioner.

However, Mr. Colesta pointed out that Locke, as the number two man,

could not make any real decisions. For this reason, the militant

Negroes call him a "do-nothing or Uncle Tom." But he is not. Locke

does get a'tremendous amount of support from the middle class Negroes.

It would be vefy difficult to get a whit man better qualified than

IMr. Locke for the police commissioners; The militant Negroes, even

though they believe Hubert Locke to be a Tom, feel that he is better

than any white that might be appointed. Even the police officers

think highly of him. So Locke should get a lot of support from both

the black and the white communities. He can deal effectively with

both.

Back in 1962, GeorgeoEdwards w h Circuit Court of

Appeals was named police commissioner by Mayor Cavanaugh. Bwrs

y- man. In the egaWp es of his appointment, he

believed that the worse problem facing the police department was the

r a em. As time went on, however, he began to Day more attention

to corruption and orn the city of Detriot. He began

to view these as the real problems rather than the race problem and

committed all his time and energies to combatting corruption and

organized crime in Detroit. Mayor Cavanaugh and Commissioner Edwa ds

differed on this point and grew far apart. There is some spectulation

that Cavanaugh had many influential friends who were involved in the

organized crime. Mr. Colesta pointed out however that this is based

* ~ VO
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on rumor. Commissioner Edwards finally went to the United States

Senate before the McClellan committee and began naming names. When

he came back, many groups attacked him including the Italians jot

D etb*t, the American Civil Liberties Union/and Cavanaugh himself.

A severe antagonism developed between Cavanuagh and Edwards, and as

a result, Edwards left. Another reason for h* aking

the position with the Court of the Sixth Circuit was that he felt he

neede the protection of a judicial post. He believed his life to be

in danger. Although this sounds silly, Mr. Colesta said he hfmee f

believes it to be trueg,.R

During his reign, Edwards was responsible for getting rid of

the notorious~rbrothers two brutal tough policemen, who were

top dogs in the police department; 9

1 4George Edward's replacement, Commissioner Girardin, is a nice

guy. However, he is a hacka an " neryclas.et

tt people, not only in Detroit but through-

-out the country, say cri son ke eeed9fore the police

department should have their hands untied by the Supreme CourtA. How-

ever the real problem is not the Supreme Court, but inefficiency and

corruption on the police forces.

In Detroit, the ghetto and the organized crime go hand-in-hand.

The people behind organized crime run the abortion racket, the drugs,

the prostitution A /-c4 7 6 f su -i4~ /
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dobranski and Ursu

Subject: Interview with Phillip Colesta, Director, Univerity of
Detroit Urban Law Project n, Iie 1  h /94 V

-&During the first few days of the July 1967 riots, relation-

ships between the Negro community and police department were very

good. However, the patience of the police wore out as the riot grew.

the policemen got tired, and antagonisms grew.

. The courts gave tremendous help to the police department during the

riots. The tzrcen.

The normal processes that jak place in the jails and in the courts

completely broke down. The police weregable to hold the prisoners

longer and beat %Lamp without interference by lawyers and the

courts.

The courts suspended constitutional rights during the riot,

according to Mr. Colesta and he can "prove and document it." All

hearings on drits .and abeas corpus were ad journed/dur.$.ng-t-hem*+i-a .

Bonds were very, very high. Mr. Colesta said he has the figures

to prove this. For example a curfew violator would have a bond of

$10,000 imposed upon him. 1-vGoe sta- said thrt-tff-* i=zp

iatr. i iewt sate-eve lv erdepris oiers

at4edekexps~~en. Mr . Colesta said that--a..Jaes..,4.e

cotmi-siwit Adem.i/Jnformation is new being run through a computer
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and will appear in a special issue of the Urban Law Journal. The

t Rit. He gave me examples &-

saM of the preliminary information they have d=MAl obtained. To

prove that the bond level during the riots was very high, Mr. Colesta

cited the following statistics: Out of 538 cases which he has

examined, 56 or 10% had a bond of $1,000 imposed. 110,received bonds

of $5,000. 219,, or 40% recei ed $10,000 bonds. Thus youn=mwowCstat

more than one half received bonqs 5 of M.09-atrdoVer. The questions

bpaoaes, of course, said Mr. Colesta, is whether they were deserving

a4 any lower bonds thanN ti-e. Htge

g isrsted. f th538 cases, 68% w 7

between the ages of 16 to 30 43% a&;-- e were married-478%a@

t pe had 0 to 3 children. 44%l1ived at their present

addresses from 1 to 3 years. Only 16% had less than one year at

their present residence.

lated smLwymenta-s tinertm-- Out o Mev-t/4

609 people 82% were em lo edX(ne-third of th(S/82% were employed

by the automobile companies ip Detroit 19%,had been employed less

than one year at their particular job. 59% had been employed from

1 to 3 years at the ob. Out of a sample of 450 people,

about 40%, 2O%# lhad 4 _ prior arrest. About 60% of 450 had no prior

convictions. About 20% of t4.e-som 1  ber had been arrested, but

never convicted.,tMr. Colesta then cited to us some examples of t e

bond practices of the individual judges.\'3.3 percent of t

&4e--. ~c
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before Judge Crockett received a bond a $10,000. t

bt received a bond of $1,000. Eighty-three percent of

theee cases examined that came before Judge A received a bond of

$10,000. J gg gs, 80% of those eZa1wied noim received $5,000

to $10,000 bond. Judge C imposed a $10,QOO bond on 48% of those

before him a $25,000 bond on 33% of the people before him, and a

$1,000,..ot Any on 0% of the people who came before him. Judge D,

a-woman, imposed bonds of $5,000 to $10,000 on 91% of the people who

appeared before her. II

Mr. Colesta said that it must also be pointed out that the

sheriff was not accepting bonds even if the bond was already ordered

and could be met4  as fa-behind inh ls n
44

as a result people would spend an additional two days in jail after

their bond had been ordered and they had offered to pay it. I

was a conscious deliberate decision on the part of the judiciary to

keep the rioters off -the street. e the United States Supreme

Court has already said that bond cannot be used to keep people off

the streets. AdMe.-the Michigan constitution provides bail as a

matter of right ethi.ping4&a-idein

Michigan statulerinstructs the Judge

to look Ser the following things in setting the amount of bond

re umeak the severity of the crime,Aprior record of the accused,

and oin e4.intew1w gs that

will insure his reappearance, such as length of employment, marital

status, things of this nature. Mr. Colesta said that there is no

INI



doubt that things could have been done differently .than they were

during the riots. The actions of Judge Crockeft proved this. Theee

people who were arrested, even the looters, were not going to do d<t

g ain once they were released. They realized the stupidity of their

actions, and would have returned peacefully to their homes.

We, here at the Urban Law Project,Ablasted the actions of the

Judges during the riot bm .( /
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INTEROFFICE MEMRANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Mr. Wilson

Subject: Report on attendance of the Citizens City-wide Action
Committee, by certain team members on Thursday, October 12,
1967.

The citizens City-wide Action Committeejopularly known as

CCAC, is a broadly based black organization in the city of Detroit,

which at present is the principaL (9Yl political arm ofthe

lac Christia list Movement. The chairman of CCAC is the

Reverend Albert-Cagu minister of the Central United Church of

Christ. aa-the principal officers and comm ittee chairman of CCAC

are members of Reverend Claygue's church. This organization was

formed after the July disorder and has been holding meetings on a

bi-weekly basis in various sections of the city of Detroit in order

to ralley sHopn support. The meeting ,attended by four members of

the Detroit team on October 12, was the fifth in a series of meetings

around the city of Detroit. The meeting was convened approximately

_,d d8:30 on Thursday evening at the Southwest Baptist Chruch.

There were between 250 and 300 members and guest in attendance,,at-eT1e-

<mUagd Reverend CIhyg a, the chairman of CCAC presided/ and deslivered-

the principal address. In hisaddress he outlined the philosophy of

Chly 'unity of the black community

and black control of that community as a result of the transfer of

power from the white power structure. An appeal was made to all persons
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present to join the Citizens City-41ide Action Committee and to take

an active part in one of the more than 12 committees which have

been set up to focus on particular problems that are facing

the emerging black nation. These committees will deal with housing,

labor, employment, finances, redevelopment, communicationetc.

attached hereto and marked CCAC-Axhibit A, a document -askirg-?,

people to join CCAC and participate in one of the committees( -

listed on that document. There is also
a membership

attached/envelope, which is marked CCAC-ixhibit B.

The theme constantly reiterated by Reverend Claygue and other

speakers was black identity, black unity and prepardness of the trans-

fer of power to the black community from the white power structure.

While there was no talk of'violence by any of the speakers, it was

evident that violence was not considered Pt an unaccepted means of

attempting to solve the problems of the black community. Many of the

militants in the audience wore 50mm machine gun bullets attached to

leather thongs around their necks as pendents, we were told by one of

the black nationalist that these are the new "devil-chasers". (A

more complete account of thephilosophy of CCAC is given in the exanyx

excerpts from an explanatory report written by Reverend Claygue, on

September 27, 1967, this report is attached as CCAC-6xhibit C.

One should also see an article "Detroit, Birth of a Nation", which is

attachedto n 'ter report and market? "ehtriervied -xhibit A.
AvA #A
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CCAC claims as its membership the entire black community, whether the

individual black man has actively joined the organization or not.

The organization is not open to whites and whites are not allowed to

attend meetings of t organization. It should be noted however,xtkt

that the organization is not made up completely of black militants,

although black militants iad hold most of the positions of leadership.

theta i The president of the local chapter of the NAACP

is a member and a committee chairman of CCAC, and there are represent-

atives of other moderate, middle-of-the-road black organizations

"re yin the membership and as committee chairman in CCAC.

4 
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Mr. Wilson

Subject: Attendance of certain team members at a regular Sunday ser-
vice at Central United Church of Christ.

On Sunday, October 15, 1967 three members of the Detroit team

attended morining services at the Central United Church-of Christ,

home of the Black Christian Nationalist movement. Reverend

Albert B. C1aygde is the minister at this church. When we arrived

at approximately 11:30 a.m. there were no more than 100 worshipers

Present in the church. By the end of the service the sanctuary wasl

filled to capacity with approximately 600 persons. There was also

an unknown .number of persons seated in the balcony. Reverend Claygue

delivered the sermon. His theme was lerance of one's Black

Brothers and the/Missionary,R6le ofAll Black Men toEducate All

,Members of theCommunity about the ,Importance of,Black Control

of the Bfack,Community's Economic,,Social and Political Life. At

the close of the service a lengthy appeal was made to non-members

to join the church. In response more than a dozen persons came for-

ward and were accepted into membership. The team members were told

that the membership of the church has been increasing at a pheno al

rate since the July discorders. After the services we were able to

obtain a copy of an extremely comprehensive article which explains

the background philosophy and goals of the Black Christian Nationalist
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Movement and its political arm the Citizens City-wide Action Committee.

The copy of that article is attached hereto. It is entitled "Detroit

versus the Nation", and is labeled church services-exhibit A.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Wilson

Subject: Interview with Attorney enryClea

Mr. Cleague is in charge of the misdemeanor office of the neigh-

borhood legal service centers. He is also the brother of the Rev. Al-

bert Cleague. Our purpose in interviewing Mr. Cleague was to obtain his

views on the administration of justice during the disorders.

At the outset Mr. Cleague told us that during the disorder "the

courts and the police were all busy breaking the law." He made specific

reference to the policy of some judges of the Recorder's Court of setting

excessively high bail solely for the purpose of keeping people off the

street. He also commented on the suspension of the writ of habeas cor-

pus and the suspension of all civil and constitutional rights accom-

panied by untrammelled police brutality in the detention facilities.

He lamented the complete breakdown of the judicial system, not only in

terms of the illegal policies and practices which were tolerated and

condoned during the disorder, but also the complete physical breakdown.

He stated that many files were missing, the police had no records which

would indicate where and what-prisoners were being detained, andt

cumbersome booking and arraignment procedures were magnified by the

,amount of paper work involved.

- Mr. Cleague was adamantly opposed to the practice of setting

high bail. He blames this practice for mieh' of the ills which clogged
tnu

A-. I



sate of confusion that the were calling findout

whether or not they knew where alleged prisoners were being held. He

told us that no investigations were being made into a defendant's back-

ground and financial status which is required under D-etx-edt law in the

setting of bail. Instead, bail was simply being set at figures intended

to keep all prisoners incarcerated. We were told that bail for mis-

- ----- demeanors were being set at $5,000 and $10,000 and up. He also men-

tioned the fact that if a bond could be posted it would not be honored.

Mr. Cleague commended Judge George Crockett for his unwillingness to go

along with the high bail policy. He told us that Crockett was the one

judge in Recorder's Court who did not consider himself a member of the

police department. He also advised us that a group of lawyers is cur-

rently meeting in Detroit for the purpose of considering the filing of

a law suit against the judges of Recorder's Court for engaging in a

conspiracy to deny to persons their constitutional and civil rights

during the disorder. .

Mr. Cleague told us that John4ere of the Civil Rights Division

of the Department of Justice had attempted to dissuade from filing such

a law suit. While he condemned police brutality, Mr. Cleague stated

that he was much more distressed by the court's actions during the

disorder since the court had a responsibility to assure justice even 4

more so in what was described as "emergency conditions." He contends

that unless martial law has been declared, which was not the case,

civil law remain 4, and if there was no law -then there was nothing.

0It was his opinion that the high level of frustration in the black
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community which was the impetus for the disorders was heightened by the

injustices perpetrated by the courts.,A

(He explained that the lack community felt that one of the only

channels open to is for possible redress of grievances was the court.

Now that these people have suffered at the hands of the court, they feel

that they have absolutely no legal channels for redress. He feels that

this must inevitably lead to further violence and disorder.

We turned to 4 discussion of the conditions in detention facili-

ties and Mr. Cleage admitted that he had not visited any of the deten-

tion facilities during the disorders since he was charged with adminis-

tering the operations of the attorneys in his office along with attorneys

from several other legal services programs. However, he stated that he

had not obtained reports from many of his staff members and other law-

yers as to conditions inside the detention facilities; He was told

that these conditions were deplorable, completely lacking in any sort

of adequate sanitation facilities or in food or places to sleep. He told

us that he received the following information from a minister who

allegedly observed the incident: ,-

truck which had been used for transporting prisoners to police

headquarters pulled up with a load of women. This was a flat bed

truck with sideboards. The policemen told the women to jump from the

rear end of the truck. One woman told a police officer that she wa ku1ig6es
pregnant but he told her to jump anyway. She did so and had-a-mis-

carriage on the sidewalk. She was then dragged into the polce sta-

-s~ta-te4 --ha. -dii~-t-h. ~- U~(~
__ _ __ _ _%t AYvCCC-W~ LV -eV1 <
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)etainment-reeerd-had-beeeme-se-lesed-pha tmani

aRd-staff-members-weEe-kept-basy7

Mr. Cleage told us that the police arrest and detainment records had

become so fouled up during the disorder that many of his attorneys

were kept busy not only trying to provide free legal service but also

undertaking a number of investigations for missing persons. After it

became publicly known that they were doing this, Mr. Cleage states that

his office received from 1500 to 2000 calls during the first week and

up to 1700 calls during the second week from persons asking them to

investigate as to the whereabouts of their relatives ex-fiands.

When asked about the current state of relations in the city of

Detr t, Mr. Cleage stated that the July disorders were certainly the

fi st of many more to come. He stated that the middle class Negro being

ell aware of injustices perpetrated ontheJNegroa uit is beginning

more and more to identify with the militant movement. Cleage felt that

the black nationalist movement was gaining support from all segments

of the black community "like a snowball rolling down hill." Mr. Cleage

credits the July riots with sp en "p the Processof N0g rn self-

identification and unity by many, many years. He contended that it has

developed in the Negro who has been brainwashed to accept his current

station in life an almost total psychological separation from the

sy tem and its mores. In its most-ie en form the separation is mani-

fested by the fact that the black man no longer fears the white man.

In its most violent form this separation from the system and its mores

is manifested by the attitude of many Negroes that killing a white man

M, ()1OdQl) 41~ +h) N1 ptes L
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. longer immoral. Mr. Cleage compared the 1943 race riots with the

1967 disorder to illustrate his point that the Negro is building up an

immunity to repressive techniques. He stated that in 1943 the tactics

police forces used to quell the disorders were awesome. In 19.7-they

were still impressive but not frightening and next time theywill be

even less impressive and less frightening.

We asked Mr. Cleage whether the black community seems to be making

any connection between conditions in the ghetto and the expense of the

war in Vietnam. He responded that the general attitude seemed to be

"what in hell are we doing over there when we have so many problems

here?" He contended that black ma.n are now beginning to question the

validity of spending his tax dollar in order to free an oppressed people

halfway around the world when he faces almost the same kind of oppres-

ton and exploitation by the white merchant halfway down the block.

He told us that membership in his brother's church had increased mar e y

since the July disorder and that it continues to iTcrease with each

succeeding week. Mr. Cleage stated that he along with many others is

hopeful that the black community can in large part become unified. If

this happens, it is his feeling that the white power structure will

have to transfer part of its power or risk complete destruction of this

country as we know it today.

INTERVIEWER'S EVALUATION

Henry Cleage is a Negro attorney appearing to be in his early

50's. He is not as outspoken a black militant as his brother, Rev.

Albert Cleage§ however, he is in complete agreement with the aims of

rnl 
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The following notes are based on an interview withAReverend

Albert B. Calygtre, minister of the Central United Church of Christ.

Reverend CG e-is one of the leading spokesmen in Detroit of the

black nationalist movement. It should be noted at the onset that

Reverend Galyguie seem 'mewhat reluctant to grant us an interview# a

"en 'he did ssth his body-guardin attendance.

volunteered no information-when asked a question .e would answer in

yes or no terms if possible. With this sort of background one can

understand the .g&V of the interview which lasted no more than

20 minutes. When asked about the policeruality was only

one of many complaints, that there was no repress for black people

when acts of police brutality were committed against ____________

bu-t-s tated that--it- had- no t-breen-ry--e-f fee tive

b-d 0

I
I
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INTEROFFICE ME ORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Mr. Wilson

Subject: This is a continuation of the Rev. Albert Cleage interview
from tape number 21

To illustrate the fact students will no longer inferior educa-

tions, Rev.% Cleage referred to the krhen High School boyco of

- the '65-'66 school year. He added however that the boycott had not

been very effective in shaking up the school system. Because the boy-

cott had not been effective, Rev. Cleage stated that the students were

now rioting in the schools. In this connection he mentioned the inci-

dent at nu son Junior High Schoo where students went on a rampage

and kicked 6ut school windows and did other sorts of damage to the

school building. When asked about housing Rev. Cleage stated that

there was a definite need for more low income housing in the city of

Detroit. He told us that little or no public housing has been built in

Detroit in the last ten years. He also referred to the slumijlord pro-

blem and stated that 60 percent of the rental property in interci-ty was

slum property. On open occupancy he stated that this was something for

white people to work on. It was his contention that any black man with

the resources could buy a home anywhere he wanted in the Detroit metro-

politan area. Open occupancy will only panic whiteeople and-add to

the tensions between blacks and whites. If defeatedit will simply

ruoy
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bill would represent no concession at all 4or the white people. With

reference to the kmwDetroit committee, Rev. Cleage stated that the

only useful thing that could come out of the committee would be a

transfer of power to the black community. He stated that his organiza-

tionCitizens City-Wide Action Committee, was recognized by the New

Detroit committee as the voice of the black community. The basic them

of the Citizens City-Wide Action Committee is self-determination for

black people. Rev. Cleage talks about a black nation and particularly

the ghetto as a black state controlled by the black people with authori-

'ty over all aspects of life within the black community including the

police, the schools, housin the stores and other things. At the n-

clusion of the brief interview Mr. Cleage permitted the interviewers to

view the/Black i rMadonna,(a painting in the sanctuary of the United

Church-a -AChu-rh4of Christ which was done by Glanton Bedded, a member

of Rev. Cleage's church.atashaIxt Attached to this report is a bro-

chure marked "Cleage - Exhibit A" which gives the background of the

Black Christian Nationalist Movement for which the Black Madonna is the

artistic symbol.

Interviewer's evaluation: Rev. Cleage is a Negro who is in his

early or mid fifties. He is recognized in Detroit as one of the lead-

ing spokesman of the Black Nationalist Movement in that city. He also

in the last year or so has acquired a nation-wide reputation as a

spokesman for black nationalism. Both before and after the Detroit dis-

order, Rev. Cleage was widely quoted in newspapers and journals of

national circulation with regard to his theories of black nationalism.
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His church, the Central United Church of Christ, has become the focal

point for what Rev. Cleage calls the "Black Nation" which includes,

willingly or unwillingly every black man in the United States.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dukes

Subject: Interview with Rev. Clegg, Oct. 24, 1967

G4egg pointed to educational deficiencies, the strong

tendency for criminal elements in the community; and the exclusion

of the Negro from accepted social standard, en after he has performed

efficiently all the responsiblities that are expected of him, he is

rejected generally on the basis of an individual's act, on the basis

of the criminal element thus present, and even is pre-judged on this
- such,

basis and punished for hxky although he is innocent of all connota-

tions. He specifically sets the police activity subsequent to the

riot as being brutal and stated that no change is expected in thie

am a as long as the Negro people tolerate white police in black

communities.

-V



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
To: Mr. Wilson

From: James Raschard

Subject: Interview. October 9, 1967, Detroit, Michigan, Subject,
11Kenneti Cockrell. Notator, James Raschard.

On the afternoon of October 9, at 2:30 -jp'az1.: s n

Senator Brooke and his party met at Central Community Development

Center in Detroit, Michigan, with the following people: Dr. James

Boyce, Consultant to the Virginia Parks Development Corporation;

a Mrs. Burton, retired, staff member of the neighborhood legal

services; Mr. Clyde Cleveland, President, Detroit Chapter of CORE,

and Supervisor of the Community Services Division; Mr. Richard

Slenners, Acting Director of the Mayor's Committee for Human Re-

sources Development; Mr. Julian Witherspoon, Wayne County Depart-

ment of Social Services, and Chairman for Target Area Four, Ad-

visory Committee. Also included at that meeting was Mr.

Cockrell.,staff member of the West Central Organization, and a recent

graduate of Wayne State School of Law.

NA Ls to Mr. Cockrell's statements at-thak meeting, this writer

directs his 2a tttio.oi Cockrell is young, perhaps 25, very articulay.)

outspoken, with reasoning, and in my opinion, d the plight

of the Detroit community in a manner which is clear, precise, and

constructive. Mr. Cockrell feels that the Detroit community in-toto

will be caught up in a confrontation of black-white pvical violence

unless the government intercedes. He views the present calm as a

X?~ ~zY -(~,~t Pd ~ce X i- 4' dXt 0l~o10~ 0na~



"wait and see period" with the final resolution depending on the scope

of Federal intercession. He feels that the Common Council, police force,

the mayor, and other state and local agencies, have lost the initiative
A

and have nothing to offer as an ameliorating factor. He refused to

identify either employment, education, housing or any one facet of

the multiple problems as having priority over any other of the

identifiable plights . He feels the answer is in mass program

development; d the content5of the sere.es being aimed

at specific communities and that they be of such a scope as to guarantee

specific services to specific groups, families =d individuals and that

these programs be designed at the level of subsequent input.m further2

that the monies and programs sanctioned by Washington by-pass the

state, thereby insuring full utilization at the city level. Mr.

Cockrell also *s an expansion of the present programs in force, but

with an addendum of built-in guarantees of community participation
He feels that a

gv hanghths/revision of the civil service structure

in Detroit is mandatory, particularly civil service structuring within

the mmunity Action Program.

During the interview, this writer noticed a certain reluctance

of the group gathered in allowing Mr. Cockrell to express his views.

eel Follow-up on Mr. Cockrell revealed that his marriage to a caucasian

particularly during this high tension period of black militancy 45TE

gimumw~tin Detroit could have lead to a negative attitude in feelings

toward Mr. Cockrell. My subsequent attempts to interview Mr. Cockrell

in privacy was unsuccessful. However, this writer feels that Mr.

Cockrell has much to say in regards to events leading up to the riot,

events concurrent with the riot, and the militant posture ewer



at its present level. I would highly recommend a 
more thorough and

private interview with Mr. 
Cockrell at the earliest possible 

date.

A source of contact for Mr. 
Cockrell would be Curtis 

Rogers of Human

Relations Commission.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Walter Duke

Subject: Intertiew withJF~ 7: eel

Earl Cockerel is a member of the West Side -ommunity c-nn iff

organization. He is another individual who is very vocal and influen-

tial in the Detroit community. His militancy is extensive and most

extreme. His specific aim is to overthroer structure

in Detroit, particularly to gain control of the ghetto. The highlighting

reason is police brutality. He feels that eventual conflict is emminent

and this is his only basic premise. In trying to reach him with the

reasoning and idagi logic of the negativeness of this concept, I was

told that it is inevitable. He visualizes all the social reforms, all

the basic programmings as just a temporary appeasement, but that even-

tually there must be conflict between the races. I would say from the

argumentation of this young man that he is most influential toward

the extremist element, and he will emerge as a leader of such element.

The ghetto was additionally stated by him to relate to the ineffective-

ness of the present social structure and a failure E of communication

or thevdonation of relief by the white man. Those who suffer the

most in the lower brackets of society inevitably he feels will be

the most violent. He therefore preacheslin*attempts to communicate

'with this element of the community. He profusely advocates black

violence. He views affirmative programs as an insult to the Negro,



!(I

and he chiefly relies on the true intent of the white.pan

vacatig.thm. Race separation and control is ultimate. He seeks

political support for his candidacy for mayor of Detroit in the up-

coming election with these thoughts as premises. He seems to be in

a-highly dangerous and dedicated mood for the destruction of the exist-

ing social order, and it is this social order which all his energy

seems to be attacking.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To:- Mr. Wilson

From: Bernard Dobranski and Tom Pepp

Subject: This is an interview with alcolm Dade f the Mayor's Develop-
ment Team, conducted on Octo er 67 by Bernar ran-
-ski-anid-Tm Popp

Dade is a young man, a Negro, in his early thirties. He told

us that the Negro community as a whole in Detroit view the police as

being the major problem. Before the riot this was not so much so.

At that time the traditional problem? such as housing, weemore importa

than the police. In the minds of the people the police problem is

the most severe, although housing in Detroit is critically short and

the density of persons per house is very high. Detroit has a very high

percentage of home owners, in relation to other American cities But

many of these homes become delapidated because of poor code enforcement '1 h-

and low income a 01 mob ners. I asked why some cities with

,the-same-kinds-of problems as-Detroi tIabs 4dgltchave-any-riotsT-an-

Dade responded by saying that these other cities are going to have then ke

eventually. Ths--particuelar-ritin Detroit ause&-by-a precipitate 4

Aing-inse44nt--a-blind-pig-raidg---That-is-a-raid-by-the police on an after-

hours je& n.

0iThis particular incident was inflamatory enough to cause a riot

because there were a great many people around. It was a hot night and

a 'lot of people were out on the streets. Dade described to us another

incident which had happened several months earlier in which a Negro man



had been killed in a park and his wife molested by a group of white

menu This incident, in and of itself, was probably more inflamatory,

Dade felt, but there haddst been many people a*ound- to know about ita

In describing the climate in Detroit which had allowed a riot

to happen, Dade felt that the news medidshandling of the murder o

Dana Thomas in the park had had a large effect on the Negro communi y.

The white papers played the incident down' There was a small story

in the second section about the murder. The Negro newspaper, called

The Chronicle, had-made a big story of this incident; and the concensus

intheNejrQ community hadF-'been that airne-'a black man'-had-ben4 murder"

ite--ddk-rea4y make much difference to the white people. Dade

felt that the intentions of the white press to play the incident down

and therefore help to keep things cool, had, in fact, backfired, in

convincing the Negro people that their feelings were not being prope -

ly considered. Further, the handling of the trial of the murderers of

Dana Thomas was also considered by the black community to be unfair

because, in fact, several men were involved in his death, and only one

was finally indicted.

* Dade also felt that there is a popular feeling in the Negro

community that justice is administered in ayne County on a-double

standard basis. He pointed out that no white man has ever been con-

victed of killing a Negro in Wayne County. This is the end of the

interview with Malcolm Dade. He had to go to a meeting so it was cut

short. Also, present during this interview were Jim Bush and Kitty

Edw rds who are other staff persons 1n the mayor's development seemittee.
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I NTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Trom Popp

Subject: Interview with Nelson Jack Edwards, Vee-P-resident, United Auto
Workers in Detrol on Thursday, c ober 12, 1967.

After I had explained to Mr. Edwards what the purpose of our visit to

Detroit namely/ to find out the what and why of the riot in July, he

explained that from his point of view junen en was partially the cause,
OP1

b

Among whites in the suburbs, Mr. Edwards felt, the police ae

the peo le , whereas in t e Negro neighborhood

suming guil e lack men are prone to coie-police-think.

In relation to unemployment, Mr. Edwards stated that unemployment was

higher in 1967 than it had been for five years in Detroit. The people in the

ghetto have been seeing bits and pieces of freedom come along very slowly

for quite a while; but-that-with-this-high-rate-of unemployment and so many

r people notenjoying the kind of freedom they now expect, this-was-a-con-

tributing-faet to the riot. In 1960, the riot probably would not have happened,

in Mr. Edwardsl opinion. One of the reasons why more ghetto Negroes have

not been able to get jobs, Mr. Edwards felt, was that the deployment.

offices give tests which are totally unrelated to the jobsultimately done le

plants by the persons seeking day- labor. There-is the manpower available,

but the jobs are not available and the people who are involved in violence

seem to have the belief, according to Mr. Edwards, that violence will bring
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the white power structure around to their point of view and will help them to

get more jobs. -The Detroit high schools, Mr. Edwards f4t there is no

vocational guidance which understands the problem of job placementV fo

1oOt N kL
people with low qualifications. In the high schools, there is no industriaN

equipment which is up to date. The shops are ill-equipped to train people

to do the kind of jobs that are needed by industry. The~rade unionsave also

been very strongly opposed to admitting Negroes among their ranks, through

the means of the tests they have given for admission. 1

in Detroit really has only about a tenth grade r. wa

felt, but-in-spi-te-efthat there is a seek reblem. of tolerating ill-qualified

white people -- white oung-eople-in-tradesTurchin-unions, wherea-s Negroes

who are not well-qualified are not tolerated. In other words, a white man

and a black man, both of the same qualifications, would fare differently,

Th white man would be tolerated wbile he was learned how to do his w

whereas the Negro would be expected by the trade union and the em &I) L

know everything about the job from the very start. I asked Mr. Edhards

who controls the testing which controls the job pl acements and his answer

was that it is a joint effort between the unions and management it-self-but

the-uniens-aree-pax.ty4o-it-he-admi-tted. In the building trades, the unions

know what the high school curriculum is of the people who are applying to

get jobs, but the tests which are given are not at all commensurate with

that education. Particularly in the trades and services, Mr. Edwards felt
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testing is used as a preventive of keeping Negroes out, a-Mr---Btwards

was quick to admit that even theUnited Auto Workers d been deler-iot ' b

in its duty to tolerate imperfection among the Negroes it employee. Mr.

Edwards related-the-reasons-for-bey-s-behavor=for the behavior of those 0

whe-begin-jobs-to-the-tr-aining-whieh-they-'have-gotterfrom-theirparents.

-f they are bad, this is probably due to their parents-tha-they-are-bad-boys.

--- fM' they-are goodjwiieh-is-due-toAtheirparents, their friends call them

Uncle Toms. so they can't win either way they go about it. VxGetting back to

the riot itself, Mr. Edwards stated there-irs belief-that it had been spon-A

taneous and not *planned. The specific grievance which he cit

athe building of freeways which hars-not in Det

Sf"thetho e people displaced.I asked why some people

with-the-same.grievances riot and others with the same grievances dorr-t:

Mr. Edwards simply felt that those who did not riot and who had the same

grievances were willing to wait and hope for the day when white people

would decide that they were ready for equality. But these people as w

are gravitating toward the militant point of view. The next timejMr

Edwarde-fesR the riot will be bigger and worse. Going back to the point

of tests which are inappropriate for the job which is to be performed, ITasked

Mr. Edwards what he suggested to improve the relevance of those tests and

to improve the tolerance on the part of the employer to accept imperfection

until a person has had an appropriate period of training, Mr. Edwards'
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response as that this is the responsibility of industryf(skilled trades,

employment offices, supervisors, everyone.it-sarsh sttgone far

enough toward making Negroes feel welcome. Mr. Edwards felt that the

United Auto Workers has pretty nearly achieved industrial democracy in

its own plantSbut that the churches have not been strong enough on this,

the management of various industries have not been strong enough on this,

the individuals involved have not been strong enough on it and it is a problem

which has to be dealt with in many ways. itThere are thousands of qualified

Negroes waiting for jobs, he said. It is a myth that these people don't

want to work or aren't sufficiently well-qualifiedpA They may need training,

however. I-ehe-words,..&M-IEdwards-was-saying legislation by the

Congress in this area is inappropriate and not useful because this is some-

thing which must come from within the management of industry and cannot

be legislated. Industry can be persuaded by government agencies to do this,

but it has to do it itself and 4t will certainly contribute to the problem un-

less it is able to make a helpful contribution in this area.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: John J. Ursu

Subject: Interview with ohn Feikens, President of the Detroit Bar
Association and ormer o-Chairman of'the Michigan Cvil

Rights Commission

Mr Feikens could only grant a half-hour interview which we

managed to stretch into one hour.

The an Civil Rights Commission the only such agency in

the nation which is established by phi state constitution. It began

operations in 1964, replacing th Fair Employment Practices Commission.

Its opening budget was $190,000, and that grew to $2,000,000 in 1966.

Its staff grew from 17 the first year to over 100 last year. The Com-

mission has no formal relationship to the U.S. Civil Rights Commission.

Mr. Feikens served withj;n 7 Keith (a Negro attorney recently appointed

to the federal bench) as Co-Chairman of the Commission.

Feikens was well aware of the .tension that vist, been the

black community and the police department. The real problem area, he

says, is the bottom 15 percent of that society. All the benefits of

social programs and movements seem to reach, at best, the middle and

upper class Negroes, but there has not been effective contactwith the

remainder of the people. To these people, the police force is the white

man, and the force has displayed a propensity to view the worstelement

in the Negro community as representative of the whole.

The early CRC program concerning law enforcement agencies was

little more than a system of adjusting disputes between the parties.

___________ M- IS%
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This case-by-case approach had a very limited impact on police-community

relations. It did not reach the bottom 15 percent, since they would not

come to MCRC with a %c'
___=Burton C 1 LWl~he FFet OL
Dr. Burton Levy, irector of MCRC's Division of Community Ser-

vices, conducts programs for the benefit of police officers. The most

serious problems are verbal abuse, lack of respect and discourtesy, and

Levy is working to educate officers in these areas.

ens view, asmal minority of policemen are responsib

for most of the tension between h -04ek-nd-the-fece There is a

certain type of officer that is a consistent object ofcomplaints- The

less formal schooling an officer has, the worse he is likely to be in

his contacts with Negroes. One specific ethnic group on the Detroi force

has a very poor record in dealing with Neg ' ens.

Attached to this reportlis a copy of speech which Feikens delivered
A

at the Annual Americaa Bar Association Meeting. It gives general infor-

mation on the activities of the local bar during the riot. Feikens was

at police headquarters during the riot to coordinate legal service ac-

tivities. Approximately 700 lawyers were recruited to represent defen-

dants at arraignment and preliminary examination.

.0 hdesCourt juges usi g

the bail procedure to keep people off the streets. There was great

hysteria during the first couple of days of rioting, and no one knew what

the insurrection would grow into. By Thursday and Friday, things began

to cool down and bail was reviewed and adjusted.

In Feikens' opinion, the Detroit riot was a revolt against prop-

/ erty. The most important step to cure the ills which led to the disorde
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is to provide ways in which the lower class will be able to own their

own homes. Job opportunities must be expanded. The U.S. Government

should provide tax incentives to corporations that are willing to con-

duct special training programs for the normally unemployable people.

n..

Evaluation

Feikens has little specific knowledge relating to the riot or

the Civil Rights Commission. I do not recommend that he be called.

4 1
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: (Ursu)

Subject: Interview with Girardin, Commissioner of the Detroit
Police Department

The chief administrator of the Detroit Police Department is

a civilian appointed to that post by the mayor. Prior police exper-

ience is not a prerequisite for the position, and Mr. Girardin was

an administrative aide to the mayor immediately before his appoint-

ment. Prior to that, he was a reporter for the now defunct Hearst

newspaper, The Detroit Times. Girardin has held the job of commis-

sioner for approximately four years, and he recently announced his

intention to resign. Girardin is 65 years old.

Directly below the commissioner in the department's organiza-

tional structure are the following career officers:

Eugene Reuter, Superintendent
JToN -Jo-an-F. Nichol De ut Superintendent

o-mas ur aly Chief Ins tor
ward R. Sash Chief of Detectives.

All these parties have offices on the third floor of Police

Headquarters at 1300 Beaubier) Street, and they are often referred by

fellow officers to as "the third floor."

The commissioner stated that he had believed that police-

community relations in the city of Detroit were basically good. The

department has organized programs ("block clubs") operated at the

precinct level, and the Citizen Complaint Bureau is active in this/

Al
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area. Two documents attached to this report ("Police Community

Relations Program" and D.P.D. Inter-office memo of April 5, 1966

to Girardin) present a fairly complete picture of the department's

. activities in this area. In addition, Girardin said that he has

tried to keep his office open to Negro leaders in order to main-

tain a personal dialogue with the black community.

The Detroit 0olce Department was historically better than

any other urban force in matters related to staff integration. The

department is presently trying to cure the situation that had ex-

isted by advancing Negro police officers to supervisory positions.
A

One must, however, give attention to the fact that there are only

about 200 blacks on a force of 4500 men in a city where approximately

40% of the citizens are non-white. Leo Administrativ

Assistant to Congressman John Conyers, told this writer that white

officers go to great lengths to drive new Negro policemen off the

force.) Add to .this the fact that the Detroit Police Department, which

is operating at about 500 men below authorized strength, is compelle

by the City Charter to only hire men who have been residents of

Detroit for one year prior to their employment.

The principal channel for complaints against the police depart-

ment is tpawhichwas organized in May

1961. (For a more detailed report on this bureau, see the Rdbxanski-

4-mau interview with Inspector Carl Heffermen, et al.) The Citizen's

Complaint Bureau was moved from police headquarters by Girardin in

/ 1964, and it is now located in the downtown YMCA.
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Although there is no civilian review board in Detroit, Com-

missioner Girardin states that the(Michigan Civil Rights

a constitutionally established state agency, is, in effect, the

toughest civilian board one could expect to have. (See my inter-

view report with Dr. Burton Levy and Miss Janet Cooper of the

Michigan C.R.C.) In addition to the two above channels, citizens

may lodge complaints at each precinct, and the precinct commander

must submit monthly reports concerning any such complaint so filed.

Commissioner Girardin stated that the July riot came as n

surprise to him, au, indeed neither did the location of the pre

cipitating incident. Detroit, he believes, is a center for black

militancy, and, in his view, the spokesmen for the black revolution

have caught the ear of Detroit's young unreachables. In other

words, the 18 - 25 year old under-or unemployed street corner type

is listening to and believing the advocates of violent black power.

Stokely Carmichael and Rap Brown reach these youths in their living

rooms, and Detroit's resident black extremists reach them in the

bars and on the street.

Girardin also stated that citizen complaints against the de-

partment were less frequent during the several months prior to the

July riot. The commissioner noticed that he, himself, was having

less contact with black spokesmen before the upheaval. The writer

failed to ask Girardin what the specific significance of these

facts were to him, but in the context in which he was speaking, I

believe he meant to indicate that the poorer Negro community had

?kOLACe CLkMS fL~MC5 jLOWW
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grown disenchanted with conventional methods of expressing grievances.

Note un~t, however, that this is only my personal impression.

Girardin stated that Detroit's riot was significant because

it was not, in his opinion, ignited by the sparks of other, nearby

civil disorders. In the summer of 1966, Girardin believes that

Detroit felt the shockwaves of rioting in Cleveland, Ohio, and the

Michigan cities of Benton Harbor, Jackson and Lansing. He does not

believe that Newark was a major factor in the Detroit riot.

Attached to this report is a paper-bound volume entitled,

"Statistical Report On The Civil Disorders Occurring In the City Of

Detroit" which contains all the relevant statistical dati relating

to the number of arrests, nature of offenses and offenders, casual-

ties and othernformation. Information concerning the specific

circumstances and events which precipitated the riot is presented in

my report on an interview with Deputy Superintendent Nichols. The

near-riot which occurred in Detroit in August 1966 (the "Kericheval
FPIa5 C htd

incident") is k4-s imssm4 in Mayor Jerome P. Cavanaugh's formal pre-

sentation to this commission aS h an ithmeAt theef&!e.'

Some general or unconnected observations on the part of the

commissioner are following:

(1) The now famous "order not to shoot" was not issued to

Detroit policemen during this riot. Such restraint is a basic part

of police training and procedure for Detroit police officers.

(2) The Detroit riot may signify that conditions have im-

proved for Negroes in the city. A wholly suppressed class of people

would not have rioted as these people did.

ii;,
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(3) The violent black revolution is not, as President Johnson

indicated, a problem for the cities. The resources available to the

city and state are not nearly enough to cope with the riots and the

causes there

(4) The most significant factor in preventing Detroit's ivil

disorder froarei as the large numberof arrests

(over 7,0r0)ec' ge igpeplh

streets. Other important factors were the large patrols covering

affected areas and the imposition of a curfew. People who respected

the curfew order kept off the streets, and people who did not could

be arrested.

(5) The amount of time that exists between a potentially

precipitous incident and ignition of a riot has grown progressively

smaller. The first stage of a riot is crucial, and police or other

forces must be available in the briefest possible time. An immediate

show of strength contributed to the failure of the

to spark a riot. It was not possible to make such a show at 4:00 A.M.

Sunday, July 13th. j< }-

e nited States Army should train special troops for

domestic, riot duty. They should be stationed in sufficiently large

numbers at strategic points throughout the country. A procedure

with t h ereret.8rtvC 0- - e. ntmy)
should be worked out for their rapfcdd-plyTffient to trouble spots.

In addition, if we are going to rely to gzea degree on National'

Guard forces for riot duty, the federal government should insure

that they are properly and extensively trained to handle that kind
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of civil warfare.

Evaluation: Mr. Girardin is not a policeman and his four

year tour as commissioner has not made him one. A party in Detroit,

whose opinion I greatly credit)told me that "Ray's heart is in the

right place, but he is too weak an administrator to press his own

views on the force." The commissioner is, however, an intelligent

and articulate observer and commentator.

If this commission were to conduct a field hearing in Detroit,

I could not recommend that Mr. Girardin be the sole spokesman from

the Detroit Police Department. In the event that time permits only

one such representative to appear, that person should be Deputy

Superintendent John Nichols. I do believe, however, that it would

behoove the commission to hear both men and I accordingly recommend

that this be done.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Mr. Bernard Dobranski and John Ursu

Subject: Interview with rnest Goodman, Attorney, on October 11, 1967

by Bernard Dobranski and John rsu

Mr. Good n.has a-4mes practiced law in thougaovf Detroit->-

He has an extensive civil rights and civil liberties practice. The firm

in which he is a partner was organized in l950,adA4.e Mbelieves it was

the first integrated law firm in the United States in the sense that
r

Negroes were taken in as partners. A former partner was Judge Crockett,

a Negro, who now sits on the ftwnik City of Detroit's Recorder's Court.

Mr. Goodman stated that a major problem in the City of Detroit

is the police department. The p0 ice ave historically posed a problem

for minority groups. During the 1930s, for example, when the labor sit-

down strikes were occurring, the police were hated by labor groups as much

as the Negroes hate the police today. Mr. Goodman pointed out, however,

that the problem must be put into proper perspective. The police depart-

ment represents the force which society uses to enforce its laws, 0

the extent that these laws are unpopular 4f immoral even good police

officers run into trouble trying to enforce them. Since our society

is a discriminatory rise that the police depart-

mentsga eanoileemb-f that discrimination. Police have the

same prejudices that the rest of society has.

One of the main problems with the Detroit1folice Depaam is

the entrenched bureaucracy that existsA The top career people arrived

"/1 '' 1v100"J
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at their positions through long service and seniority They resistte
a es of the most progressive of mayors and police commissioners.

Their attitude bedng that the mayor and commissioner are here today,

gone tomorrows and-wegA1st 44eere. Former Police mmissioner

George:Edwa s now sitting with the ,ixth Circuit Court of Appeals,

was an excellent police commissioner, but he was disliked intensely

by the career policemen andkhad hisefforts thwarted at every turn.

The police department does have a police review board. The commissioner

is also advised by a civilian advisory board. Neither of these groups

are very effective.

Recent Supreme Court decisions in criminal law have.played a

very important role in changing the Detroit Police Departments The

Department has significantly changed its practices because of the/J.-

Sup iefeaart decisions. Tnow better and much fairer to

Negroes than they were before. Mr. Goodman believes that this change,-

to conform to the Constitutionr-is most significant.

The Detroit Police Department, however, is Zitt still faced with

some problems not yet resolved (which can yet be resolved). The first

is that the white policeman is basically afraid ofNegroes and Negro

areas. He knows he is hated. He, therefore, often reacts out of fear

and does things he would not ordinarily do. Recruitment of Negro f -*^

policemen to the Detroit Police Department is also way behindA, One

reason for this is the feeling of Negroes that to become a cop is to

sell out. Also, any Negro who joins the force is Am treated as a

Negro police officer on- u hepbe 1'ee and not just a- an officer

V
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Mr. G(oodmarL-ther-- 1..ret.t.d"To usi-.... gA7

vhft,,' whbEg-a'a- an

waited until they arrived Afte ice -fci rv he man,

instead of dispersing, stayed a ond.ATheWmi ArPrres- ed by the

poli~ -reusi :-toE taxZ xthxnxxxEtiX HxxRIxgXfaEXRHEgHkX

disperse. At te ma7n6 trial, the police ittiesses ITed of oupme

white--officers ne 9fcr 1 if gat coa'bappened,

the Negro police ficr we ch ' urther thaiiev e wht''icom-e

plaining officer. Onee d4-W-e"f- tR a- YdP-ffg owh o e

ported them. Th 4thnother problem,

that a Negro on the force h - bend!=&backwards to show the white

officers that hebs with them.

*Until the Detroit police force is truly integrated, the problem

with the police will continue to exist. In fact, said Mr. Goodman,

even if the entire force was composed of Negroes, the Negro community

still would not be satisfied. Discriminatory laws would still be en-

forced against them. Mr. Goodman also added that there are few Negroes

in positions of leadership in the Detroit police force.

-1\different standard of policing is applied by the Department to the

Negro community than to the white community. The white officers are

torn by conflict. A desire to do what is right conflicts with their

prejudices. Some white policemen, in fact,'compensate for this prejudice.

They may arrest a white man for doing something that they would not

mooi



and complaints than similar calls from the white community. One factor

is their fear of the Negro community. They are well aware of the hostili-

ty of the Negroes toward them.

Mr. Goodman then related to us an exmla-folc rtl

that occurred during the July riots. The police and National Guard

received reports of sniper activity from a certain house. They surrounded

the house aid broke down the doors, xxi called the people out. Asleep

upstairs was the home owne. a Negro worker, who had never been in

trouble,Jr Also, asleep upstairs with him waq

a friend who was unable to return to his home because of the curfew.

A third person was apparently asleep downstairs. These three were taken

outside and'searched. Police found nothing. They were then taken to

the police station. At the station, according to Mr. Goodman, the

police beat "the living shit" out of them. The police literally stomped

them./ The men suffered such injuries as broken jaws and deep cuts and

bruises. The police hurled such epithets as them as "black bastards"

and "dirty Niggers". Because of the lack of any evidence, the men were

released the next day. As the men were being released, a policeman

asked them if they would like some coffee. When one of the Negroes

answered that he did, the officer then threw it in his face as a final

esture of contempt and hatred. Mr. Goodman contended that this in-

cident is well documented. The medical injuries have clearly been

established and there is no question that the beating and injuries they

received resulted from th4i-day at the police station. There was no

-I



apparent evidence of sniper activity Even assuming that sniper

activity was coming from the house, there was no doubt that these men

took no part in it. Mr. Goodman, who represents two of the three men,

stated that he will file an action either with the Michigan Civil Rights

Commission(Twi the U. S. District Court. The incident occurred on

July 26, 1967. The address of the house was 1644 Glynn Court. The

names of the two Negroes represented by Mr. Goodman areVi~ril Austin

and Exaxy 9 Hnry,. The third man's name isPaul LeGrand.

The above incident, according to Mr. Goodman, illustrates how

the inner feelings of a good many of the police officers surfaced during

the riots. A considerable amount of this type of brutality occurred

during the riot. Lawyers in Detroit don't want to handle these kind

of cases. One reason is that the city is immune to state law.

even if aosuit is brought against .a individual police officer and is

won, there is difficulty in collecting. The U.S. Attorney's office is

not ~ interested in prosecuting these cases 1 
'ded ,eA-d ) .

Mr. Goodman thane related to us andher example which illustrates

what the term "police brutality" really means. This incident occurred

before Judge Crockett, a Negro, in Recorders Court, the City of Detroit.

EhnxVE±pi xaxxRzteA During the riot the police arrested a Negro man

who was caught int a store AIg. At the time that he was caught, hi

son, a ten year old, was along with him. At the trial the police office

testified that he arrested the defendant and then "got the kid out of

the place. Mr. Goodman said that it was quite obvious from previous

stimony that the police officer hadk Ricked the kid out of the at

12~
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store, bato he officer did not say this in his testimony. Judge

Crockett then asked the officer, "Did you kick the child?" The officer

answered "yes". At this point, the prosecutor interrupted the officer

with the following question, "You didn't kick him hard or hurt him,

did you?" Judge Crockett, however, instructed the officer that there

was no need to answer that question. After the case was finished,

Judge Crockett called the prosecutor and the cop before him, and told

them that the point was not whether the k1id had been hurt, but -ted

indignity of being kicked that was so reprehensible about the officer's

conduct. He told them that the child would remember this incident for

the rest of his life. Mr. Goodman pointe-et that incidents of this

kind go on all the time. The white policeman just doesn't realize

e his speech and manner of treatment affect the dignity of the

Negro. Mr. Goodman said that as recently as 15 years ago, the prose-

cutors and judges in,Detroit sagg called Negroes by their first names&

4 himself, w e re ent deem the prosecutors and

judges, because he addressed Negroes as Mr. or Mrs.

Mr. Goodman theet-described the actionsof the Detroit courts

during the riots. He stated that the judges, like most of the white

community, were scared to death. When he-rVIatt-tWSTotrhouse-

duru.the-f.k-;t=day of the rio tina, hz -ud--the-bukididgh Ztirnde

Ba 4p-.-ej e6''h U, day

that
wh ose &b t ': f 6-r io t
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When Goodman arrived at the court house, on the first day of

the rioting, he discovered it was surrounded by the police. In order

for him to get in, it was necessary for him to show his Bar Associa-

tion card. The judges made it quite clear that they considered them-

selves to be part of the city apparatus, whose job it was to stop the

rioting. They pledged themselves "4 keeping the arrestees off the

street. They functioned as an adjunct pf' the police department.

They were scared to dain death. AThe public statementsiat tha time

were amazing, especially statements of Judge Brennan, the Executive

Judge. The ouby exception t-haggsthie t d was Judge

Crockett, who took the position that it was the court's job to treat

the rioters like any other defendants. He was the only judge who did

not use the bond procedure as a means of keeping people in jail. The

rest of the judges, following the lead of Judge Brennan, did. Mr.

Goodman said that he quickly found out that in a police-state lawyers

don't serve any useful purpose. He was forced to face the fact that

he was totally useless.

On Tuesday, July 25th, while the rioting was still going on,

Mr. Goodman made a statement on local television about what was

happening. The essence of this statement was ± xthRXEER that the

court had thrown the Bill of Rights r~g4t out the window. The bond

system was being used to keep people in jail. People were being held

for no reason at all, just to keep them off the streets. Just prior

to his television interview, an interview with Judge Brennan was

shown, in which Judge Brennan made the statement that people must be

kept off the streets. Mr. Goodman saidxthatxhnR stated that he re-

I
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ceived a tremendous adverse reaction from his white liberal friends

because of his television statement.

Mr. Goodman believes here=to-be-se-exelebt egal services

programs In Detroity4 The most effective program has been the OE

program. The A Ea excellent program is thet-run

by the University of Detroit Law Schoollf Urban Law Project. Even

the organizing bar has been changing In the last few years, they

have had excellent presidents who have recognized the need 2 r pro-

viding legal services to the poor. The organized bar also provided

many lawyers for defendants during the riots.

The Legal'Services' cogramsinxRtxnit in Detroit have also been

developing a bond project. The courts were at first reluctant to go

along. Recently, their attitudes have been changing. Sti the

predominent method for meeting a bond requirement is ,through the use

of a bail bondsman. Bail bondsmen in Detroit uxxz work very closely

with the judges of the court. To illustrate this point, Mr. Goodman

related an incident that occurred to him a few years ago. His Negro

client was charged wit1,murder,,attvw hth d of his wife. Mr.

Goodman talked to the judge about getting his client, a working man,

released on bail, so that he could continue to work and earn money.

He asked 7L t' release the defendant on his personal recognizance.

The judge refused, however, and set bail at $10,000, "which my client

couldn't raise". iA"I then talked to the bondsman, who said, 'Let

me talk to the judge'. The bondsman did and got the bond reduced

to $5,000.' Bondsmen in Detroit kick back a part of their fees

I
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to the client's lawyer. Mr. Goodman said his practice is to return

this portion to his client. However, he said, t is not the ordinary

practice of most lawyers. The bondsmen are also heavy contributors

to the judges' campaigns. The e are inevitable where you have

bondsmen making mnnyxantxaf their money out of tk system; e'4

Mr. G dman said he once wrote an article, a Law Review

article, k whic citation hehasgow forgotten, on the value e place

on liberty in this country.. -In theory, we value free om, libe ty,

etc., yfy.hatghty '" the market place, however,,; iberty is pl ced

at the bottom of our co ern. The-kdal value,- n-the market plac

is the monetary vaTue . Ho much money i4,in liberty. These la ers

shrink from defending pxxirwn a person's liberty in a,,criminal ac ion

because very littlem6ney is i Ived in so doing. Mr. Goodman's

suggestion is to place a money vahie on liberty. The result would

be much Ietter-ptbiection' of a pesos liberty and freedom. Mr.

Goodman went on to say that the ±x a n-mber of years ago the loss
4I N

-of a human life-wds-worth--very Iittle mo ey, perhaps $5,000 or $10,000.

Now, howe er,,At has gone way up,to.$100,00 in many cases. As

result 6Y-Iis the plaintiffs bar in the egligence field-is-probably

the bes bar in the world. Puthe s va e on liberty and free-

domrand you would have the best.priminal lawyers you have ever seen.

The judiciary not only functioned during the riots as an

adjunct for the police department, but has done so for a long time

prior to the riots. For this reason, manyhave suggested that no

judge should handle criminal cases exclusively. All judges should

1-:
if it
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handle both civil and criminal cases. The judges who handle just

criminal cases tend, after a while, to identify with the police

department. jndit Detroit, the judiciary is identified with the

police, even insofar as the physical arrangements are concerned.

The court room, the prosecutor's office, the police department,

are all located in the same geographical area. Evenaggahvecourt

a room next toth

is _ Ikn o.the *4dgei ishamet Ath4 fe~e k~

a IT 1W0 *eWvtreasn.. Only a strong judgegxazanxding

taxMxxxirnadman can escape becoming an adjunct afxtkxdApaxtman

a*t an
or the appearance of having become hka adjunct of the police depart-

ment. Mr. Goodman believes that Judge Crockett has. However, the

police do not like him because he treats the officers like he treats

any other witness, no better and no worse."The key to the Negro's

struggle, not only in Detroit, but through t th rest of the country,

is power. TknxNagxxixa±xWk its"You can't get whites to

integrate with blacks because integration isquad4" The only way

it can be done is by development of a Negro nationalistic movement

of real power, so that Negroes can bargain as equals. PMr. Goodman

thenvery hx*ist briefly discussed the problem of housing in

Detroit. At one time he was on the Detroit housing commission. He

believes that open occupancy legislation can have a very real effect

upon improving the lot of the Negro in Detroit. "Let the whites

move sayMr. Goodman. "In fact, auaizRxatE accelerate it 1as
qi ya, s
quickly as possible. For then, good will open up for Negroes."



Mr. Goodman also stated that the school situation in Detroit

was very bad. Because of time limitations he did not have time to;a I

discuss it with us e However, he did give xxampyx us

copies of some briefs and complaints he had fiid recently 
filed

attacking de facto segregation in Detroit's schools. These papers

are attached hereto as Exhibit Nu* .
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INTEROFFICE MMORANDUM "'

To: Mr. Nelson V

From: Mr. Wilson

Subject: Interview wit Dr. Karl Gregory As ant Professor of
Economic at Wayne State University

Mr. Gregory stated that the two main problems of the black man

-in--Detroita that the white community would not permit the black

man to pick his own leaders and the white community practiced a kin

of economic colonialism within the black community.. He stated that

these problems were manifested in several ways: (1) poor police-

community relations, (2) inadequate housing; (3) inferior education,

.(4) economic insecurity.

Mr. Gregory contended that there has been a long history of

police harassment and brutality in the black community. As an

illustration of this, he told us about an incident involving the

Northern High School boycott' fa year or so ago. During that time

he was an advisor to these-students'participating in that boycott. He

stated that the police and news media blasted the non-violent boycott

as "mobs moving in the streets." During the boycott space wads- sought

and-varine-fefities to conduct the classes. The boycotters were

unable to find classroom space in a local hotel because the owner had

been harassed by police and was afraid to make-space-av-iabe- t-

the boycotterse etre A 4 '

'-*The previous harassment of this local hotel owner resulted

from the fact that the police had seen an interracial couple going

li-.7~y~,~cozo ic W. Paec 6 Ec 0 *6M'C ( 2  al 5,oA
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into the hotel. )A1-6 the student -leader of the boycott was arrested

and beaten by police anixx in the Mack Street, street area

where the small riot of 1966 had taken place. That disorder of 1966

is referred to in Detroit as the .Cu-ehava4- incident.

Gregory advised us that he had talked to a number of people

involved in police brutality incidents and had a long list of

grievances. He also stated that whenever neighborhood groups attempted

to organize and develop a program thatabout-their

particular problems, they could never get the program underway

because they would spend all of their time defending themselves from

police harassment.

Gregory also recounted a personal incident in which he was

involved with the police as a result of an auto accident. He stated

that he was rudely treated and called "boy" by the police.

He also showed us photographs of the 'person whom he contends

was bayoneted by police commanders on the first day of the recent

July disorders. As the incident was related to us, the victim was

drunk at the time and was standing on a corner Ivar leaning on a

mailbox or some other object. The police lined up aerosr the street

and started clearing the street by moving the crowd backwards along

12th Street. At the point where the crowd passed the place at which

the victim was standing, the victim, of course, did not move along with

them since he was intoxicated.

Gregory states that he was told the policeman pushed the man

down and when he attempted to rise and stand up, he was bayoneted in
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the side and in the back. The photograph which was shown to us shows
was

the man lying on the ground with what/hn described to us as his

intestines coming out of his mouth.

It should be noted here that although attempts have been

made, no one has been able to find out what eventually happened to

this man. He has not been seen since and -it is widely believed in

th-e Negro community that he died although no riot deaths were reported

until the following day when a white woman was killed.

Gregory stated that the roblem with the police force was not

lack of good will or good intentions on the part of 4fafor-RUTen, the

Police Commissioner, but rather discipline on-tr i . he noted

that there was a general lack of professionalism and an inability to

get policies made at the top carried through by the man on the beat.

On-4pont-o-dicip~lne-he--f strated-the difference In-

the Detroit Police Force and the regular army troops which were moved

into Detroit in the mid-stages of the July disorder. We were told that
any of

there was not a single complaint of brutality lodged against/the regular

army troops while hundreds of complaints were lodged against the

Detroit Police Department and the National Guard. We were told that

there was' an extremely intense hatred of the police in the black

community because of real or imaged acts of police brutality.

Whether real or imaged, the belief that the policeman is ready

to commit some violent act against any black man is ever-present in

the black community.

Al



It was Mr. Gregory's belief that the citizen has very little

redress against the police. He mentioned the Police Review Board

V',-" the Police Department and the State's Civil Rights Commission,

as totally ineffective tools/a!A dealing with the police brutality

problem.

He said that sple member of the State's Civil Rights

.Commission had admitted to him that out of the many, many complaints

received by the State'siv gts Commissio very little was

done in..he m-e-f-punishing officers who were involved in those

incidents.

He offered this example of the inequalities of justice within

the Police Department. Re-in .enedApolicw hd accepted a

bribe of a bottle of liquor was suspended u n a finding that he

was guilty of .tkfs offense. While another police officer who had

committed a hideous act of brutality against the black man was not

punished at all.

He also told us that he had been told by a police recruit

that during the training period, policemen are told to always carry

a knife so that if perchance they should be involved in an incident

with someone they couldH* always throw the knife on the ground next

to the victim and claim they had acted in self-defense.

He told us that a number of black officers had quit the force

because they- chances of promotion are limited. Yet Mr. Gregory does

not feel that the answer to better police-community relations is to

increase the percentage of Negro policemen above the present approximate

five percent. !-' 1/)
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He pointed out that most Negro policemen will brutalize black

people even more than white policemen in order -to show that they are

not being partial to their own ace.

On the subject of economic colonialism, Mr. Gregory pothd

out that virtually the entire black ghetto enamnty is owned by

whiteland is completely dependent on white! He stated that the most

segregated aspect of American life is e___e__a__e_____A_

All of the major financial institutions which are in the business of

advancing risk capital for the launching of any sort of business enter-

prise are controlled by whites and it is virtually impossible for a

Negro to obtain an advance of capital to start a business. He also

contends that the black community suffers from " tfor

food and all other consumer items andd.does not have the luxury of an4
alternative place of-hepp-ing. To deal with this latter kind of "ex-

tortion" Mr. Gregory proposes setting up food buying clubs which would

later be expanded into cooperatives engaged 'in the purchase and dis-

tribution of all sorts of consumer items.

On another aspect of economic colonialism, Mr. Gregory stated

that the Negro has to pay racial tax id trying to obtain housing. He

conceded that a fairly large percentage of the housing in the Negro

community is owner-occupied. > in terms of comparative

value The Negrohad-pa4d dearly for homey',which-are-owned-by-baeks-.

On the subject of employment, Gregory contended that a

majority of Negroes are relegated to low-paying menial jobs and that

there are xery-few utadt showplaces with no function than being-
11&,4, -,e- A
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visable. Statisticall , Ae pointed out thatJithe city of Detroit pro-

vides a disproportionate number of jobs to suburbanites. In this

regard, he stated that 14% of the people who live in Detroit work in

the suburba-aswhile 29% of the suburbanites work in Detroit. Turning

to the question of selection of leadership, Mr. Gregory said that the

black community is well aware of the fact that soeey a rewards sor 9

'under the present by the white zd The lead-

ership in the black community is determined by the white power

structure which wholes the goodies. I L- w-aitLe , the so-called

"Negro leaders" emerge by bent of the fact that they are willing to

play the game and say tothe white man what the-white-man wants to

hear. These so-called leaders are awarded and cheered at functions

such as the City Awards Banquet which was held during the time the

team was in Detroit.

-. It is Gregory's contention that the white powgr stirte is
chosen

basically masochistic. It displays and twi-a- its/black leaders

in times of peace, but when a crisis arises, these leaders cannot

communicate with the masses and theyhave become completely irrevelant

However, once the crisis is passed the white power structure continue

to view these people as the ones with whom they should deal in terms

of what is to be done in the black community.

On the subject of schools and education, Mr. Gregory stated

that rebellions such as the one which occurred at fe it-Jr

jyj 5owhile the team was in Detroit are due to several factors.

First the quality of education in the Detroit public schools turns a

child off at the second or third grade level. Gregory contended that

7/fiGMi -mJAd1
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a child is physically beaten down beaesee etroit public schools

still permit paddling) -Until he's old enough to strike back.dOhe

typrstrikes back, he is then labelled uneduca tenat'and pushed out

of the school system. Secondly, Gregory contends that the vandalism

such Athat which occured at Afe m very well have been a

result of school children seeing the damage caused.in-the riot drawing

the conclusion that peaceful attempts to change the school system

just won't work. Wg-hrr db4 g Aboycott last year W=htW had pro-

duced very lItl ien-4 he-way-ef results. It is his contention that

the students are seeking alternatives to the present educational set-

up. Thirdly, Xh-6114fdy feels that the attitudes of the teachers

are an important index of the quality 0 1 the educational system. He

contends that discipline has becomethe main gaal and function of the

teacher becausee4=the-serious'yovercrowding and a many a -

classes.A 4g ,categorized' white and Negro teachers into four distinct

groups. (1) The white middle class teacher who trys to impose her

values on the ghetto child. An example of this would be white

teacher who asks a child what his father does for a living. The child

answers that his father is a brain-surgeon or something of that sort.

She doesn't believe the child and the other children in the class start

to snicker because they know that slpart-i-ou-ar child doesn't even

know who his father is. This white middle class teacher finds it

difficult to conceive of a child not knowing who his father is and

certainly not knowing the father does for a living. The child Amersm

,his-ppers know that he does not know his father feel ridictledbecause

they have laughed at him.bEcau:;z -,he'. asked th-zo fleer-4 At 4hi

Aa'~t4d M-4
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po oni d becomes a psychological drop-

out. "'tl: ' _ au white teacher Gr.egy-eaeeresrth

IeOe who feels that the majority of black children are uneduca I-

and makes no effort to mOA rtet tho childA This of teacher

simply carries the child along until he is old enough to quit school

or be pushed out. fertT Y"rI ITYT-"

tegOwho have escaped

the ghet to, e nd-he-fee-l-s-that--they-may--be quited.ettimenotatdo-the.-

4 Amprpmentalzofhiack children. This tarJ uef teacher is now comfortable'

..and-the middle class and resents the daily reminder that she was once

like the little black children sitting in her class.- This resent-

ment may be manifested to the child by verbal abuse or by obvious lack

of any genuine interest in the welfare t hi-s=education.

The--sqcond-categoryiof he Negro teachers +-i-eharacterizet-as-=those

who are extremely proud of the fact that they are black. This sort

of teacher feels that it is her responsibility to instill race pride

in any black child in her dland=sh f erefore, demands of the

black child a higher standard of performance than would ordinarily

be required. She is extremely hypercritical and constantly places

the child under the pressure of not being to make even little mistakes.

TL10/
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Wilson

Subject: Continuation of the Karl Gregory interview

Ii
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It is Mr. Gregory's contention that this sort of black national-

ist strain warps the child's development as much as the sense-of in-

feriority which is instilled by the detached middle class teacher.fypes.

Gregory stated that,as an economist he has long been concerned with

the fact that the inner-city does not get its fair share of state aid.

In this regard he noted that many people felt that with :re-districting

the rural areas would lose power over the pursestrings and that the

cities would gain it. However, he stated that the inner city did not

pick up any seats in the legislature in the re-districting. 1herwent

instead to the suburbs which are as hostile -tmwa the inner city as

the rural areas were-heetofoe-r.

Gregory contends that the present-ey-stemd- allocating state aid

to local school systems takes no cognizan ce-of the need factor. This

was explained as follows. The ghetto Negro children from broken homes

obviously need more programs and services in order to have an educa-

tion equal to .that of middle class suburban children. He suggested

that-the onlythese services and programs could be provided would be

to build the need factor into the state allocation formula. He told

us that at present state aid to education is based on a formula which

looks only 0 the amount of local support for education. It is his

-S-1 j;0 ox, 4 t1i, 9,is
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contention that this formula does not take into account the fact that

residents of Detroit pay many eets- of taxes which are not paid by

residents of suburban and rural communities.

In further explanation of this point, Gregory stated that Wayne

i County has the second highest property tax of any county in the state.

., In addition, residents of the city of Detroityhich is 183 in. Wayne

County pay a city property tax, . ' county property tax, a school dis-

trict millage, and a city income tax, wheeas many suburban coffmuni-

ties p a county property taxwha

It is therefore

easier for the county to assess a hight/5chool district tax and -s aft

state aid thant city of Detroit

Gregory stated that it is because of the already burdensome tax

structure in Detroit that the additional millage which has been pro-

posed in recent elections to support the schools has been defeated.

He also set forth several other .5a-te-s for the defeat of the addi-
during the-- /- e' /

tional millage/Hn' recent elections. One was that the nonghetto dweller,

e ecially the middle class whites, sent their children to-.private

schools rather than Detroit public schools.aidathe..XSoe w.re unwilling la

to pay additional taxes to su ort the public schools

th..mi1ge. Acee-many-o-f the East European whites 4AAch-live in the

outlying areas of Detroit send their children to school suburban

areas and therefore would not vote for a millage to support the public

schools in--the-ettyof- BetrattM

iV3~{- ~s~ S7
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Anot-her fLrt was that the issue was stated on the ballot in

such a manner that it was confusing to many people who might have

itoted in favor of the additional millage. Maths t4ne mmd lack

of voter education of residents of the inner cit who would normally

have voted.in favor of'the mileage, Mr. Gregory explained -taLr in the

following manner. He stated that many inner city dwellers when faced

with a long and confusing ballot simply voted for the particular names

that they knew and did not adt mn. vote at all on issues

stated at the bottom of the ballot.

A final caVtit was the movement of many young married couples

with children out of the city of Detroit into the suburbs leaving many

older people in the city who hd no children in the public schools and

who Tolt no obligation to support the public schools by additional

taxes on their property.

Mr. Gregory had the following comments with regard to the dis-

order of late July. He advised us that in the late morning or early

afternoon on Sunday, July 23 he received a call that a tailor shop

owned by his father on 12th Street wasbeing1ooted. He went down to

12th Street to check this, and while walkintoward his father's

tailor sho e heard rumblings IT?%

-dan@RRXe about a Negro man who had been bayoneted by the polices At-

first, he said, he thought this was simply a rumor but as he heard it

on corner after corner he realized that there must have been some

truth in it. Later he obtained photographs of the body and of an

unidentified policeman who had allegedly done the bayoneting. He was

y
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later told that a kind of carnival atmosphere prevailed on 12th Street

until the rumor of incidents such as the bayoneting spread. When he

was on 12th Strieet he stated that police commandos with rifles and

fixed bayonets were standing shoulder to shoulder across 12th Street

looking as if they dared the crowd to move toward them. It was Gregory's

statement that the posture of the police seemed to be challenging the

manhood of people in the crowd. The police looked extremely hostile.

They were practically all white and \to Gregory appeared to be an

"occupying force. In contrast he stated that later in the week the

regular army troops on the east side were much more amicable, less
whowe1the wheAth

threatening, tal4eed tod8AildrenA showedthem their'equipment when the j
4hitren asked what certain things were. The National Guard, Mr.

44Gregory stated, were worse than the Detroit city police. He charac-

terized them as "trigger happy."

During the time that he was on 12th Street on Sunday, Mr. Gregory

stated that the police were inattentive to looting possibly because

they were under orders not to shoot. Gregory suggested that the police

may have adopted the attitude, if we can't shoot to hell with it. He

contends that the major part of the police force at this time was

being used to guard certain utilities and major stores. It is his

feeling that regular army troops were deployed to the East Side because

this area had the greater potential for racial confrontation between

blacks and the low-income, East European community of Northeastern

Detroit. Also, on the East Side there had been conflict the summer]

--- before between police officers and the black community and the police
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may very well have wanted to avert another confrontation of this sort.

In commenting on the white reaction to the July disorders, Mr.

Gregory divided the white community into several distinct groups:

(1) the low-income, ghetto dwelling white (2) the "out-of-touch/middle

class suburbanite, (3) the middle class liberal (4) the low-income East

European Birchite type.. He advised us that each group had a dif-

ferent.==umrtresponse to the July disorders and these responses

varied as a result of the roles played by each in the disorder. The -

low-income, ghetto dwelling white identified with his black neighbor

because in the forays by police and National Guards the indiscriminate

A
spraying of houses with machine gun fire, the white ghetto dweller was

as much a e hb as the black man. Also, the

low-income, ghetto-dwelling whites participated with their black

neighbors in the looting. the detached middle and upper class subur-'

banites saw the disorders as acts of hoodlumism. They apathetically

snuggled back into their world and assured themselves that the rioters

w xhE were only a small proportion of the black community and that

&.at evut-in~would be punished. The middle class liberal still did

not completely panic. He felt, however, that he had lost his function

because he could no longer feel that he spoke for poor whites and Ne-.

groes. The low-income, East European-Birchite types looked for a

rallying point from which to prepare for physical confrontation with

the blacks whom they feel are trying to take over everything. It is

from this group thathas drawn his following.

Mr. Gregory interpreted Lopsinger's ploy as one of arousing

and frighten ing his fanatical following to the physical threat oa a
~ S g*i'kA,
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takeover of their community by the black man. Zapsinger states that

whites will be ready next time when the blacks come after them.

Gregory told us that Lopsinger's meetings were characterized by th

racist harangues,of Lopsinger A===attemptrto &eat' the entire black

revolution some sort of international communist conspiracy,jb

followed by a rather pathetic speech by a teenage Negro agreeing gen-

erally with Lopsinger and r .demonstration by a member of the

National Rifle Association ps te-Te optimum use of cer-

tain sorts of weaponry.

Gregory feels that the extremes of the reactionary plans of

groups like opsinger's exposed when Lopsinger in the coi se of
a

Ith television interview appeared to be visibly shaken when the inter-

viewer asked him whether or not BreakthrougH, whichris-throperatio

tMt Lc ir hei y had compiled a list of black militants who would

be assassinated during the next outbreak of violence in Detroit. It

is Gregory's feeling that such a list has been compiled and that there

will be an attempt to execute A if and when there is renewed violence

in Detroit. It should be pointed out here that Mr. Gregory feels that

unless conditions change drastically quickly there will be renewed

violence.

INTERVIEWER'S EVALUATION

Karl Gregory is a very articulate young Negro economist and pro-

fessor of economics. He is associated with the militant camp in the

city of Detroi and serves as advisor to various groups in the black W

Ila t~x /0
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community on economic and educational matters. Mr. Gregory has been

active for a number of years in civil rights activities and once

headed the Washington, D.C. chapter of the Congress of Racial Equality.

If the Commission wishes to study the economic plight of the black

man in the city of Detroit, I think that Karl Gregory would make an

excellent witness.

i'j



. INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Mr. Walter Dukes

Subject: Mrs. R. Grubbs, a social service complaintant

Mrs. Grubbs has three children in a foster home. She is living

common law with a man. She petitioned the juvenile court to release

kx them to her care after a period of ten con tinuous years of living

within the framework of law and establishing a home with her common law

husband. She deisfes to marry this man but doesn't have legal recourse

to in that her husband refuses consent. The court refuses to because

of her status with this man to grant her custody of thax her children.

She priorly had cohered to all mandatory requirmentskof the court and

feels now that the social of the ??? needs redressed. She

advocates violence against the social structure and wished to strike

out against it. When asked if she felt if the separation of the races

would benefit.'she extended the comment that anything would benefit

her which would change the conditions and effects today.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Walter Dukes

Subject: Interview withIVice-President Gullen Wayne State University

Vice-president Gullen is moderate conservative thinking white

man living in the community of Detroit and he feels that the social

order in Detroit needs revamping to confirm with the. %Tatrittes at hand.

His view of the problem lies in the reverse of most, the intervention

of new concepts have left a gap betelethe mechanical and physical

capacities as well as the functions of the lower income person. He lost
will

belief in the mystic form of real principles and affect and react only

to that which he feels and believes are convinient. The social order

therefore has to be revamped to give him the facility and the substance

which will turn him back to his~principles; which 4 putes-Eai-in-

pli.ch herfeels are really and truly beneficial.c The complexities of

operations have to be simplified. The communication level has to be

simplified. The elements in our society have to be simplified for this

individual. Otherwise he will remain in his idealistic state and con-

tinually be a responsibility of the other elements of the community.

He is in a position of being dangerous simply because he holds the

bitterness towards the state 6nd in order to free himself or release

himself of this he will eventually have to resort to destructive actionp-Z_

activity and his actions probably will take the form of destructiWM/,0

, @& ls. Whether these thoughts will be inflicted by group methods
0-i
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will depend solely on what ty e of facilities are available to him and

which way these facilities will lead him. The past conflict against

the social order presented an ideal view of how unreasonable the acts

of this type of person can be. Therefore it is behooving to all of us

to think more of what this individual feels andxwhat than what we

think he should have - more of what ????????????????????????????????

communicatingg in the waysye understand,4nd making the transi-

tion to our concepts and our standards. Therefore I feel the only

solution to many educational and social problems would be just simplici-

ty. The violation of laws is minor by the middle or lower income indi-

vidual when one is hungry.andxaxxHEhxthey Law enforcement needs to

take a view and consideration of the state of the person and maybe use

a philosophy of preventive actioras well as most of our social and wel-

fare agencies.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Wilson

Subject: Report based on an interview with r. Sally CassidyProfessor
4tA'at Wayne State University and founder-

At a luncheon meeting on Monday, October 16, 1967, Dr. Cassidy

gav usAthe background and present success of the program. It is the
A

aim of this program to find housing for families who weife burned out

during the July disorders. Dr. Cassidy stated that she and her staff

of volunteers composed mostly of suburban housewiveswere surprised to

learn that not more than two families have expressed an interest in

moving to the suburbs. In fact, she mentioned that one house was avail-

able in Grov-es Pointf but that no one was interested in moving into that

area. She told us that homes are located through a variety of channels.

]ames are made to realtors, written appeals are made to groups, churches,

to the suburbarr- and urbas home owners,, and information about property

available sale is telephoned to the group headquartersawihts"

located in Mrs. Cassidy's home. Once a home is located and a family

expresses an interest in purchasing it, the Homes VV Christmas program

pays or helps to pay the down payment or arranges for loans to the

prospective purchaser from banks where the prospective purchaser would

ordinarily not be able to obtain credit.She advised usAthe group is

seeking rental and purchase property throughout the metropolitan area.

The goal of the organization is to obtain dwelling places for the 170

families who are known to have been burned out during the July disorders.

4'n
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These homes hopefully will be located before Christmas. She pointed out

that one of the difficult aspects of the project was to find the kind of

homes the families wanted in the areas where they wanted to 1sesf. The

sincerity of this group's efforts to satisfy the families

and thus avoid the necessity of making temporary moves, is contrasted

sharply with the attitude the Director of Housing for the city of

Detoit, Bob Knots.- Dr. Cassidy told us that immediately after the 9&

disorder/ 4##V she asked the Housing Department if it could help the

group to find homes, Mr. Knots' only suggestion that the displaced per-

sons could be permitted to live in city-owned condemned housing-tem=-
A

~p9ef. On the other hand, Dr. Cassidy stated that the group had

received invaluable help from the Board of Education in attempt to

locate all of the families whose homes were burned out. However, Dr.

Cassidy criticized the school system for refusing to give merchandise

vouchers to the children of those families whose homes were burned out.

For lack of clothing, these children have been staying out of school.

The school enrollment has decreased markedly because these children

and many others have not registered, and the result has been a lowering

of the per pupil allocation of state aid to the Detroit public school

system. Apparently the school system has explained that if they got

increased state aid, they-could give the clothing vouchers to these

children, but these children cannot come to school without the clothing.

Therefore, the school system does not get increased state aid, and thereby

the system and the children are caught in 'a vicious cycle.

N-",l
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Although Dr. Cassidy did not elaborate on the sources of financial

support for her project, she did mention the fact that Joseph Hudson's Pew

Detroit committee had given her group $7400. Private contributions were

mentioned as a prime sumpr6_t of funds. The program had placed three

families in new homes at the time that we talked with Mrs. Cassidy. Wha

Interviewer's Evaluation

Dr. Cassidy is.a white woman in her mid 50's. She seems to have

a number of influential contacts amongg4 white business and profes-

sional groups. She also seems to be extremely concerned with the wel-

fare of the ghetto Negro. dV'empathizes with him in his disaffection

because .4 the inattentiveness of the power structure, gothe problems
A

of the displaced family. Attached to this report are the following

exhibits: a newspaper account of a Negro who ep byH omes

ey Christmas t ain-a-hemes (This exhibit is marked Cassidy-Exhibit A);

a progress report on the activities of the program updated to October

16, 1967, marked Cassidy Exhibit B; n4;Sye:idistributed by the Homes ?y

Christmas project, marked Cassidy-Exhibit C; an explanation of the

organization of the group and the criteria for family assignments,

together with a letter appealing for suburban support, marked Cassidy-

Exhibit D.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: James Rachard and Tom Popp
,AI

Subject: Interview with one of the members of the Common Council of
Detroit. His name is Hood. He is the only Negro on the
Common Coilucil. The interview was conducted on October 12

by James Rachard and Tom Popp.

We went to a meeting of the Common Council of Detroit out of

w 46hic-lwelarnednothing, and met with [ unfilman Hood atthe con-

clusion of the meeting. Hood felt that during the riot in Detroit

there was a breakdown in command. The Detroit headquarters just

didn't know from the start what was happening. The riot started

off with a lawless element, Councilman Hood said, rather vaguely.

After that the revolutionaries moved in and it was too late to stop

the riot. Councilman Hood felt that the police should have moved

into the situation immediately with tear gas and with all of the

power that they could, to stop the riot, but that they were just

asleep at the switch and this is why they didn't do it.

The Councilman told us that they didn't think a riot would

happen in Detroit because they had made fairly good strides in emplo -

ment The top government officials were responsive to the needs of

the people, and church groups were moving together to respond to

human need, as well. But=that these strides in human relations had

lulled the officialdom to sleep. In all of our efforts, the Council-

man said, "We forgot about the guy at the bottom, A who has not be

reachedX -E4edm-=zthe--.ne who has no place to go but up."

We asked the Councilman how this man could be reached, and his
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answer was that nobody is reaching him. Community organization, where

it exists, is mostly for the purpose of community organization, and not

dI ea.8e.
for the people. Reverend CIagu might be reaching this sort of man,

the Councilman felt, but he himself, that is the Councilman, was not

a street worker, and was not reaching the people in the way that a

street worker can. This job has to be done by street workers, and-

t-hatL-why-he l at&Graig mig be the one wa-s was reaching this

element. The role ofeAelected official, said the Councilman, is to

keep lines of communication open, not only locally, but in the Federal

Government as well. We have to have our reports first hand. he-saidl'

The Federal Government should have the initiative to start anti-poverty

programs. We asked Councilman Hood how he thought the Federal Govern-

ment could most appropriately help in the situation and he listed

four points: (1) There have-to be more massive housing programs. The

population is simply too dense in Detroit. There has to be a speed up

in the lump sum grant to the cities. Under the current arrangement

there is usually a three year delay from the time a city applies for

housing project money until the time when it receives it. This time

is simply no longer available, the Councilman felt. (2) There +has-.ta

be more jobs. The government has to spend its money in re-training

and training people to work. (3) There has to be greater representa-

tion in government for Negroes. Government has to be able to listen

to the complaints which Negroes are making, and this is not being

done now. (4) The police department relationships have to be improved.
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"We in Detroit", said the Councilman, "thought we were making great

strides' in this area, but we now must disabuse ourselves of that

thought. The police department's relationship with the Negro commun'-

ty is 'lousy'f There is a basic racism within the police department.

Deunctiman-Hood-fe-l-t7. Also, the department itself is a closed

society: These men are a14 friends mostly with one another, both

socially and on the job.\

Afadditional point which the Councilman made was that there

has to be a provision for risk capital in the Negro community. Whe-

white person can go to the bank and get a loan because of the people

he knows, but a Negro person cannot. Coune&4man-Dade-a-lve-et-the

there has-te be more registration and voting by Negroes. hen this IF VR

.isse-t possible under the present circumstances, said he, "The Federal

Government ought to send in Peace Corps-type people who are ex-

perts in teaching Negroes what their civil liberties are."

We asked what the effect of the riot had been on the community

as a whole, and the Councilman said that he felt it had scared some

white people out of their lethargy. This is the end of the interview

with Councilman Pade.
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Detroit *
Interviewer: John J. Ursu
Interviewee: Jose Hudson, Jr._and Joseph Bianco. Chair a~nd--

Deputyf i ~tiveirector, respectively, of the New
Detroit Committee

Mr. Hudson is, according to his personal aide, Mr. Walter Crow,

a very busy man. He was unable to spare us more than twenty minutes.

Mr. Hudson did say that he has been so occupied with talking about

what the New Detroit Committee ill try to do that it is cutting into

--- the-available time to do it.

"New Detroit" was a riot-inspired idea, and during the riot week

Mayor Cavana/gh and Gov. Romney appointed Mr. Hudson to the chairman-

ship. The other members have been chosen from the entire sector. There

are nine Negroes on the committee -- 2 women, 3 militants, 2 establish-

ment types, I minister and a representative from NAACP. The major

industrial concerns in Detroit.are represented b, their presidents or

board chairmen. The committee has been broken down into five subcom-

mittees which are described in the attached materials.

The first significant move by the Committee has been its spon-

sorship of broad open-housing legislation. The Michigan State Legis-

lature is presently in special session and, hopefully, will treat the

proferred bill. The committee has been able to marshall the lobbyists

who work for the giant Detroit corporations for support for the bill.

This is a rather extraordinary event, since, in the past, public spir-

ited industrialists have given their money to support various drives,

but never have they made a loan of their political power.

Mr. Hudson is an impressive and vigorous man. He is approximately

37 years old and quite articulate. His reluctance to talk about "New

4
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Detroit" is understandable since the organization has had little time

to accomplish anything.

Joseph Bianco has been loaned to the staff of New Detroit by the

accounting firm of Touc , Ross, Bailey & Smart. He customarily works

in their management consulting division and has degrees in accounting

and economics. He told us that New Detroit meets as a committee of

the whole every two weeks. The five subcommittees and task forces meet

once a week. One may get some idea of the nature of their interests by

reading the two attached copies of meeting agendas."7C 7§ -- >

New Detroit does not consider itself to be a permanent body.

However, it will (or hopes to) form new permanent groups for specific

problems. For example, there has already been established a Small

Business Development Corporation to work with and supplement the Small

Business Administration. The group hopes to be successful in creating

a viable class of Negro small businessmen.

Mr. Bianco says that the New Detroit Committee functions with

the philosophy that the people and businesses of Detroit can do the

most to solve the city's problems.

Evaluation

We spent so little time with representatives of New Detroit that

it is not possible to judge whether the Commission would benefit from

hearing anyone first hand.

Pi
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Mr. Wilson

Subject: Interview withfStewart House andNorve Hrngton
both are presently employe as invrs or the

- Wayne County Suburban Legal Services Corporation, and

work out of the Hignland Park, Michigan office.

House and Harrington began the discussion by characterizing

the July rebellion as a black reaction to white inaction, rather than

as an offensive action by any one group. They feel that it was a

. ring to the white ower structure that it has the option of either

changing the system to allow the black man power over his own

c "c -sophistiTaTLe
community)or it must in the future expect a more/saphixatkd and

tructive rebellion.

Harrington is a recent high school graduate, 18 years of age,

who while Ma-.udeknt-a-s quite active in student affairs. He is at
present a member of the New Detroit Committee and is considered one

of the young militants on that committee. Harrington is also active

in a number of other student groups and black militant groups.

In discussing the inadequacies and poor quality of the

educational system in the inner city, Harrington contended that the

Highland Park High School from which he was graduated was quite

superior to the average Detroit high school. It was his assessment

at a student in the Detroit schools would get an "A" fim for the

same quality of work for which a student in the Highland Park %chools

ould receive a "C". He further condemned the educational system as
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it operates in the ghetto2 for educating the ghetto child only to the

. extent that he can possibly find a job as a manual laborer and thus

become trapped in the $80 to $90 per week salary bracket for the rest

of his life.

As an index of the lack of willingness of the school system to

provide &aecf-hVe special programs, Harrington referred to two special

courses which were recently instituted at Northwestern High School.

In one these courses, Northwestern students are being trained to

operate and program for the IBM 1401 computer. Harrington told us

that he had been told that the 1401 computer will be obsolete within

five years.,)

In contrast to what is happening at Northwestern, Harrington

stated that in the Detroit suburb of Grosse Point, a special program

was instituted in computer design. The special course referred to by

Harrington was one in landscape gardening which he described as a

glorified course of teaching youngsters x how to be better yard boys.

We were told that the drop out rate in the predominately Negro

high schools in the inner city is fantastic. Harrington estimated that

the drop out rate exceeded 50 percent in some of these schools from the

time the class entered ninth or tenth grade to the time they graduated.

Of the approximate 50 percent who graduate, Harrington stated that only

1/3 could expect to receive jobs within six months after graduation.

ONly a very small percentage of the graduates could expect to gain

adraission to college.
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Mr. House described the educational system as exclusive. By

this, he stated he meant-that students who were determined by the

teacher to be incapable of learning had little attention paid to them

after'ch-aecisonwas--made and that the real educational effort

was directed toward an exclusive group of students. The only attention
a

that might be paid to/student who has not demonstrated a great capability

for learning would be if that particular student became a disciplinary

-problem. -If-so he would be suspended for a xiig slightest infraction

of the rules. Mr. House described this as the push out problem in the

Detroit public schools.

When asked whether or not there was a serious problem of

over-crowding in class sizes, Mr. Harrington responded that there was

a problem in those-aread but the most serious problem of the Detroit

public schools was one of poor administration. In this regard, he

referred to the northern Hi)hc ltof the 1965-66 school

year in which one of the chief demands of the boycotters was the

removal of the principal.oNeherdigh.Sohoo.
stated

One of the interviewees/that a game called "fool the students"

is being played in the Detroit high schools. In explanation, he stated

t at the students are being deluded into thinking that they are receiving

a high school education. However, when they graduate and seek employ-

ment, they realize that they are actually equipped with no better than

a sixth grade education. This has lead to a great deal of frustration

and anger on the part of young Negroes in the city of Detroit.

&Do CAW



.t We then turned to a discussion of the July disorder.and asked

the interviewees their opinion as to the real underlying cause of the

outbreak. bpl a'T.

ey were in agreement that the real basis for the outbreak

wasythe problem of police hxkalitm brutality in the black community.

They stated that there had been a long history of brutality and tha

tensions between the Detroit Police Department and the black community

were tremendous.wik xagard

With regard to the specific disorder starting July 23rd, both

interviewees felt that the excessive forcefuInes waith which-the elite

corps of the police department tried to clear the stres-at mid-day

on Sunday aad-lamed the pos due and kindled the more violent disorder

which took place later in the week.

Harrington told us that he had been on the streets early on

Sunday morning and watched the disorder develop.. From approximately

7:30 a m. until 11:30 a.m., a good bit of window breaking and looting

was going on but no real violence in terms of personal attacks on any

hite people or even on police were occurring during those hours. He

stated that as far as he knows, the violence was confined to 12th Street

during these hours.

By 11:30 a.m., he stated that looting had begun to subside.:and

t t most of the stores in the area in which the disorder began had

been completely looted. Shortly before noon, we were told people had

started to go home when their loot. At approximately 12:15 p.m., the
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Elite Corps or'4pecial riot forces .ame into the area. These forces

were characterized by Mr. House as gorillas.

Upon entering th area, the Elite Corps dressed in riot elmets

and carrying C with fixed bayonets, lined up across the st eet

and started to move toward a crowd which was in the IS ,treet and g

the sidewalks. The move apparently was made with in an attempt to

get the people off the street. However, as the crowd receded in the

face of the police advance,/young Negro whom Mr. Harrington said was

drunk, remained behind. We were told that he had initially been behind

the crowd and the crowd simply passed and that he had not consciously

lagged behindame had remained in the same place from the time the

police started the sweeping movement down the street.

This 'young man was order to move on and in Harrington's opinion

did not understand the order.. When he did not move, he was bayonetted

in the back leg and side. Harrington states that he personally witnessed

this attack and also the kicking of a girl who screamed for hgjp- No

ambulance was called immediately and Harrington does not know to this

day what happened to the man. However, he told us that he had made a

photograph of the man lying in someone's front yard where he had fallen

and this photograph reportedly shows the intestines of the victim coming

out of his mouthed1
were

We/shown photographs by another interviewee, Mr. Karl Gregory,

which ai were allegedly the ones taken by Mr. Harrington of the vict*

lying in someone's front yard. Upon this occurence, Mr. Harrington

u~rt7 corPs
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states that the crowd of approximately 200 people went into

pandemonium.

By 1:45, he stated the disorder had spread to Ljnwood Avenue

and by 2 o'clock to Dexter Avenue /s word this particular incident

spread rapidly throughout the black community y.In his opinion, the

serious violence which occurred later in the week could possibly

have been headed off had it not been for this flagrant incident of

police brutality which was witnessed by a large number of Negroes.

While both Harrington and House play great blame on the Elite Corps

for inflaming the populus, they agreed that during the first day or

so of the disorder, the regular Detroit police officers

BA
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INR FIC MMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Mr. Wilson

Subject: Continuation of Interview with House and Harrington.

Beth-Houze-and-Hart-ing ton- agr-ee d--tha t-duxingoteffT2)h

~ t1~disotrhe-regaTar-Detrot- pt-ize 4ffizze aand the off icers

of the Technical Mobile Unit performed rather well. It was the opinion

of both that serious violence may have been averted completely by the

performance of the police department had it not been for the bayonetting

incident by the elite corps of that department. However, as word of

that spread and as the national guardsmen entered the city; it became

inevitable, they feel, that the violence would escalate. Both char-

acterize the performance of the national guard as "ridiculous". They

told us that the guardsmen were so frightened and trigger-happy that one

of them shot a fellow guardsman who stepp-ed on a tin can, thine3making

a loud noise C AtI.

In commenting on the general problem of police-community rela-

tions, Mr. House stated that he felt that the police department inter-

preted its role to be one of containment of the black community rather

than the enforcement of law and order within the black community. He

said that the Negro is very well aware of the fact that no attempt is

- made to protect one Negro from violence committed by another Negro. In

fact, he added it is very difficult to get police to answer calls in the

black community involving domestic quarrels or other sorts of minor

violence between blacks. It was Mr. House's contention that the ans r
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to this problem did not lay in.the increasing number of Negro officers

on the police force. He stated that the Negro cop often feels that when

dealing with other Negroes he must overcompenAte-in order to show the

man that he is not showing favoritism to members of his own race. He

will, therefore, be as brutal or perhaps more so than white cops to

Negroes. Mr. House suggested that one way to solve the problem of poor

police-community relations would be to have the black community organize

xand xximaant into a kind of town meeting which, if it did not have

power granted by the state legislature, would at least have sufficient

pressures to force the police department to reform or to get out of the

Negro community. He further stated that the watch- rebellion had proved

to him that the legitimate demands made on the white community were only

met in post-riot periods. He concluded, therefore, that out of violence

comes movement. House continued saying that many of today's problems in

Detroit grow out of the fact that the black man has for many years been

deceived and .dtukkzl'by the white man in many areas of life, including

police-community relations, education, employment, housing and others.

To bolster this statement, he referred to the e a+ incident of

1966. He stated that this incident was a riot only because the police

and the press chose to call it a riot. He told us that there were fewer

than ten participants -- five or six Negro men and three police officers.

The trouble occurred, he stated, when a fight broke out with police

officers whena-they were in the xttepk process of attempting to make an

arrest. Yet the headlines the following day read, "East Side Riot

Quelled by Speedy Capable Police Action." This handling of the incident,

House claims to be an example of the sophistication of the ruses
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perpetrated on the black community. He feels that this was the power

structure's way of easing riot fever by trying to induce black people

to believe that they had had their riot for the summer. He feels that
this may have worked with 4he sizeable segment of the black community in

1966. However, kE even during that year the militants knew that the

headlines were only a clever deception. House stated that the black

community is becoming conscious of the fact that something has to be

done to let "the man" know that he, the black man, can no longer be

duped. As the black man becomes more aware of his real relationships

to "the man" he will become increasingly sophisticated in his dealings

with the white community. House also stated that as the black community

learns to know 44s enemy, it will begin to realize that that enemy is

not the whole white race in America, but rather a very powerful minority

which House referred to as the 2,000 ruling families who own most of

the wealth of this country. With this redefinition of the opposit' n

the black man can feel that the odds are beginning to work in his favor.

fMr. Harrington stated that the power structure does not seem to rea ize

the scope of the problems being presented by the black community, and

the power structure is underestimating the level of sophistication with

which the black community is willing to press its cause. Harringt

states that the power structure has so grossly underestimated this wil-

lingness of the black community to press its cause in a number of ways

that it -- the power structure -- has decided that the first order of

business after the riot is acquisition of more riot control equipment,

rather than attempt to eradicate some qf the underlying causes of
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the riot. For example, Mr. Harrington told us that he had obtained a

list of riot control armament that had been requested by the police.&nd 4L

bad been advised by the person who gave him the list that the request

wedi probably be granted. Included on the list he told us were 200

infrared sniper scopes, four tanks or armed personnel carriers which

were to be donated by the Chrysler Corporation, and a sizeable number

of -16 rifles. Mr. Harrington told us that at approximately the same

time that the police were requesting increased riot control armament

the new Detroit committee proposed that the state e-mt to the Detroit

public schools $5.3 million in additional school aid. He stated that

that particular proposal will probably have tough sledding in the legis-

lature as contrasted with the ease with which he thinks the police re-

quest for additional riot control armaments will be granted. (It should

. be noted that the police department request will be handled by the com-

mon council o& the city of Detroit, while the increased state aid pro-

posal of the new Detroit committee is before the state legislature.

In discussing the Rev. I rtAfl Jhe interviewees told us

-Ile
that Clague's real power base was the core of the congregation at his

church. We were told that his vocal leadership in the black community

is based not so much on his true leadership potential, but rather on

the fact that he has been quite vocal, and the news media have devoted

a great deal of time and space to covering his statements. They con-

ceded that at the present time, Clague is the focal point of the

black community's push for unity. This push is concentrated in two

organizations. One is Clague's church, The Central United Church
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of Christ, and the second is the CitizensCi ty-WideAction Committee,

which contains a broad spectrum of membership from the NAACP to the black

militants in Detroit. When we asked about the black community's attitude

toward Congressman John Conyers, we were told that the reaction to his

futile attempt to stop the disorder was no indication of a rejection of

Conyers by the black community. Harrington interpreted the crowd's

reaction against Conyers as a means of telling him that instead of at-

tempting to stop the riot, he should go back and tell the city and na-

tional administration whose policies had created the bases for the rebel-

lion that they should start listening to the grievances of the Negroes

in the ghetto and do something about them. We then turned to a discus-

sion of the new Detroit committee of which Harrington is one of nine

Negro members. He gave us some incite into the possible political con-

flicts of certain people who hadinterest in the committee's work, and

also the motivation of some of the committee members and persons who

had a voice in the setting up of the committee. He stated that much

of the mayor's concern for what is done in the black community is based

on the fact that he knows that Rev. Clague will take over the community

if given the opportunity. The chairman of the committee, Joseph L.

Hudson, feels warmly toward Clague. Harrington feels that Hudson is

sincere and because of this, Hudson and the mayor have a very cautious

relationship. He also told us that the mayor and the governor have a

strained relationship because the governor feels that the mayor cannot

be "held in bind" in these matters.

It is Harrington's opinion that the Negroes on the committee can

be quite influential, although they comprise less than 25% of the total

I
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membership. He feels that this influence will derive from the fact that

deny
many whites are reluctant to flatly dExr any demands made by many the

Negro members of the committee. He told us that although the Negroes on

the committee whe-were chosen according to the various shades of opinion

they represented on the spectrum from moderate to militant, they had

found that they feel much the same on most issues, and they do try to

maintain a united front. In this connection, he advised us that the

Negro members of the committee meet as a group, both before and after

each meeting of the committee to discuss what has happened in various

subcommittees prior to the meeting of the full committee and also to

plan what position the various Negro members ought to take in subcom-

mittee meetings which are to be held in days following the regular meet-

ings of the full committee.

When we asked----------------------- between the lack of funds

to solve ghetto problems and the war in Vietnam, we were told by Mr.

House that that connection was definitely being made by the Negro

militants. However, he felt that it was not being made in the black

community at large at this time. This situation is likely to change

)Xowever, in the near future, and change rapidly because one of the

positions of the citizens city-wide action committee is the-relatien-

4shirp-eween the war in Vietnam Athe lack of resources to solve

Negro problems in this country. Mr. House told us that there was at

present no widespread draft dodging or refusal to serve in the war on

the part of the young Negro males in Detroit.Secause many of them still

feel the necessity to find channels through which they can prove



themselves capable in order to dispell their own sense of inferiority.

Harrington stated that in X many instances he feels that the black

soldier is willing to go twice as far as the white soldier in an attempt

to be accepted as a man and a productive citizen. Mr. House pointed out

that many of the Negro militants in Detroit are sympathetic with the posi-

tion of the Vietnamese people. He teek-ee-a--poi-nt out that this did

not indicate that the black militants were oriented to- communism because

they felt no more allegiance toward Russia and communism than they do

toward the U.S. and capitalism, be-tha&t they do feel some allegiance to

the colored people of the world who are colonized, just as the American

Negro is colonized. Mr. House added that a number of returning veterans

of the Vietnam conflict had said to him that they now realized how wrong

they had been to go there and fight, when there was so much fighting to

be done here in America on the black man's battle ground-the ghetto.

A
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Wilson

Subject: Continuation of the House and Harrington interview from Belt 35

Both Mr. House and Mr. Harrington stated that the prospects for

a long season of peace in Detroit are not good since the power struc-

ture has taken no visible steps to eradicate the underlying causes of

the July disorder.

INTERVIEWER'S EVALUATION

Mr. House is a Negro in his early 20's. He has been active in

student groups in Detroit in the past but I get the impression that he

is not very active at present. I feel that he also is not very active

in black militant organizations but he seems to be acquainted with

many of the black militant leaders. On the other hand, Mr. Harrington,

a Negro 18 years of age, is and has been quite active in student or-

ganizations in the Detroit area. He is also a member of the new De-

troit Committee and would probably make an interesting witness since

he bridges the gap from student activities to the activities that are

being carried on by the new Detroit Committee. He does not talk the

black separatist line but he is militant in his speech and is very

sensitive to the 4 n-whi-has een-suffeted.by the black com-

munity in Detroit.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dukes

Subject: MiltonHenry and Richard Henry

Both of these gentlemen are reportedly.functioning closely

with the Black Nationalist. This organization believes in the

separation of races with each controlling their physical boundaries.

Milton or Richard Henry are also both members of the Malcomb X
extremiest

Society which is another extraxsxexgan society functioning inethe

Detroit area. Chiefly they use the incidents of brutality or admin-

istrative lackdies to unite people toward massing for the specific

object, black power or black reaction to white injusticies. They

generally tend to vrE29 xeseense hyxf0nxf (
c~~/~ ~ s -{in

at present and utilize the theory of armament to gain the popularity

with the current fad toward /aN any people we following

them due to the lack of change from ot er methods. *ir these two

gentlemen are professing a general and unique theory of to other

elements of the community by utflang a wh-ike a

ja black separate state to hou6ed-in the-sam-pysicl ntac.

A.twUs(?) simply because the more modern Negro isn't thinking

of separation, isn't thinking of integration and the more extreme

Negr whoreacts gain any basic transformation of th is: o

othertareas. Henry has mentioned on several occasions that he believes

ce,
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in a revisulation of the Negro Tuture, which he "&8 proved ,ikthe

past, educat more people in

the theory of right thru legal machinery (din this capacity

0e is effective, ,due to his status as an attorney, he tends to

basically chani 4the rights of the black man in court axfx±ikx

this as his e he e*u;ps into many controversial issues

which he lacks 'the general capacity to deal with./'At the momenttf

he is involved with chan16d g the cause for a reform in the police

MAx±xt department. He has split himself up into eh numerous

segments and f eally never completed'or consolidated //s

anyf em fectively as am e ipt esent trying

to form a g xwIuein o t an with the athkx some of the other

power leaders in the community like Rev. 'ygue Nickiood for a

e class movement to attain. But most of his attempts are
extremist

failing because most of tth5'H-xt~r% reppgiuate the moderates and the

oderates repugnate the Hxtrxands extremist. His basic aim is to

lead a separate black movement to Africa or back to an area where

blak wulddomnat. " 7ev iQno. faith in ths i oving

rapidly towards separate control of the ghetto, and the--is ten 1

to draw those individuals and those organizations which basically

function on this premis toaw desk4m. Hets associated generally

with whites and therefore as a leader has become ineffective with

the hard core black militant. His attempt to bring about coellition

therefore is doomed for failure from thbe- na ede "Tso

61
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d n for 4thrE'from the moderate end unless his positioning is

changed from one or the other groups. I see a general gradual

weakening in his stand and then a more conservative action

th oc ie ty onwt-tfy-ae4e.Ngro 4-

4 V\ g black gr.JftIon groups. He at present is generally aware of legal

functionings and is very afraid of being placed outside of the la

and therefore tends towards ba% conservative staedg Lpp.e ut 

The true aims in his present activity, as priorly mentioned has no

edneeIA~ted-nt p9aewer strength at present, however, the populatity

of the middle class is beginning to be wain toward u44-y by-the .

he riot tended to increase stand for militancy among his group. p

He mostly appeals to the low income groups who are the has nots and

who don't have anything to lose by being extremist and therefore

lh~ra' ood potential growth in that area. IMaxtaxXxxx"xnfHXsed

ptenkxNtnigowtxh n a To date Milton Henry is not a confessed Black

Nationalist or a confessed Malcom X, e associates only close with

both these groups-, Most of the comments that have been placed whene C,4L

Milton Henry goes ,or Richard Henry and being brothers they function

very close with the same objectslMilton Henry being the leader

of the d" and Richard Henry followe'his every statement. Inas far

as civil rights demonstrations and leading groups he has always

professed racial overtones throughout the history of the stikseh.

~iat,,; lack_____
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'c e he anticipated plushd hasCattempted several movements for

extendig&d by utilizing African Nationalist eing trans-

ported post of these attempts have failed, Lmost.ly from

the lack of funds or lack of basic interest in.the Negro community.

When asked about police brutality, both of the'Henrys' seemed

Oe overly' rp i tet4c about the complaint records that they have and

also the extensive history and recording of these complaints. They

pointed out realistically to this person that they have a cause.. 41

Wdon't know p ecisely from looking at the records and memorizing (o

the exact details of some of the complaints/but most of them center

around the areas of over-excessiveness for handling prisoners, or

basically when they were confined or being confined ieek ty-o-fe t

R47/At answering to urgent calls or emergency calls when certain individuals

were acs4"e4y killed. They pin pointed top rtutude.t several incidents

recently that occurred when one Negro couple picnicing at River Rouge

Park kljwe 'the pregnant wife was raped and the husband wm killd 4by

a group of teenage youngsters who basically hadn't been brought to

justice to date, and they pointed to the numerous other xRRd popular

cases, like the Algiers Motel Case as being typical of the white type

of justice that is being handed out in Detroit. And-thy-peat-to

ynthia Scott cas here the prostitute was killed and the policeman

was exonerated and later subsequently shot .

all of these cases,-an'd 4withhe highlight cases-there-has-been



ation that is As Rresent in etroit by the police. Mr. Henry

has been a .4communi ty 44 ~. 4
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A Detroit
Interviewer: John J. Ursu_4-th e DebrBM51t
Interviewees: Mr. Arthur Johnson Deputy Superintendent of Schools

cool-bommunty Relations DiviS and Dr. Wattgenhrg,
Deputy Supernt ent vision of Child Accounting and
Adjustment)

Mr. Johnson was our principal interviewee at the administrative

offices of the Detroit Public Schools, and all statements set forth

herein should be attributed to him unless otherwise indicated.

Mr. Johnson's Division is the only such department in the

-- country that is operated at the "Deputy level." Johnson reports

directly to the Superintendent.

. In Mr. Johnson's opinion, Negroes in Detroit are more concerned

with the quality of public school education than are the whites. The

Negroes have learned that a good education is an essential step to

their realization of equal opportunities. He said that the parents

of lower class children do communicate their concern iefs and

criticisms to the Board and the Administration. He cites community

concern as a definite "plus" in Detroit.

T ds Ju rig incident (see my Simpkins report)

was a violent expression of ghetto dissatisfaction with the present

quality of Detroit school' A brand new building, he says, no longer

satisfies the needs of the poor, whose only hope is a reasonably high

mental achievement level produced by the educational system. Detroit

schools suffer from a lack of local administrators who are fully

aware of all the sociological problems that present themselves for

cure in the public schools. In this recent incident, the community

told the System to remove the principal or it would remove him. (See

p^Q
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also the attached reporton the northern High revolt.

Aside from adequate finances, the school system's most seriou

problem is its inability to demand efficiency from those who work in

it. People who have proven that they have no business serving as

teachers or administrators are almost impossible to remove.

Mr. Johnson points to conditions at the level of higher educa-

tion as having a deleterious impact on elementary and high school

education or Inner-city hildren. Most Negro teachers In the Detroi

schools, including himself, are products of the small Southern Negro

colleges. He states that the training received there is simply second

or third rate. His college, Moorehouse, has an endowment of about

$10,000,000, while Harvard, he says, enjoys the income from $900,000,000.

He is especially upset over the fact that the University of Michigan

a highly prestigious state school, has only 450 Negro students out of

a total enrollment of 30,000/ -)

Mr. Johnson believes that Negroes must be admitted in greater

numbers to all the leading universities. The impact of de facto un-

equal opportunities at that level filters down to big city school sys-

tems and perpetuates the second class citizenship of American Negroes.

Both Mr. Johnson and Mr. Zwerdling expressed beliefs that the

attached statement of Rev. Albert Clea e resented to the Board on

behalf of the Inner City Organizing Committeencotiaut-criticism

of the Detroit Public Schools. Mr. Johnson also submitted to the

writer the attached statement offS school Superintendent Norman DrachlerE )

which was presented to the Subcommittee on Education, U.S. Senate

Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, after the Detroit riot. Both

documents, in my opinion, deserve careful attention.

-I



Statistical information relating to Racial Distribution of

Students and Personnel in Detroit Public Schools is contained in the

attached document of that title/p Attached also are copies of the

Annual School Withdrawal Studies; -

thewsehkaleme. Dr. Wattenberg went through the senior high school

report and described the racial character of each. The significance

of the symbols used by the writer is set forth at the foot of the first

page of that document. In the event that this Commission finds that

it has a need for the School S s ,believeaeter to the

Superintendent, Norman Drachler, or to A. L. Zwerdling, Member of the

Board of Education, would result in their submission of this informatio

Mr. Johnsone-also reported that the Detroit Public Schools lead

the nation in the use of textbooks and subject-matter that more accuratel

portrayX the Negro in American life and history. The System maintains

a portfolio of proper photographs that kp publishers may use in place

of the "lily-white" pictures that customarily appear in school texts.

We were unable to arrange an adequate time for an interview with

Dr. Wattenberg. In the few minutes we did spend with him, he pointed

out the following. N

' 1) The schools were providing jobs for students who met poverty

program standards this summer. One program was financed with Neighbor-

hood Youth Corps funds. Of the 1,500 students participating here, only

15 were arrested during the riot (8 for curfew violations and 7 for

looting). In a second program (Job Upgrading), only 3 were arrested

(all for curfew violations) out of 300. In view of these statistics,

AAW ?1 &P-MAWLT Si
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he believes that good poverty programs have an "immunizing effect"

for those who participate in them.

(2) The Board of Education received information from the Michigan

Civil Rights Commission's regional centers in Detroit that high school

graduates were not getting jobs in the city this year. This was un-

usual, since last year,according to Wattenberg, just about all the

June grads were in jobs by December. He said that students are told

by everyone to stay in school so that they will get jobs. This condi-

tion was a "seedbed for disorder," according to Wattenberg.

(3) The heavy dependence in Detroit on the automobile manufacturers

and their suppliers for employment means that the job market is rela-

tively poor in the summer. The auto companies shut down for changeover

at this time, and there is little need for vacation replacements.

Evaluation

ArthuK Johnson is an articulate man who is, initially, somewhat

reluctant to speak his own mind. When he does open up, he provides

valuable insight into the problems of education for Detroit's Negroes.

However, I believe that he would add little to what I have recorded

in this report.

We spent too little time with Dr. Wattenberg to evaluate him.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dukes

Subject: Interview with Arthur Johnson, Deputy Director of the NAACP
in Detroit

Mr. Johnson seems to be a middle income Negro living in a com-

tunity,,Vdninistrating official in the organizational structure of

the NAACP4W comes into contact with a great deal of Negroes. He

seems to think the vast majority of Negroes want more satisfactory

facilities which administrate to them. There basic mistrustk4s caused

by seeing their friends who just a few years back were walking the

streets earning nothing amernow presenting making $20,000 on so-called

jobs heading departmental agencies or functioning as administrators in

large organizations. However, deep within them there is a resentment

that these people not only will deal with them ineffectively but are

in fact a detriment to them.

In Eas it proves that social structure which professes
through

equality through effort and/. endeavorment is failing. Most of

the Negroes, he seems to feel, having positions don't have authority

and therefore are ineffectual to remedy any conditions that come be-

fore them. tie they communicate what is needed by discussion Vte"'Cx

to the white man who heads the structure frustration sets in or the

cause is lost.*Jilh 1'4 ~'kS

The neighborhood programs particularly need more dedicated and

professional administration, not political appointees who repeatedly

use their position as setting stones to gain insights into better

pinora-4ek upward to disenchant themselves from reality. c9 77e74.



1 / The highest degree of animosity he states comes when a Negro comes in

contact with the tendency to not be able to reach those who are in

power, those who are in a position to do immediately away with their

problem fo/:.t49 others a substitute. Usually in these instances, a

phone is useless and personal conversation impossible. .

Since a Negro is usually in a lower economic level, he is not

mobile, he does not have extensive money to spend to investigate who

and where and what. He does not want to keep being transferred from

one physical location to the next to find out what really is going on,

who is the best one to see. He does not have the leisure to not suffer

from these types of conditions. The general run around is given in

most instances until he proves he is going to make a pest out of him-

self. This .greatly irritates individuals and creates ill will toward

the agencies and toward any political entity who uses these methods.

In welfare G deis, it ho-b'een generally known that the:'

test the individual to note his capacity for need. First he is told

to keep coming back, then he is told what he needs and this need is

really far shorter than the actual estimate. It is left to him to

agitate for the difference. Intem this really creates a person of

hostility who although he accepts the rewards or the fruits that are

forthcoming believes that in the end he has to chop the tree.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Walter Duke

S Subject: Interview with Frank Joyce

lFrank Joyce, an extremist and militant type of individual, who

is Negro, and is constantly dvocatin revolution not against the pow r

structure, but out to take over control of the ghetto. He desires the

control of center city immediately to consolidate a black mass which

will eventually control political and economic segments of the communi

These eventually he wishes to dominate. His particular platform seems

to be the seeking of educational values immediately to prepare for higher

society which he thinks the black man will be of great entity of in the

future. Particularly he seeks control of the educational, social and

recreational facilities immediately to instill a proper perspective

for the youth in the black communities. He thinks this stress has b en

neglected throughout yearsand-even-pub4zLl-y: today t-hat the value has

tended away from the important elements of scientific and business

administration stresses. Primarily education specialties such as

scientific and business administration./to gain more control over

economic is-his ultimate goal in this area. He feels that the schoo

system should be controlled by the forces in the ghetto immediately

and he even threatens the use of force to gain these ends and seeming

'ly would side with militants to upset the-social order now present

if his reform type of activity doesn't work within a more peaceful

-' L1 means. He claims that the community needs ultimate .or self protection

%, T C) C614 R (WNIo 0L E 5 U
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He feels that such wouldn't be necessary if the police would do their

proper function. He feels that the average individual has been let

down by many numerous programming that are in effect in the community

and that the overall value is more harmful than good. He feels that

the responsibility of the individual should be taken on his own in-

centive and not by a mass grouping of socialistic agencies. However,

he feels the agencies should be present to give aid and-' ab to en-

courage people. He feels advisory and guidance -..

S 4:VAS certain asic'denied. For instance, h4M &s-4n that the lower

elements or other unresponsible people have tended to create an image

that all Negroes are bad or "we can't trust a Negro" attitude from the

white man. Even after working hard and placing forth extreme efforts

to gaining education, he has no practical outlet for it, because thq(

barrier is placed in front of him to gain the enormous benefits that 7il 't@l

tSES classehas on the white AL4e. Generally he feels that this is a

most frustrating position for a Negro to find himself in and ultimately

it is this Negro who will cause the revolution that he feels will be

present in the near future. Militancy, he states, is still popular,

but not in the majority. It is within the framework of reformxxxRH

z ksitixtaxHitkin and trusts that the white man will change. However,

he feels that, wherein the Negro attempts to drive the white man to

prove this change,'harder and harder repercussions will be suffered,

and a more bitter and bitter state of frustration will evolve from

k egro, which will eventually cause him to seek force as his only

solution. Then he feels the moderates will be chained to militancy

&~
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and so the rebellion will be on.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Bernard Dobranski

Subject: Interview with Robert Knox, Director-Secretary, Detroit
Housing Commission 4 ',- A 1-" /fv,:7

In s-'ere th ny"-&

acuta-housing.-shesag~e-emss. During the July 1967 riots,7Detroit,

with the help of Federal agencies and private citizens' groups, was

able to house all people b

r6ta L X e. During the riots 321 housing units were "a )'

he loss through fire of commercial establishmentsduring the riot

was much greater than the destruction of housing. A good many of

those housing units destroyed were units located above commercial

establishments.

Mr. Knox &akd that the Federal government was very helpful

in providing emergency quarters for people displaced by the riots.

GSA, for example, gve,. 48 units located at Fort Anthony Wayner within

yf not~~e t. A reservoir of 23 units was provided by the

Veterans Administration. Seventy units were provided by FHA. An

additional 28 wereAprovided by the Detroit Board of Education. In
NA well

sum,&'we were able to pretty/house,Ain the short and middlexan run,

everyone who requested housing.

Mr. Knox has been a 4theDetroit Housing -

Come ene-eFm @for approximately five and a half

years . -- Ez-c

~fr~1AEI -VE
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The Deon handles both public housing

and urban renewal. It does pretty much the same work on the local

level as HUD does on the national level3A Currently they have some

50 projects Sa&ng. These, however, are a joke, according 41h to

Mr. Knox

We are beginning projects without adequate Federal funding, &'

We just can't wait any longer. We must, therefore, use city funds

which aretotally' inadequate to do the job.

The Detroit Housing Commission controls 3,000 acres for

clearance purposes, itenseeds 9,000 acres for neighborhood

conservation projects, 600 acres for code enforcement projects and

8,178 public housing units.

The Commission also is encouraging the construction of middle

cost housing :pxagRz units. AdLthough these projects are referred to

as middle cost, the price is much higher than most Negroes are able

to pay.

Mr. Knox believes that Detroit has the best relocation program

in the country. It still is inadequate, however. AOne of the reasons

for the relatively good record has been traditional soft housing

market in the Detroit area. However, housing is becoming harder and

harder to obtainxinxt(h and the job of relocation is becoming more

and mordifi .cult

The Commission is required under law to pl-aee a-abegte

~i(~~~A1t/ 4ic ea. f ? -bv! 1b4=-
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The most rgent need, according to Mr. Knox, is substantial

amounts ofloney,

gover ven-& 'cw are painfully and pitifull te.

We have, according to Mr. Knox, over $1 million worth of applications

awaiting approval on Washington-but none of the money is coming in.

Hewe r,+he city can not sit ida idly p; by andmeet-de-semethring.

Mr. Knox believes that Detroit is doing an inadequate job

but still a better job than most citiesA t ky amounts

tq a nibble on the edge of a massive problem.

Mr. Knox the..bega..to di-s&ees again the relocation policies

of city of Detroit. We will, he said, guarantee any good standard

of housing for anyone,( splaced ll y. 5LesL;y.

pe- housing is often difficult to come by and 60 percent of the relocation

of Negroes is to other Negro areas. Jn the predominantly white areas,

very few units are available. e

muc ,moi We are not, said Mr. Knox,

doing the job we should be doing.

He"-d-j;4,4st ad.K4hmashde, however, to the fact that in 18 years,

the Detroit Housing Commissionevicted a family.

Gar main concern with urban renewal is ntk to get people into

standard housing and to get rid of dilapidated slum areas. It is

basically a slum clearance program. fg

clhrgteI oy-scauteilfie"- a b b -nmdt -6t high coat...

housing, the ~iso y a--secondary~obefeettvewieve 1that decent.

~$3)
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standard housing is a right for all people and not a privilege..,

A *he state of Michigan completely ignores the problems of the

city. Last'year t-hey did pass some legislation in the form of tax

abatement, but'p c d aefunds under it. A few years agothe

legislature did fund tax abatement for construction of senior citizen

. housing. z Now, hum me, stte-hesing-atrhory-hw'9ter

- ins titu ed ag phug1Ltis- -not TftTirdi8**tyives smeroms.QL

The city has no real spokesman in the State Legislaturei&

Mr. Knox believes that the city has good tools and good

programs for the construction of adequate housing. The real problem <

Make is the need for much money quickly.

Whn He believes that the New Detroit Committee can be very

helpful in solving the housing problem in Detroit, especially in its

1 gg activities, both on the state and Federal level. The white
if

businessmen who form nucleus of it are extremely powerful and/they

swing their weight behind the attempts to solve the problems they may

be very effective.

If an open housing statute was passed in Michigan it would

not have much concrete effect but it r tremendous changes

in attitudes a .F.Ut bfr-

Forty-eight percent of Negroes in Miskdan own their own

homes. This is the highest percentage in the country. Ther-s-tret >

OW N ftesC4s ),
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to ''a fi L...unds.

Public housing consists of 60-percent Negroes and 40 pexnt

whitegb All projects are thoroughly integrated, according to

Mr. Knox, and no real problems have arisen. }The Negro slumd, are

good compared with the slums a that exist in other cities, ot

elative to the rest of the Detroit aousifig market,,,they are very

6ad. There ar 0 substandard, deteriorated units in the city

of Detroit. WEven these units do possess plumbing and

electricity,

0 -C ~4 Ai~i
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

* To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dobranski

Subject: Interview with Robert Knox, Director-Secretary, Detroit
Housing Commission. Interviewed in Detroit, Michigan on
October 19, 1967

X Enforcement of the housing cod in Detroit is done by three

different agencies -- Building and safety commission' health s

so- and the fire commission. They all do an inadequate job. They

usually respond to complaints, but do not systematically attack

the wide-spread abuses that exist in housing in Detro

IViolation of the ordinances are broughtvTraffic Ordinance

Mr Court. They are first takentans referee and then if either party

is dissatisfied,4before a Judge. Ninety-five percent of the cases

just go to the referee. Some referees and Judges do a good job

and somede-a-bad job. On the whole they gaamenb4y are getting

better. Mr. Knox said, we ' e Detroit Housing Commission7

bug the hell out of them, whaxseaa few years ago the fines would

be $10 to $25 per violation, thapan now ga..g tewshe $50 to $65

per violation. This is for the first violation. Thesec nd vio-

lations ar-edaeoyustc g-much steeper.

Mr. Knox said that he is aware of the cry of the Negro com-

munities in many cities that urban renewal is really Negfo soewal.

Detroit he said, however, is an exception to this. The Negro

community has supported urban renewal veon-m7c'. Ao t too long ago,

some white suburban clergymen came down -to Detroit and raise 4he cry

N n rvA-
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that urban renewal really is nothing but Negro removable. The position
however

of the housingg ommission/was supported by the Negro community against

the ministers. Even Reverend Cleage a militant Negro clergymjan, *ha4

supportedgiapaS amr instances, a g e reluctantly.
the

since the July riots,/Housing commission has been working very closely

with the 12th Street community,,,t was the 12th Street area._-aedr.

-KPAqthat suffered the most damage during the riot7' For example, aaid

Mr1Z gas, we are discussing plans for the.construction of a shopping

center, ehpuee t'h will house such things as cooperative

buying centers. Mr.'.Knox said that'.he preference is that the shopping

center be manned by black merchants rather than having the whites

return to the black community.

Mr. Knox again emphasized the importance of getting large sums

of federal money. He suggested.that it is time for we to re-examine

our priorities. He pointed out that federal money apropr-ate-for

urban renewal is only 10 percent of the amount appropriated for surplus

agricultural commodities, one percent of the amount appropriated for

space projects,A33 1/3 percent of that appropriated for super-sonic

transport development. It is, suggests Mr. Knox, much more important

to be able to walk in Detroit than it is to walk in space. /Mcr. Knox
it is fL

also claimed that/FHA and its discriminatory policies that is respott-

sible for.the white,,Ieezt that is around every large city. FHA is not

composed of socially motivated people. He insisted that any socially-

oriented program should not be put under the jurisdiction of FHA.

the root cause of most of the housing segregation in Detroit

':_i5 5t*J fttlo/0 Am. so~u
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and in other cities across the country is there state people.

They claim that they're ywet following the desires of their clients

However, as a former real estate man, he knows that the real estate

peoplethemselves, push and lead the thinking of their clients.

Finally, Mr. Knox .informed me thatihis is not the first visithrN-

hethad in the last few weeksfio.-i.toy**eep Last week, people

from the Kaiser Commission spent over 14 hours with him. The day

before my visit, October 19, Mr. Knox was visited by representatives

of the McClellan Committee.

Attached hereto as Exhibit Neo,1,4is a packet of information

concerning the work of the Housing Commission which was given to

me by Mr. Knox.

& 1~t2 ~ - '*7f l( (2 1-.6
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INTEROFFICE NEMORANDUM

To; Mr. Nelson

From: Mr. Wilson

Subject: Interview withlFrancis Kornegay\ ExecutiveDirector
of the Detroit Urban League;I Any-11iams Special
Project Direor for the urbhn Tengue and MissW Xa

the educational specialist with the Urban

We had some difficulty obtaining an interview with

Mr. Kornegay at the time we finally got in to see him, he expressed

some disgust with the fact that the various wings of the federal

government could not get together and exchange information. He

told us that he had been visited several days before by two investi-

gators from the 0Mchatten? Commission. After some preliminary

apologies we finally got Mr. Kornegay to discuss the situation of

the black man in Detroit and he made the following.gE: It is

sIcV oAe 3
Mr. Kornegay's contention that the basic conflict ze-solve-around

the fact that the black man in Detroit wants freedom and peaceff he

cannot have both at the same time he wants freedom first and peace

later. The black man Mr. Kornegay says will no longer be satisfied

with the formula proposed by the white man:vz b' sspeace a-prsent

and we will discuss freedom afterwards. Mr. Kornegay stated that

the black man has been so brain-washed that it has taken him until

recent years to realize that non-violent persuasiveness will not work.

He thinks thatthatf is part of the reason for outbreaks such as the

one experienced by Detroit in the summer of 1967swith regard to the

welfare system, the poverty program and other s i of programs that

have been designed to raise the level of poor people, including the
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black community, Mr. Kornegay made an analogy to lend -4 -> and

dollar diplomacy. He stated that America had put a great deal of

money into foreign countries n e war-torn Europe, has

found that i-eis jadi Te-to -prhase friends. ha in ans. In

like fashion the yei1se poverty programs and other assistance pro-

grams have been unable to buy friends for the white man in the black

.hetto. He analogized the cry of many foreign nations which we have

hepdwhich is now heard

in the black ghetto i)eonky get out. It Mr. Kornegay's opinion that

many of these programs were designed not to raise the ~hetto Negro

to a level 1 vwh the white man's equal, but simple tk him

placid in the state in which he has existed in this country for

hundreds of years. Atxaknix±hbixamint

At about this point Mr..Roy Williams-entered the room and

was-introduced to us. We than adjourned to his office and continued

the interview with Mr. Williams and Miss Ola Jordan. Mr. Williams,

in addition to being special projects director for the Urban League

is also on loan to the &ew Detroit committee as a staff member.

He offered these observations about the tension in Detroit.

The black man according to Mr. Williams, is frustrated because he

exists on the preiphery of society. He is always near but not there.

Shk This frustration is reenforced by the constant fear that the

police will brutalze him ety.remid tbp is not a part of the

main stream of society.
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During the riot we were told that the real fear was not the

possibility of being shot by a sniper, but that of being beaten or

shot by a member of the Detroit police force or a Ational uardsman.

From what he observed on the streets during the riot, Mr. Williams

concluded that the police seemed to feel as if they had a t±xEmxH lice e

to retaliate-or all of the acts that they had not been permited to

punish in the early d s of te 't LII

?'Ofrustrationsst--

three or fou r years,wk h e d4--sm-r~~an rom

. He stated that black people observed

many of these acts and were extremely angered by them. When the

police officers were arrested in the Algiers Abtel incident there

was some hope in the black community thatmaybe justice would prevail.

However, when many of the charges is d against the several

officers originally iagc were dismissed the black man's faith A-

justice within the lice department disappeared. This flicker of

hope was replaced by the old frustrations of the black community that

usticeAwEWhreto beabeekeed Jhe-hrge involved an act

of brutality by a white manbe he police or otherwise against a black

man. It isfbecause of this sense of frustration that the black

man according to Mr. Williams now is demanding control over his own

existence. He is aware that self-determination is no assurance that

everything will be better, but at least he will be the captain of

his own fate. Mr. Williams characterized th Uafon committee as

the white coinmunit/es aempt to relieve that frustration in the

4
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black community. He described the committee and especially its

white members as so nai've about the Negro problem that they are going

AA

down to 12th street to talk to ADC mothers in an attempt to find out

what the problems are in the black community. He stated that this is

probably the first time that many of the whites on the committee

have ever visited 12th street and $0o the first time they had ever

.talked to an ADC inother-during the day. He told us that the black

community understood very well that the committee was not completely

alt&qistic in its efforts but rather the altr ism was combined with

selfishness since the bigindustrialists on the new Detroit ommittee

do not want further outbreaks of violence in the pity of Detroit.

Mr. Williams is a bit skeptical about whether or not the

committee will actually accomplish anything, however, he sees it at

least a step toward trying to improve the situation. It is his

opinion that the black community is attempting to find a new kind

of intertt-pter, a kind of imbi aan?7 a black m-, who--as-bommutrcate

with the w te power' tructure se-tting forth the desires fthe ack

IU oe nsibleto tt2 &fth/blv
c mmun ty, -amain re asltto Ijty

Mt illiam stated at the lack community needs a new kind of

lgb'f~?&elu4 litwho can communicate with the white mn in the

white man's language but who will not become bit-by--bit captive of
A -$

the white community as small concessions are granted tu- er

. hen we askabout activity during the riot, Mr. Williams told

us that he and Miss Jordan had observed the looting of several stores

including the large Westinghouse warehouse. He stated that the looters
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appeared to him to feel that the merchandise was free and that/they

did not take it, it would be burned. They seemto/ feel no moral

compunction about taking goods which did not belong to them. He

also stated that many of the people involved in the looting undoubtdly

felt that they had a liscense to take whatever they wanted since the

police were not hatkhRxxtax .+.k4e# nfto stop the lootingn2m E

ee s, Wwas later told were involved in some looting themselves.
A

Judging from the kinds of items taken, Mr. Williams surmised that

many of the people who were involved in the opting did not do it

out of any sense of despiration or sense of need, however, some did

do-tt out of a sense of need. In this connection he states-that

many women were seen fleeing from drug stores with toilet items,

others from grocery stores with cleaning equipment, mops and the like

and in one instance he told us -that he saw a little old lady of

perhaps 757 ears a 9 x 12 rug draggIng-4-home.being so exhausted

after 5 or 6 steps that she would have stop and rest and-tlen dragy/

the rug a little xIg further. He assumes that she eventually made

it home and for the first time in her very dreary life had a yage

nice rug on her floor. On the subject of education, both Mr. Williams

and Miss Jordan told us that the situation in Detroit public schools

was extremely severe because of a lack of finances. There was a

serious problem of over crowding and a complete breakdown in com-

muhication between the public schools and the black community. In

this regard l Miss Jordan told us that she was

attempting to organize several parents groups in orderto p4.aerm

(1,,bigger role in the administration of their p artica-ar school. This

k -
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was , however, a very tedious process that sometimes necessitated meetings,

for 6 or 8 weeks before any sort of effective organization could be formed.

Miss Jordan referred to the protest boycott of the Northern High School,

and stated that in the future, protest may not be as non-violent.

It is interesting to note that the following week there was a rather

violent protest at the Newtsor Junior High School - ee students went

on a rampage, kicking most of the windows in the school and comitting

other acts of vandalism. I.

INTERVIEWERS EVALUATION

- Mr. Korneagay, Mr. Williams and Miss Jordan are all Negroes.

Mr. Korneagay is in his late 50's or early 60's, and has been

executive$iPrector of the Detroit Urban League for a number of years.

In the opinion'of the interviewers, Mr. Kornegay would make a good

witness as to the trend of the Negro middle class toward militancy

if he.can be persuaded by the Commission frankly. He took a rather

militant line during the course of our interview. Mr. Williams

would be quite knowledgeable about the working of the New Detroit

Committee and Miss Jordan is knowledgeable about the Detroit educational

system.

*** As an addendum to the Kornegay, Jordan, Williams interview there

should be appended 2 pkapt pamphlets, which were given to us by
Negro

Mr. Kornegay; One is entitled "The Detroit Low Income/Family" and is

labeled Kornegay exhibit A; the other is entitled "A Profile of the

Detroit Negro" and is labeled Kornegay exhibit B.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: John J. Ursu

Subject: Interview withfDr. Burton Levy, Director of Community Services,
Michigan Civil Rights commission

Dr Levy, a Ph.D. from Massachusetts, has been with MCRC for three

years. He spoke entirely on police-community relations.

MCRC's program assumes that there is a serious problem existing

in the area of police-Negro relations, and it assumes that the problem

can be solved. Nonviolent abuse by police of black gitizer'% 1s the

source of most of the tension. T "frant li" o -hpice force --

the patrolmen, scout car policemenn and ser eats -- are main culprits,

but the cure can only come from the high levels of police administration.

Theoretically, at least, the police administration has the same

power over the front line as any employer has over any employee. On

duty behavioral patterns should be controllable through ordinary systems

of rewards and punishments. A strong., McNamara type of commissioner in

Detroit should be able to solve the police-community relations problem

in that city.

Levy works with all the police chiefs in the state. As he con-

vinces them of the true importance of good relations, and as they con-

vince each other, one of the causes of civil disorder should be dissi-

pated. (See the attached resolutionof the Michigan Association of

Levy Ex. YF
Chiefs of Police, for an encouraging example of the attitude of those men.)

A

The MCRC is cosponsoring (with the police chiefs) a program de-

signed to get more Negroes onto police forces. (See attached promotional

SVOL 6~Ct~VM. ~I)~ThWs; NCt~C~ (ti~Wt&A1J c~iu ~
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material ) The program is conducted with a $15,000 federal grant, but

the Chrysler Corporation has provided about $150,000 worth of service

and funds. Basically, the program encourages young men to apply, it

aids them in finding out where the jobs are, and it employs the good

offices of the various police chiefs to insure that jobs are available oi

an equal basis. This program was started before the riot.

The CRC established valuable precedent during the July riot.

Tales of police abuse of prisoners were widespread, and CRC decided to

send observers to all places of detention. Police and other detention

authorities acquiesced in this move, but actual observers did not arrive

until Friday, by which time most of the police violence had stopped.

Evaluation

Dr. Levy is a very we E informed, intelligent and articulate man.

He has done an enormous amount of work in police-community relations,

and, if the Commission is interested in hearing an expert in this area,

I would recommend that he be called.

U
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Walter Dtikes

Subject: Interview with E11iot D. Luby, psychiatrist

Grievances in Detroit are not cured. Hostilities result and are

at an increasing rate of growth because of the inimaginative reality

of thoughts which masses of poor men have and the disbelief and dis-

enchantment in constructive change. Fathers in the poor family de-

finitely have no sense of reality. Mothers are limited by administra-

4d

tive'-tape. People are not in a position to receive and appreciate

culture or education in this class, particulary when they are hungry.

And then ???????????????????? 7ly -Dj67} 4q P
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dukes

Subject: Interview withDon Lopsinger, a white -agft in Detroit

Lopsinger is a white armis in Detroit who is professing

the use of arms to prevent the intrusion of Negroes into the

physical area and geographical area of the white domain; in additi

to protect them physically from any harm, which is in effect im-

minently present by the lenient attitudes of the administrators and"I

the government towards Negroes.

Mr. Lopsinger is -___picA_9- and states that he has

an effect only because there is a need, and that he stand for arm-

ament simply because it is a necessity; that he will make guns

available at bargain prices., particularly in automatic weapons, and

his philosophy is basically to kill before being killed. He wants

particularly everyone kept in their place; through the use of power

and affirmative protection of property. He wants a stronger police

force and the criminal element particularly stopped in the Detroit

area. When questioned as to why he affirmatively would provide guns

for people interested in such there was no question that if guns

were provided and at hand that violence would erupt, and if they

weren't present there would be no need for using them he responded

that if the guns were'nt present eiMM~t possibly a life might be

lost, and it would be a white life. I do believe that Mr. Lopsinge r

has a profit motive in his activities, in that these guns are paid

fory feels that he can become an emminent person in the com-

Lov~
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munity through the handling of this type of interest; he is not

getting a strong following, but has a cumulative effect from the

lower economic level, who see the threat of the Negro intrusion as

a real one, and who are being challenged constantly for position in

jobs, and for educational space, by the Negro. Mr. Lopsinger seems

or 4c7- j 4PcY A s,4 I-, 1"
to be r of and when asked if they presented a threat to

him, he commented that he could always protect his self, and the

need for such from any black nationalist would beJell taken care

-aouseveral sporting goods stores have been

rifled in the Detroit area recently, and arms taken out in sufficient

quantities

the riot and the causes for it; a statement came forth that the

police had been too lax in their jobs and the Negroes presumably

had been given too much, and had decided that they were going to

taemore. O~~Uk tt
I qu7es a d Mr. Lopsinger as to his impression of the

present possibility of violence in the Detroit area; and he stated

that it was imminent, and knxstEadx almost assured. The only

question was when. I asked him his reasons for believing such, and

he responded that the feelings were so high and so intense over

the loss of property that any excuse and any justification for

taking out vengeance on a person or a group,. I asked Mr. Lopsinger

further as to his having any connection with any armament company

and he stated that he had done business in the line; however, this

was not his way of making a living and he was doing it for the social

good of the community; particularly the white community, and he felt

/
p
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. deeply responsible for its protection and that the police seemed to

be inadequate to do the job.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM .7-

To: Mr. Wilson

. From: Walter Duke,<

Subject: Interview with Dr. J Lorenzo

Dr. J. Lorenzo is an individual militant seeking reform within

the existing framework of facilities. He as an individual seems to have

more influence in the community than any others that I have observed.

Particularly, he seems to be a champion of the causes of injustice

through the legal recourses available to him!!. As a prominent and

practicing doctor, one suspects highly his motives in that he is con-

stantly running behind victims and complaints and supporting them in

their righteousness, articularlyhe seems to be the only individual

in the community who has initiated legislationreform and fought against

the power structure for the past six or seven years, even prior to

noticeable disturbances in the Detroit area. Subsequently to the riot,

vv-45 4A 
T

he h4 witnessedkseveral complaints., one of which was brought to our

attention. He stated he saw the police brutally beat a man they were

arresting in the back seat of a car. He has carried this complaint to

the highest authority and personally stated that there will be no

justice for the colored community or the lower social element as long

as the police in Highland Park, Michigan continue to have the awesome

power which they have been practicing over the last few years. In addi-

-tion he professed a strong view that the police department would never

change in the Detroit area, simply because the power did not.coGe f<v>9

'AJ"0-- ax- F 0 o, ce let /



The areas of their control even was stronger than the dictates and

mandates from the top down to them from the mayor's office. The only

recourse to the people was to have a legislative change which would,

in effect, cancel the charter which presently gave them their struc-

tural form. Particularly, it was pointed out, if this was to come

about, the at-large voting machinery for city councilmen who, in ef-

fect, would have to change the legislature, would have to be itself

altered. And in line with this view, Dr. Lorenzo had been gathering

forth all possible aid communicating in every instance the need

for doing such.

Continuing to the idea of witnessing and bearing witness against

the police, he felt that this was his duty as a citizen and that no 'one

else took this view as dangerous as he, but it was present and for real,

and the general attitudes of the people were slowly coming around to

the fact that the police would have to be governed from without or at

least be responsible to a body outside their general control. He indi-

cated that wherein a police council was available, namely the Highland

Park Citizenship Council, containing 19 officers which reviewed the

cases, there had never been one instance of an officer being punished

or actually reprimanded in any real sense for his conduct. He felt,

too, that in an incident where witnessing had taken place of atrocities

or brutality, mainly the witnesses were quieted by illegal means, beat-

ings, or just disappeared, he pointed out incidents where during the

testimony against k an officer, the officer himself smiled at him and

told them he would get his soon. In all instances, Dr. Lorenzo seems



to feel that he will champion this cause to the bitter end and that

justice through reforms is possible. I felt that he was in excess

of general reasonableness as far as his activity and did a bit of

checking to determine the extent that he believed in his cause. It

seems that elements in the community at work with him on a number of

theyincidences ad seemed to Ztreet him as a real savior, particularly

-fi one lady who had had an involvement in an incident with the police,

who was thankful to have had his presence and his comfort. She had

joined a citizens council organization which was now forming action Allis

to start petitioning throughout the community to solicit interest in,

a similar cause which Dr. Lorenzo seemed to support.

I additionally found that he was a heavy monetary contributer

to one of the Vietnam extremist groups which set up an office on

Hamilton Avenue near the corner of Boston & in Detroit. The gentle-

man who is an outright advocate against American getting out of Vietnam,

was ill during the day I visited his shop, but I had heard from reading

many of his throw-aways and seeing many of the articles which had been

written on his activities that he was instigating force in the communi-

ty for/Americans leaving Vietnam and leading the peace movement! In

fact, he was heading the' delegation that was coming to Washington on

October 23w. Dr. Lorenzo seemed also to be a great social reformist

in that he was constantly advocating and communicating the need for

educational and housing reform within the ghetto. I felt from listen-

ing to the many people who had enumerated on his activities that he

isn't for real and there would have to be more causation for his
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson.

From- Mr. Wilson

Subject: Interview with Mr. Fred Lyles Mr. Lyles is the leader of
a rent strike in we etroit.he was introduced-to team
members by Mary Valentine, who was interviewed at the offices
of the west central organization.

Mr. Lyles advised us that he is a tenet at 3300 W. Chicago Blvd.

in a building and owned and/or managed by the o

He compared the extremely deteriorated conditions the property in

which he lives with property owned by the Goodman Brothers Co. , which

we-re-descrbed-ae notoriously deteriorated. He noted, however, that

while the Goodman Brothers property has gotten a good bit of publicity

there had been no previous publicity as to the exploitation of low-

income Negroes by the Lyndon Management Co. I-qtre-t-fort

he told us that the rent strike was currently in its 3rd month, and

was confined to the single building located at 3300 W. Chicago. Blvd.

although Lyndon Management Co. owned or managed other property on

CW. hicage Blvd. including the building next door to the one in which

Mr. Lyles lives. He stated that the present rent strike was confined

to his building because most of the people who live in the building

were single and would not be terrible inconvenienced if they were

evicted as a result of the rent strike. He stated that it was not as

if children were going to be put in the street.
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Mr. Lyles stated that almost all of the tenants in the building

iJ
were participating in the rent strike. At present :& of the tenojpts

have received eviction notices,--(eo-rreet-on-app-ro-imatly.5..teneats

have-received4eviction-notices but only one case has gone to court,

resulting in an order of eviction. The other cases are due to go to

court this month . Mr. Lyles stated that the principal grievances

of the tenants were the extremely poor conditions of the buildings.

In this regard he advised us that the c*hy department of building and

the c4-ty health department inspectors were extremely inattentive to

the conditions of the building. He explained that there were no

regular inspections of the buildings in his area and if inspectors

were called out to a building, they only inspected the specific violation

which prompted the call and never ire building'. Another

grievance was the exhorba-tent rental charges. Mr. Lyles pointed out

thatwhile the housing was quite deteoriated, beeause-of the extreme

houskng- shortage the low income i

en-t-a-1-eherge s-wer-e--exhebtean-t()on ghetto property. He i4-2-us-t-rated

this by cl us that two years %hen the Lyndon Management Co.

took over his building, he was paying $52.00 per month for a bachelor

apartment. In the two years since his rent has been zase

successively to current monthly rental of $85.00. During this period

we were told that no facilities or services were added and that no

substantial repairs were made to any part of the building. The only

II
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explanation which has been given to the tenants

that the city and county taxes has been increased, therefore, rentals

had to be increased. My Lyles told us that he had checked aa4he

of the tax increases and.found that the taxes for 1966.for the

adjacent buildings, the one in which he lives .and the one next door,

both of which are owned or managed by the Lyndon Company, and found

that the tax increase an one building was $278.00 and on the other

building $600.00.

The third grievance directed not so much at the landlord as

at the judicial system was the fact that a tenent in eount had

absolutely no rights in an action for non-payment of rent , the

fact that the building wee in a poor state of repair was no defense.

nor was the fact tere-we-re-man code violations and tha-t-there-might

citations outstanding for code violations. In this connection, we

asked him whether or not he had gone to the legal services program,

which are funded by the office of economic opportunity? He told

us that the strikers had not gone to the neighborhood legal services

centers until quite recently, but they were now receiving some help.

He was not hopeful, however, that the.neighborhood legal services

would be able to prevent evictions for non-payment of rent sinceas

he had previously stated, tenents have absolutely no rights in the

landlord-tenents courts in Detroit. He also told us that the rad

which he stated to be a Negro organization.

was giving the strikers some help and acting as an informal lobbyist.
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To illustrate the extreme influence of slum landlords with

inspectors and symx upper echelon types in the department of

health and the department of building and safety, Mary Valentine

told us that an inspector had told her that he was forced to tear

up a list of violations on property owned by the Goodman Brothers Co.

upon advice of his superior. The superior reportedly said that

great pressure had been brought to bear by Goodman Brothers Co. The

failure of the inspectors to enforce the building code corrobrated

with Mr. Lyles statements that "the regulations on the books have no

effect, its just writing". Mr. Lyles told us that the striking

tenants realize that they probably have no hope of avoiding payment

of rent or eviction in the ease that they do not pay the rent, but

they hope that by the rent strike they induce or harrass the company
A

into making necessary repairs, a -get the department of

buildings and safety and the health department to take a closer look

at the property and si-te the landlord for the many violations on the

property. In an attempt to bring industry pressure on the landlord

Mr. Lyles told us that he had written a letter to the Board of Redltors

setting forth the facts as to the property at 3300 W. Chicago Blvd.

he received a ictnxz letter acknowledging his letter and stating that

the matter would be looked into. Several weeks thereafter he happened

to meet one of the officers of the Lyndon Management Co. who was known

to him, this officer said to Mr. Lyles that he had read his letter
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and then Lyles inquired what letter ? The officer replIed, the

letter which you sent to the Board of Realtors." Lyles then asked

the officer what he planned to do about the letter, and was told

that he, the officer, said to the board of realtors that they should

return the letter to Mr. Lyles with comment that he should "stick-it"

4On the day that we interviewed him, Mr. Lyles had come to the WCO office

in an attempt to get that organization to support the rent strike

beame he felt that the broader publicity which might result from

WCO pe-sesue would not be f eein-becau,&se of the activities of

ne small group. Mary Valentine indicated that she felt strongly

that it was the function of WCO to xE expose the ee housing

practices which are so flaggipnt i9fhe ghetto. She told us that it

had been her experience that calls to the department of health-by the

tenents alone was futile. occasion a tenent after calling the

department of health several times and getting no response or no

satisfaction went to WCO. Mary Valentine told us that she then went

to the property and it was in deplorable condition. She called the

department of health and was told that there were no inspectors on

the premises, and no one could be sent out at that time. She asked

who was there and was told that xa there were some supervisors there,

and she insisted that they send out a supervisor. The supervisor

came out to the building and looked it over and stated according to

Mrs. Valentine " this isn't so bad" Mrs. Valentine then asked the

supervisor where he lived and what this looked like in comparison to
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where he lived. She told us that as a result of EBR sort of

e ien/the supervisor left the building with notebook full of

Ala
violations. She also told us that tenents who fear reprisals for

complaining about the condition of their apartment)or who have ex

become complaisant oxxhnxhaxebecause they feel that no one cares

or will help will be less apprehensive knowing that an organization

such as WOO will support their cause and give them every assistance.

We then inquired of Mr. Lyles, whether or not there was other

economic exploitation of ghetto residents in addition to housing,

He responded that there was a great deal of exploitation in the

consumers goods business and in the small <loan business. Mr. Lyles

stated that an indg rievance was number of stores of

merchants who were known to be exploiters aniax that were destroyed

during the recent disorder. He admitted thatfeelingswerea adverse

agaWVst these merchants, mostly Jewish according to him, that if he

had been inclined to arson, he would have burned out every Jewish store

that he could find. He also described to us a technique of exploitation

used by most of the pawn shops pawnex-s in the ghetto area. He stated

that if he wanted to get an $8.00 loan on a suit or something of that

sort, the owner of the pawn shop would have him sign a note for $10.00.

when he returned to pick up the suit he might find himself faced with

a bill for $16 or $17. The explanation of the owner would be that the

ala h the suit had to be cleaned while it was in hock.

Mr. Lyles would not completely exonerate the black businessmen who do

VJFtIN6
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;41
business in the xxa ghetto. He stated that prices of consumer

goods and rental scales were generally set by the larger white

entrepreneurs but that many Negro businessmen follow suit and =9x

nxx are as exploitive in their practices as their wk1k±±R larger

white counterparts.

At this point Mr. Lyles had to leave and the interview was

terminated.
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TEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: James Raschard

Subject: RdMalletRespondent

Conrad Mallet, 39 years old, Negro, is at the time of the interview

assistant to the mayor and since has been promoted to the role of executive

secretary to the mayor. Mr. Mallet is a very deliberate person, giving

great thought to the questions being presented by the interviewer and more

deliberate thought to any response which he might offer. Mr. Mallet was

reluctant to grant the interview feeling that the constant flow of interviewers,

research people and investigators with whom he had spoken previously,

could and should be a source of information for ay agenogeseeking infor-

mation pertaining to the Detroit riots and at,2 A3g' pff'evt

Mr. Mallet admitted that his present role within the political framework gi

has been instrumental in loss of direct communication at the

community level. He is dependent upon friends who ' community ct cit hic.

to keep him abreast of the -vm==ant*happenings.2LWN hmitacity. He

feels the most vital occurrence since the riots has been the welding toget-

her- of heretofore fragmented black groups into a cohesive unit. He feels

the new involvement of the middle class black community is indicative of a

new and dynamic force evolving from the riot. Mr. Mallet was quite firm

in his belief that the causality of riots remains.uchanzed. Hi s feelings

areE&8C5& poverty program - wamls e reaching
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thepooZ , are tn 1V
the poor Ilable to reach ta a v above the critical areas and even

then with great diff iculty.0Mr. Mallet feels that

still another segment and it is at that level that Mr. Mallet feels that city,

state and federal programs have failed. Mr. Mallet feels that high con-'

centration of effort must be attained in bringing to these people services

which will affect the familyA the individual, withoutzhing the efforts now

being demonstrated at a higher plane. Mr. Mallet feels that the news-

papers and television have played a negative role in their undisciplined

exposure to the public of riot and riot related news coverage.

From another source, it was disclosed that Mr. Mallet was at one

time a member of the police force and has worked his way through the ranks

into the position that he holds presently. Mr. Mallet was very careful in

his statements and in perusing my notes/ find that his responses were of no

new or informative value to the commission. However, I found Mr. Mallet

a very sincere person who if questioned by a more experienced interviewer

might well serve as a bridge to the wide gaps in the chronology of the

Detroit riots and their aftermath.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dukes

Subject: Interview with Mr. D. Mitchell

Mr. D. Mitchell is a complainant co eerfarrg-an involvement he was

in immediately after the riot. The complainant was returning from a

teenage party on August 14, 1967 being held on the corner of Hamilton

and Lubell in Highland Park, Michigan. He proceeded to Elmhurst Street

where he intended to stop at a drug store to purchase gum. While pro-

ceeding in the direction of the store he saw two of his friends and a

number of police gathered around the store. The police stopped him

and questioned as to his reason for being present. He answered he

wasn't doing anything and he was on his way to the store. It seems the

police had been summoned due to the rowdy individuals who had gathered

around the drug store-a they had had complaints by the owner and

they in turn decided to take all the persons in front of the store to

the station. Patrolman McCleary, a Negro who was in charge of the pa-

trol car, took Mr. Mitchell along with five other boys and arrested

him at the station. He was charged with disorderly conduct and was

called to hearing at months later. He pleaded not guilty at trial

and the officer testified that the boy was not arrogant nor disobedient.

However, he was found guilty and sentenced to twelve months. SRentenn He

was placed on probation by Judge Golden who stated that it would be in

the record that if he was ever caught on the corner of Elmhurst and



Court again he would be rearrested and made to serve the twelve months

probation.

His mother and others in the community seemed to think that Judge

Golden is exceptionally prejudiced in his administration of justice.

Particularly they felt this was so immediately after the riots. Norman

Witchell, the attorney, was interviewed and indicated that all legal

evidence showed that exoneration for the boy should have been present.

Particularly it is felt too that the attitude resulting from the riots

caused a harsher administration of justice to all Negroes in the area.

Mrs. D. Mitchell, the boy's parent, professes a great hatred now for

the police and states that the injustice would not have followed against

her son if he was not black. She is continually communicating this in-

cident and others which come to her attention in the immediate neighbor-

hood. Particularly, too, she seems to feel that this is going to be

a major block to her son gaining educational advantage and progressing

in society. She notes that the disadvantage for him is larger basically

because he is a Negro and basically he is in this type of economic set-

tingIt is hard enough, she states, that jobs can't be had by Negroes

/ et) whenever they have a blemish on their record*4they are very rarely

given an opportunity.

She has joined an organization called the Citizens Committee to

remove injustices in Highland Park and professed a great interest in

social welfare and other organizational structures such as the Salva-

tion Army, and through all of these she seems to tend to X XXXXXXXXX



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Tom Popp

Subject: Interview with Maryan Mehaffe pf Wayne State
University, conducted on October 13, 1967, by
Tom Popp. Mrs. Mehaffey is a professor of
sociology at Wayne State.

Mrs. Mehaffey belongs to a group calledlYouth Citizenship(

aiid this group has predicted for four years that Detroit would

have a riot. Her prediction has been based on the mood of the

people, which is one of frustration of not seeing things done.

It is aggravated by all sorts of incidents which increase the

general frustration. C - , AOf 144 j2 n -tf

She definitely does not think that riot is being spread

from city to city by a single person or group of people. In

other words, she is vehemently opposed to any kind of conspiracy

theory. "Riots happen as a matter of mood and timing" she said.

She said she doeot know what the magic combination of ingredients '

is which produces a riot, but that- a year ago there was a very

inflamatory incident at Kercheval.nd 25th Street which involved

police provocation of people which could have developed into a

riot, but didn't,because there was a downpour of rain at that

time and everybody went home.

A great deal more employing has to be done by private

industry and by the government, Mrs. Mehaffey feels. Far too

many people are simply out of work.
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In reading the mood of the nation as a whole at this time,

Mrs. Mehaffey said that there is a deep conservatism in America.

She doesn't know quite how deep, butthat this is something which

is likely to frustrate the efforts of Negro people to gain full

equality. . Black people are against the war, for example," Mrs.

Mehaffey said, "because it deprives them of their share of govern-

ment money. There is an increasing trend of resentment against

the war in the black community' she said.

The American Civil Liberties Union, of Detroit, studied

the people who were jailed because of the riot, and found that

a relatively small proportion of them had had previous criminal

records. The conditions under which they were living in jail

were indescribably bad. Unfortunately I don t have a copy of

that study. asked Mrs. Mehaffey why some people riot and

others don't when both groups have the same grievances. Her

answer was to explain that people release their frustrations
A -

in many different kinds of ways. People who e24 riot must

either have some other way of releasing their tensions or of

suppressing them. She gave me $he example of the wife of a

Negro psychiatrist in Detroit.vbne had be-am., during the riots e
A)

taking her children out and photographing them with the back-

ground of the riot going on. This is a woman who did not riot

herself, but who felt that the event was second in importance kt' A cCR>I

only to reconstruction. 24-a44 according to this woman, the ( oJ5

a- Awhite man can no longer pat us on oupr heads and~go a12ea_&d-4p1
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0>what hey wantSto do. >O~ow Is-the-t-ime-wha ,they have to listen to us.

Mrs. Mehaffey feels that the looting which took place during the Detroit

riot represents a certain kind of "street justice. 'that the-factAthat

people were getting back at the gougers who had been over-charging them

for years and years.waa zufu1i.i.

In asking Mrs. Mehaffey what kinds of governmental actions she

felt were most appropriate, I found her strongly to support the

importance of governmental responsiveness to whatever kind of

grievance is heard. "Parks and recreation areas in Detroit, for example,"

Mrs. Mehaffey said, "are a scandal.. They have not been well kept.

There are not enough of them, particularly in the ghetto areas. This

is something that people have been screaming about for years and

ha (ove ob mr rorm
nothing is getting done whatsoever. There have to be more programs

for training people who have no specific skills, as well as trying to

employ them," she said.

She supported the idea of giving money to indigenous organiza-

tions, with no strings attached, although she recognized that this is

practically impossible because of the mood of the people who control

the money in the government as a whole and in Congress, specifically.

"Universal employment would be the utopia," she said. "But short of

that, a demi-grant to disadvantaged persons would be practical, i.e.

giving money to people simply so that they can live."

I asked her how much she thought specific grievances, such as

bad housing or rats in buildings, had to do-with rioting. She felt

that peeo+ 0,who riotS eentmake direct connections between these

AI



conditions and rioting, but that the-r-ete has a frustration level

which is very high because of many kinds of things. His whole context

of life builds anger within him, and the rioting is one of the ways

of blowing off frustration.

In Detroit there was a great carnival of looting Mrs. Mehaffey

-te--- me, and this,-a is e -f n 'u

tions. She gee4-sthat the government must have faith in its people,

a kind of faith which it deset have.now, .ad1 din going back to the

theory of giving groups money with no strings attached, she .sayssh-

it could work because these are the groups which are in closest con-

nection with the people and which live with these problems every day.

It's a risk, but either they'll take the money and make it or they'll

blow it and come running back to the source and-esyo"well, we didn't

quite do it, maybe you can help us out next time.' In other words,

a fruitful kind of a dialogue can be set up. Some of the groups will

use the money well. Others won't, and those which don't will have

to come back to the organization from which they got the money, thus

establishing a meaningful conversation between both organizations.

Another point on which she felt the Federal Government does not

have enough faith in its people is that the government does not seem

to recognize that black people are also monitoring the programs which

are going on in the variousagencies, and prog-r-ams,varous~aenis

ath td -f-ting. They have the interest of seeing that these

programs work. The Federal Government deesf'-t seem to recognize this.
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The failure rate of programs planned and initiated by white

middle class bureaucrats for the ghetto is phenomenally high, Mrs.

Mehaffey felt. This is not a course of action which is likely to

continue to work much longer. It is time to let the people do it

themselves, with Federal financial support. This-4the end-~--the

iuterVIewwithr ryann-M haf fey.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM *

To: Mr. Wilson

From: (Ursu)'

Subject: Interview withfDeputySuperintendentJohn Nichols of the
Detroit Police Department (wifh the brief attendance of
Detective Sgt. Stanley Rojowski).

Deputy Nichols is the second ranking career officer in the

D.P.D. He was interviewed at Commissioner Girardin's suggestion

and in the absence of his immediate superior, Superintendent Eugene

Reuter. Nichols has been with the department since prior to the

1943 Detroit race riot, and he has occupied his present office since

July 1966.

Unfortunately, the Deputy's schedule did not permit as ex-

tensive an interview as I would like to have had, and I could not

cover with him the entire range of suggested questioning. The

interview that I did conduct was concentrated on the riot itself

and police control of potential mobviolence. The grave omission

was my failure to learn firsthand what the top level of career

officer administration thought about police-community relations.

(Cf. interview report on Inspector Heffermen of the Citizen Complaint

Bureau). This should be treated in the course of any follow-up inter-

view.

The 12th Street area of Detroit is within the jurisdiction of

'D.P.D's 10th precinct. Nichols describedthe area as "unique" since

it is 95% Negro, but contains the complete range of economic classes

Niel____ 1-14 S< Te LV_
q6iL61\iWE
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running from the perpetually unemployed to the Negro professional

He also believes that the department's community relations program

for that precinct was one of the best in the city. In his view, one

cannot point to the police force as the only cause of unrest in that

area. All sociological factors contribute to the problems of 12th

Street. He does recognize, however, the enormously difficult task

all social agencies, including the police, have in reaching the so-

called grass roots people of the ghetto.

In his opinion, a police department's first duty is to cope

with the immediate products (i.e., the criminality) of sociological

problems. The police department has a duty to protect the interests

of the law-abiding bulk of the citizenry from the lawless.

The 'precipitating incident of the riot was a police raid on

an after-hours drinking establishment. Thepolice had raided the

place a couple of times in the past. This raid was prompted by com-

plaints from the neighborhood concerning breaches in the peace caused

by activity in and around the "blind pig".

There were an unusually large number of people in the drink-

ing establishment and also a large number of people in the street.

Both Nichols and Commissioner Girardin described the onlookers as

"jovial", and their presence at the scene of the arrests was a

normal event. As police officers escorted arrestees to the paddy

wagon, the onlookers would tease the latter with such remarks as,

."Well Willie, we w6n't be seeing you for a couple of months, but
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don't you worry cuz I'm gonna take care of your girlfriend for

you." The arrest was described as "peaceful" and the arrestees as

"cooperative".

This atmosphere was dramatically changed by two Negro men-in

their twenties who began to shout aggitating remarks. One of these

men, Michael Lewis, was recognized by patrolmen on August 13, 1967,

on 12th Street, arrested, and charged with inciting a riot and riot-

ing. He is presently free on bond, and the other man has not been

apprehended.

Attached to this report are two police reports relating to
A

Lewis' activities, a copy of his police record, and a "mug shot"

taken in connection with his arrest on January 6, 1967, for carry-

ing a dangerous weapon. It is interesting to note that Lewis had

his hair "processed" in the January photo, but that he was wearing

it n a "natural" style at the time of his arrest for a riot-

connected offense. N.B. The documents described in this paragraph

are extremely confidential and were given to the writer on the ex-

press condition that their contents would not be made'public, nor

would the specific events they describe be made public, until after

Michael Lewis has been tried on the offenses charged. Premature

release in a public document would possibly prejudice the State's

case and must be diligently guarded against to protect the integrity

of this commission. I would also point out that the principal defend-

ants connected with the August 1966 ercheva incident have notyet

I
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been tried, and we might expect that Lewis' trial will not occur

before this commission files its final report.

The department has not yet uncovered any link between Michael

Lewis and any organized militant group. Lewis was a "nobody", accord-

ing to Nichols. He, nevertheless, was able to leave the arrest seen

PE 4, ~~~~~~for a brief ierio nc em 40-r51-;Ope

Detective Sgt. Rojowski gave the following history ofLeis

He was born in Georgia in 1944 and left that state for Michigan at

the age of two with his parents. He is single and lives with his

mother and her present husband, (Georgia Lee and Willie Hard~man) at

2234 Sturtevant in Detroit. Lewis entered Chadsey High in February

1961, and transferred to Central High twoschool years later. He

dropped out of Central on March 19, 1963, and reentered in September

of that year. He again dropped out of school as an . student

on September 4, 1964. His scholastic record indicates that he has

an "E" mentality.

Lewis had been employed by Ford Motor Company since September

20, 1965, where he had a poor attendance record. During the riot,

and immediately thereafter, until his arrest, his attendance was worse

than usual. Lewis had no juvenile record with the DPD, and he has

not been in the service. Nothing else of significance is known about

him, except for the fact that Rev. Cleage was instrumental in raising

his bail.

view that the initial response
Deputy Nichols shares Girardin' sxx3EwxtxZtEXBEaHzYx;

to a riotous condition is crucial. The precipitating incident in the



Detroit rio* police force at its lowest in terms of men immediat ly

available. The bulk of the force is on duty during the time of te

heaviest incidence of crime, viz. 3:00 - 11:00 P.M . The police de-

' partment expects that the kindof incident that would precipitate a

riot would occur during those hours. This was the case insofar as

the August 1966 Kercheval incident was concerned. That incident

found the police prepared and Nichols cites as a crucial differenc

the fact that the department could and did then dispatch_250-men t

the scene immediately.

The Detroit Police Department is gearing itself for another

outbreak. Nichols said that it could happen anywhere, anytime and

tha whites could start it. The department is preparing for all

contingencies and has requested from the Common Council an addi-tional

appropriation of $1,800,000. The department wishes to purchase eight

.D ersaggel carriers -from Cadillac Gauw and preposition these

vehicles in pairs in four police districts. (Such vehicles were

loaned to the force by that company during the July riot.) Nichols

feels that these vehicles could provide the needed "show of strength"

at the initial stage of a riot without regard to the number of men

available.

In addition, the department wishes to purchase high powered

rifles and military carbines, since many officers were forced to

rely on personal hunting weapons and police shotguns during the

riot. (The latter is a highly ineffective weapon for such incid nts

since its reliability is low.) The department is also requesting

CFLW CrW l ALuR.
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either a heliocopter or a fixed-wing airplane for surveilance pur-
poses. Five thousand steel helmets have been secured from the army,
and D.P.D. wishes to buy more gas masks, lightweight bullet-proof

vests, and better communication eipment. The request was presented

to the Council during the week of October 16, 1967, and we do not

know what disposition will be made at this time.

Evaluation: Deputy Nichols is a very impressive policeman.

He has attended Wayne State University and is fairly articulate. He

reminds one of a military major or lieutenant colonel, and appears

to be extremely efficient. In his own opinion, he knows more (first-

hand) about riot-connected police functions than his superior,

Superintendent Reuters, and I recommend that the commission hear

him in the event that a field hearing is planned.

'a4



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: James Raschard

Subject: I Ct

On the morning of October 9, 1967, visiting members of the

NACCD ,(National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders) and accompaning

staff personnel met and discussed with a cross section of people

from the target communities the riot or civil disturbances of

cort oth er-
July 1967, its causalitpa e general comments.

Representing the Commission were Senator Brooke, Mrp. 1a1.5

U QMwhly Willis, Spamr and the commentatorE -225R.

- MU g Pepresentk . MasmS the Detroit community were,

Mr,.Robert Tindal executive secretary, NAACP -- Detroit branch,

\director, Franklin Wright Settlement House, David Cason,

director, Model Cities Project -- Detroit; Malcolm Dade, member of

the Mayor's qevelopment'team, Curtis Rogers, Human Relations Commission

staff; Mrs. Mary Vallentine, president of the West Central

Organization, and Mrs. Alice Hines, president of thecirassPeoot

Organization .Workers.

Mrs. Valentine opened the session with her interpretation

of the disturbances. Her views are c that it was not a riot but a

message..A message from the poor people that there is no more time

for asking of respect)in changing of conditions pursuant to the plight

of black people. Mrs. Valentine went on to speak of the new feelings
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of hostility rising in the community because of the lack of programs

*14gg inaugurated since the riot and the lack instrumentation ofAg A

programs suggested prior to the riot.

Mr.. Tindal elaborated on the situation in this manner. "There

is no true black leadership from the target communities and because

of this the power structure has not responded to the signs of trouble

which were in evidence. He explained the pc feeder system used in the

Board of Education structure and its consequences which are undereducated

and disillusioned black young people and the spin off of those

frustrations to the adult segmentation.

Mr. Tindal also underlined the(- 2 jof participation of

industries to involve themselves in a positive sense by ignoring the

problems job entry for minority groups. He cited the one Negro auto

dealership in Detroit as an example of unique participation and he

suspects the riots wa.me 4he motivating factor which allowed that one

concession. 1

Mr. Tindal refused an invitation to sit on the Hudson Committee,

feeling that he would he would then be forced to "Play the game by

their rules while they (the Hudson Committee) were secretly changing

the rules." Mr. Tindal feels strongly that the government should

commit themselves to mass spending in the fields of education and

housing at a level where those to be serviced would also have o \

responsibility in the architecturing of such services.

Tindal feels IMab the Police Department has been lax

ingE~igi0 goodgg:-:a-community relations. His feelings are that
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the Police Department was overly hostile and brutal during the riot

and continued their brutality up to the present time. (He then cites
A

recent episodes, the likes of which he feels are injust and could

reflame the disturbances in Detroit.)

Mr. Tindal made this statement: The professional militant

came to Detroit after the riots sad it is the militants of consistency

who are this city."the. eof responsibility is on the
I IA P0v ( -clY

power structure. If they do not move, neither will the militants.
A

-16 postures of each faction will remain unchanged."

Mrs. Hines made comments on housing, noting that under FRAI

housing which is available to Negroes are three to four times over

ov
the normal rates and because FHA ruling which disallows insuranceA
between $4,000 and $5,000, houses are C,7- vacant or there is a critical

sparsity of housing units available to the Negro populace.

Mr. Boer made-comment on the large percentage of school drop-

outs. He gives -,= percentage of 74 percent annually and suggested
thattbm sttistcsran err~

that tba_ statistics published by the Board of Education can be

translated into xaxtiEa*i± negative actual figures. Mr. Boer callO4

for ax humanizing in the area of housing and employment. He feels

that W FHA costS can and should be supplemented with a lending bill

negating the necessity of some Negro homeowners having to seek out

LI~oys
such avenues as the lands of London for insurance coverage.

General comments: The group agreed with comment that 11,000

units have been torn down since 1964 and the input of 550 new units

1rATO c(R O'ieCY Ce*inc OV-1VFY
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units
has not been sufficient. In addition, no low income/have been built

since 1963jCo0MMe0Tct Mr-. oer

It was pointed that prior to 1941, there was a general apathy
A

towards skilled acquisition. The group feels that Cfarcrash programs lea -

towards training of skilled personnel during the war years could

and should be applied to the present time.

----------------------------------
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Tom Popp

Subject: Interview with O0Hara fSaint Patrick's Roman Catho-
1i .Lon John R Street in Detroit. It was conducted
on urs October 12th, by Tom Popp.

Father O'Hara is white. He had not been out during the riot

but at his church there had been clothing and food distribution

going on during the -time and in the wake ot=the=1ht. Father O'Hara

is convinced that the root problem which allows riots to happen

is the feeling of despair, the feeling of no future on the part of

the people who live in the ghetto. There are reports coming in to

him from time to time of suicides in the varicts projects where

people live. This is also a reflection of that same despair, Father

Of Hara g4V 1 O14.C-c1t --.~

He et-a-t-ed that the riot around hise--area--where his church'ie- AA
LocatedT-wh-ish-te-a black community was very muchAlike a celebration *

mov1ingwith-more-14keA fun and release, than it was malicious and

coming out of animosity. His feeling is that the people felt they

were just getting the things that they needed when they were looting.

Most of the people involved were around 20-year-old men who came int

the area and broke windows andLbecan the looting. Then the neighbor-

hood folks would follow by continuing the looting after the first

'wave of window smashers had passed.

Father O'Hara felt that the situation resembled a war in the

.LZ-Z.-
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sense that i'-wee peopleAgetting back things that were rightfully

their own from those who had taken them away. Particularly

Ga+-Been Groceries were being burned and other kinds of stores
A

were being skipped over. It was a conflict between haves and have ,

nots, rather than specifically racial, he & . He never(considered

the riot to be black against white. Father O'Hara explained that in

his area there is a patchwork pattern of racial hoping. Some are s

are wh te ight--ne -s o blacks and.-&e-on by blocks or by groups of

30 b loks.____ ___ __P.%_

CL, KS Wr VM
o'fl Across Woodward Street there are a number of blocksed-f-w h .

I asked him what their reaction to the riot had been and he said

that he felt it firmed up their bitterness and decreased the amount

of cooperation they were willing to give. The, Saint Patrick's Church

has another .abc'h-Across Woodward Street, another extension of the

same parih A ad-i is mostly white. These people are pow much less

willing to cooperate with Father O'Hara's Church on the Negro side

of Woodward than they were before..

Merchants, particularlyjiwithin the area/ where both blacks

and whites live, have taken.the riot to be racial, as an attack on

the entire white community. -Some of the mere ts have moved outIbt

many have stayed. But Father O'Hara insist~i this was not a racial

riot, but rather an economic one, and cites the example of a grocery

store in his neighborhood which is owned and run by white people,

-and was lit or arsoned three timesand each time the people in the

neighborhood evend- here put the fire out because they knew that
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if that grocery store burned they would have to walk ten blocks to

buy their groceries. It is also possible, he felt, that the owner

of that particular store yalst ae-bad as were the owners of some

of the other stores. Father O'Hara point out that most of the

looted stores in his area h ve all been opened up again. Nearly all

of theas stores as l s homes in the neighborhood are owned by

people who live elsewhere. One of the principal resentments in

the neighborhood where Father O'Hara works, he said, is that against

landlords. But again, Athat is not racial. ltes 4 the haves against

the have-nots. At this point, Father O'Hara left and asked me to

talk to a Neighborhood Youth Corps Worker, a girlX who w"e a

secretary in his office. Her name is Valerie Childs, and I talked

to her, then, after the Father left. This girl is a Negro, 17

years old. She told me that the most important things-we-re-the

complaints of the people involved in the riot--She-to1d-me that I
they needed more job training, more low income housing, more

recreational facilities for the children. These three things she

emphasized especially. She pointed out that lots-of people simply

dernit have anything to do. They hang around.and when something

like a riot comes along, naturally they get involved because Lis-

something to do. She also made a point of police brutality by say-

ing that during normal times when the cops come in and rough people

up, they think that all of the people around are afraid of them.

But the riot had the good effect of teaching the police and the white

community in general that black people ar-enit afraid.



I asked her if she thought anybody was listening to the com-

plaints that black people make about the neighborhoods they live in

and she said she dlidn-t, y-hedin't know what those people were doing
A

downtown, but they certainly didni4 seem to be doing anything about

her neighborhood. There had been a park in her neighborhood which

was destroy ed b Urban Renewal and the people had been asking and

trying to get another park for quite a long time. Promises had been

made, but it was ala -off as far as she was concerned, cause

nothing had happenedf- c&(7-

She said she felt the newspapers and television ought to quit

talking about the riots because they were going to incite another

one by keeping the topic so much alive. "All you hear when you turn

on the television is riot, riot, riot"4 she said. "And the news-

paers and television, themselves, are going to be r uible for

the next riot if they don't cut it out. One good thing about a

riot" she said, "is that when it happens, for a change we're al

thinking together.. During the riots, you don't have a bunch of

Uncle Toms going off in one direction, and a bunch of ministers

going off in another direction, and everybody else going off-in

separate directions. For a change we have one voice sayingthat

black people are not satisfied with the way they have to live.'

"People need some kind of an outlet", she told me "especially

kidsY. For example, at Knd-t-een School, where there was a disturb-

ance the same week that the team was visiting Detroit, the students

simply don't have enough voice in the affairs of the school.

M ,r1 4Ot,_NE k4I1L 6r W \, ~IJK~t& V -
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Xou need a constructive way to use your energy '" Valerie said.

"But even Yif .ou.o.to schrl and get a good education, what good

doej--tt?" She told me about a friend of hers who VWWAt

graduated from high school in June and now in October still does

not have a job. "The point about the riots',' she said, "is that

people want refrigerators and television sets n all of te tings

which money can buy. In a riot you get whitey, who already has

all of the things you want.2 X"O 1\3 %,f N 132C "r1W

"One of the main things about the riot", she-told me, "wa

police brutality, particularly at Vernerw d17h reet-Station ,

ned -eut. TheAcops dewn-theve are Just a bunch of Southern

crackers." She thinks this feeling is widespread in the Negro

community and that " in these guys that they can't ush us

around"y is one of the main points of t e ri t. I
She told me that there is no sense in blac p e. r

to be white anymore, that times have changed. "You are what you

are and you 're black if you're black, and that's that. We need

to understand each other" she said. "There ought to be exchange

students between white and black high schools. The time has come

when we are no longer trying to be something we never can be"' she

said .Thrs-t ditrie.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Bernard Dobranski

Subject: Interview with Alim T. Patrick, Jr i d /;3

Mr. Patrick, a Negro, is Assistant General Attorney for

-Michigan Bell Tele hone-Compa He was City Councilman in Detroit

from 1958 tol96-wher-he-heered. His name is one of bse many

being mentioned in connection with the post of Police Commissioner.

Mr. Patrick began the interview by stating that "We here in

Detroit have a lot of good things going for us." We have as an

enlightened policy as you will find. A good relationship 'exists

between the black and white#, But all of this is only in a relative

seiqse compared with the rest of the country. In a pure sense, we

.hgve many, many problems. However, Detroit is damn good compared

with other cities. something can happen here und--464". jhen it

can happen anywhere."

Basic to the problem of race relations in this country -- what

Mr. Patrick terms the fundamental causative factor -- is that "whole
entire

business of racism that permeates the/structure of our societyDespite

half measures and attempts to placate ;<the Negro community, this racism

still exists. To the extent that it does exists, the race problem in

this country insoluble." Race must be removed as a factor, insists

Mr. Patrick.. 0
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instrument for carrying outvracist policies of thepcommunity.

What happened on July 23, 1967, in Detroit was purely.

]a could have appExRRu happenec4 nytime. A11qkt needed aNa precip-

tating incident. In Detroit we had made many promise that we had not

delivered. S9 a reservoir of resentment had built tp tithin-the-Negro

community.

The situation in Detroit was likened by Mr. Patrick to an

oily rag in a closed closet ready to burst into flames at any time.

Mr. Patrick believes that the communications media in this

country must share some of the responsibility and blame for what has

occurred in the past few years. s ia acquaints the Negroe

with thegtechniues of ri clearly spells out things that theky

may be done. The instantaneousness of communication through mass

media is one of the most important contributing factors i n the

explosions that have occurred in recent years.

Mr. Patrick then discussed specifically the communications

media in Detroit. He believes theymade a honest effort to report

all news including Negro news. Speeddbmaky they have come out for

open occupancy and greater employment opportunities for Negroes. He

believes their coverage of the July 1960 riots was pretty fair. The /

gave understanding sympathyand compassion be the circumstances that

inea aht gave rise to the riot.

Detroit is filled with people who are trying to alleviate the

conditions that produced the riots. But the white community in

I;;t VouaI \ il IJ OP 099 ) Ma For CrAwk @U-OAr AisAI
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Detroit as a whole b xe said, "Hell, no " 9 4 h wn,.

Mr. Patrick believes that a dual standardA of policing definitely

exists in Detroit. The police are less res onsive to answering

complaints that come from the Negro community then they are from

answering Atsimilar complaints emanating from the white sector of e

city. The situation is, however, improving. Mr. Patrick pointed ou

that white police ' to come to the Negro community because

of thez at1eni d2hae that exists against them.

There is no real Negro political organization in the cit of

Detroit. Ezaxyaxx Nans xaxu hMn paxt of a atin with

VHMXhXS- HX41~Ak3&X4 Rikxxxin HaxAmkx x xxty gxnH~x% For years Nejroes

hav part of a coalition composed of Democrats, Labor, Liberals and

other minority groups. He pointed out that 14 Michigan delegates to

the 1964 Democratic Convention were Negroes. The next largest

-representation of Negroes in a state group was New York with four.

< - Mr. Patrick thinks that this agaggitgnmay well be breaking

up inDetroitae-the militants -Me ineveaAVg being heard. There 's

also a increasing concern with providing an economic base, an economic

vitality within the Negro community-

Mr. Patrick once again pointed out what he believes to be the

basic problems facing this country. Race has become the most important

thing. More important than any other factor.

Mr. Patrick believes that th New Detroit Committee (NDC) provides

hope for the future of the city. Its head, J. L. Hudson, has infused

it= C OV 0F TON.CkLS V1Q 1V, fkq -
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the spirit of renaissance in its members. Although the- ~mkt-ee
also

does have the support of the white power structure, it must/get the

rest of the white community behind it if;i it is to be effective?

Mr. Patrick stated that in the first couple days of the

July 1967. disturbances the Negro community was sympathetic and unde

standing to the problems faced by the Police DepartmentI ard the

National Guard, etc. However, as the Negro death toll rose, the Negro

community rapidly becameAto e. Since the riot, the problem

of o ice-community relations has become major one in Detroit.

Another factor causing the polarization of attitudes of both

blacks and whites was the conduct of the judiciary during the riot.

The imposition of high bonds was, horrible, damnable thing, said

Mr. Patrick. He went on to add, however, that it was gva4Ce under-

standable in view of the conditions th-he%&se-and the fearpin the

white community.

The problem facing the Negro today in-4scidjng whether he

should work within the system or against the system-inea1datenpt-to

des eemts. The militants who are out to destroy the system are saying

nothing different than the moderate leaders of a few years ago such

as Dr. Martin Luther King, Whitney Young and Roy Wilkins. Although

they are demanding the same things, they are demanding them with

leverage. Their cry is "Give us what we want or we'll burn your

damn house'down." Whereas the moderates hosme been saying, "Give to

us what we want because it is the morally correct thing to do."

LcKV0, (Vi S
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Mr. Patrick believes that Father Groppi of Milwaukee is touching

the core of the problem that exists in this country. Some people claim

that open occupancy is merely a symbolic issue with no real benefits

1t an"g it achieved if such legislation is passed. Mr. Patrick

believes, however, that the tremendous opposition to open occupancy

laws on the part of the white community refutes the contention that

the issue is merely a symbolic one.

.4 4
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Tom Popp
Ftrnrm

Subject: Interview with the DetroitAChief Quin1' on Friday,
October 13, 1967 by James Raschard and Tom Popp.

The chief told us that during the riot his men had been harassed in

their work while-they-were-&t-week on chief commercial arteries of main

streets, but that en-the- other-hand -when -they would work in residential areas,

they received a great deal of popular help and support by people who were

trying to protect their own property. "This kind of help and support ought to

be encouraged said the chiefland we ought to have a larger program of civil

defense type training for civilians-who wish to help us when we are trying

to control fires in a riot situation. Those who were helping the firemen for

the most part were homeowners and older type people, whereas those who

were hampering the efforts of the fire department were for the most part

teenagers and people in their early twenties. Detroit has a firefighting force

of 1700 men, of whom 40 are Negro, the chief told us. He would like tp have

more colored firemen, he said, but our men are hired by Civil $4rvice which

senAdus-the-number- 4offireinren we ask for -each time we make a request simply

by-selecting-those from-the top of a list. Consequently, we have no control

over who the firemen are going to be, black or white. Chief Quinlan contends

that the Detroit, riot was not a race riot. In fact, he said, the colored firemen

seemed to be the favorite targets of the snipers and bottle throwers. Once the

J~POT-mtt"4'ss'tYr
_________ LVO
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riot got started on Sunday with the brick and bottle throwing, we found that

when our equipment went in, groups of people would stand in the street to

block the passage of our apparatus. They might throw rocks and bricks at

our trucks, damaging them, in a hit and run pattern. Usually, however,

they were not aiming at firemen as such. Chief Quinlan told us that during

the period of the riot' the fire department had received 1 617 calls for fires.

Some of these were duplicates, others were rekindled fires which had not

been completely put out. Thus, the chief estimated that perhaps half of

those calls represented separate fires. During the riot, two firemen died

and 82 were treated for burns, wounds or smoke inhalation. The Detroit

Fire Depar men as p epare 4  uja for action during civil disturba ces

and a copy of this manual is being-mailed -tte fiiston. From 4:30 p. m.

on Sunday, July 23rd, 1967, through 8:00 a. m. on the following Wednesday,

all Detroit firemen were on 24-hour duty working straight through. On

Wednesday morning, half of them went home for six hours. Then, at 2:00 p. m.

the other half went home for six hours. On Thursday, July 27, each man

had twelve hours off. The following day, the fire department resumed its

normal shift schedule. Only four bodies of victims who had been burned to

death were found in the charred remains bf buildings in Detroit. By

pulling in its entire force from all over the city to fight the fires of the riot,

the Detroit fire department had left great outlying areas of the city without

fire protection. To safeguard these areas, the De roit department had

C L, -C eT65
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alerted suburban companies around the edges of Detroit to respond to fires

in those areas, but strangely enough there were no fires in the outskirt areas

IT r; c.
ef-et~eeit Wle The cuLrfew wasion people apparently wEr e being very

careful. We asked the chief why he thought people had harassed members

of his department during the riot. He quickly pointed out that this was the

case not only during the riot but that there are lots of false alarms being

-- turned in now.;:,When the men respond to an alarm, they often find kids

there who will heave rocks at the equipment as it is pulling away from the

site,ef&aheEsartarm. But the chief said he really didn4know why this

alienation took placed here you are trying to help these people, but they don't

seem to appreciate it. The department does not get complaints of specific

grievances against it from the people, the chief explained. He doesR4t-know

why this feeling exists. We have tried, he told us, to use some school

dropouts by giving them employment in connection with the-TAP-program.

We offered to use them as wall washers. IX aid-the-chiefX wrote up this e

program WAP was enthusiasticadly about it I said I would try to take 20

people, but what we found out was that the kids were not interested in working.

These are people who are not interested in getting an education or bettering

themselves. The in-school kids, on the other hand, have been used by the

fire department at neighborhood youth corps wages. The 14 and 15 year olds

worked in the fire houses and around them policing the grounds. The 16 to

18 year olds washed walls and performed general maintenance duties. These
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were all in-school kids. The terrible problem is how to reach the dropouts.

The fire department has an age limit of 20 to 27 years for beginning firemen.

Consequently, dropouts are not eligible to join the department right after they

Wi i
drop out of school. Our pitch to highschoolers, said the chief, can only be

do,\h
r wait until you turn 20 and then come on around What we would like to do, he

said is to have a fire cadet corps of under 20rs so that we can begin training

-these people- and so that when they become 20, they can become firemen.

The Detroit department has no previous residence requirement for firemen.

In other words, if you want to be a fireman in the Detroit department, you

can just move to Detroit and apply. You don't have to have lived these for

six months or a year. You do have to live within the city, however, at the

time when you are a fireman. The starting salary for firemen in the Detroit

department is $7,420 per year. IL0\C-(3
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Tom Popp

Subject: Interview With Major General o the Michigan National

Guard, in Grand --------

Major Simmons was in charge of the forces of the National Guard

in Detroit at the time of the Detroit riot and was not in Grand Rapids

when that city had its civil disturbance. There were no Guard troops

in Grand Rapids at that time.

Major Simmons began by explaini me the case of nBlandin,

a four-year-old girl who was killed by the Guards in Detroit. He said

that the Guardsman had seen someone shooting from a window and the Guards

man returned fire after making sure that it was the right window and

after seeing the man shoot again. He-had--shot-tlets**into-t-he-window

and after the firing from out-of the window ceased, he ordered everyone
A

out of the building. ,When the people came out they were carrying the

_r0 Atk .
body of a--ftryear-ldtgt who had been in the room. Major Simmons

feels that the responsibility for her death rests on the shoulders of

the people who were shooting out of the window rather than the Guardsman

who had no idea that she was in there. C-.

Major Simmons is a tough old soldier. My first question wasAhow

much force how-qi-ekl-y is appropriate -and his answer was, hit 'em with
A

everything you've got right away. As soon as a guy gets away with some-

thing he'll do it again. If they think they-can get away wit i.th

will. You've got to smash them hard and fast and for keeps. Thrse-are--

"Wi- JVNA~ VIft- PT
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theMajea4le-wors. I asked the Major what he thought the police or the

National Guard ought to have done this summer in order to help next sum-
to

mer/be kept cool and his response was the same as it had been for the

previous question:.A4 if the people know that a looter will get shot for

looting, they will be much less likely to loot. His answer is that .you

have to be fr ndly but firm. His appreciation of public relations is

minimal, wouldLsay.JI

He feels that peoplewere coming into Detroit from Ohio and Indi-

ana with guns and ammunition. Apparently some of these were apprehended.

although I donr-t know the number. He says that i+&.sAa small percentage

of people who riot. You have to hit them hard and hit them quickly

and you'll control them. C ) 1)J)

In Grand Rapids the situation was saved by the state police who

hit hard and broke the thing up and by the curfew which-gave--the-polee

which gave the police a way of keeping the stress quiet at ni httime

Never was the situation out of hand in Grand Ra s. ---

Things had been quiet in Grand Rapids on Tuesday morning, the

25th, but they flared up again that afternoon and that night is when

the state police came in and managed to keep the situation well under

control from then on. Also the barricade was set up Tuesday around

6 o'clock.

One result of the riots Major Simmons told me, is that every

Guardsman has had 32 extra hours in addition to his usual guard drilling,

h 3 But we never could have controlled th.

situation in Detroit, the Major told me, if we had not had Operation

~1:-3 "T __C@fr~~ f~A\ ~
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Sundown already planned and ready to go. Operation Sundown laid in ex-

treme detail the plans for a riot contingency situation -- where would

we house everybody and park trucks, where would we get the food, where

would people sleep, where would you put the cars. If you make enough

advance plans and hit hard under those plans and delineate the responsi-

bilities to be handled during the riot, you'll be able to handle the

situation.

1-tMany of the Guardsmen were young boys out of college or still in

college, people who want to get their service out of the way and not go

.to war, people who have responsibilities at home, etc., etc. Many of

them were scared, these Guardsmen. But also they were very tired, a

great-many-of-fthem. They had been on another kind of Sua-d field trip

up in the Grayling area and had to come straight down ridingin the

backs of trucks all day long Sunday and go straight to work and not get

much rest until ar-ound Wednesday. This was in Detroit, of course. Theyo_

were there for two weeks until Sunday noon, although the curfew in De-

troit had been lifted the previous Thursday, that is ten days after the

initial riot incidents

Major General S3mme )ee t at there were very few

actually involved in Detroit, that never were there more than seven

snipers at work at one time. It was possible for these men to shoot

rapidly and heavily for five minutes in one place, then scurry off some-

where else and continue eir sniping in another location. This is the

pattern which he i ied in his comments. Overall, sniping was, he felt,

quite p~cadi

jj
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM '

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dukes

Subject: Interview with William St evensHighland Park, Michigan
Police Force

''Ig',QLi /ped.drticularly crime and

law bidance was on the upsurge, and that little have changed in

Detroit since the riot, and that little more eat likely will change r

except for animoiyAi del imn-1o% i affecting thbe-

U ........ the other race as well as being directed toward the bl-ack ,

. His worst fear seems to be that the police have a tendency to

be overly controlling and overly dominating in this society, and there

were beliefs that they will be too /j_ _ o aid the growthfiaw-

lessness. He says that most of his inquiries as far as brutality or

ove excessiveness is taken to the chief executive officer of the police

f rce who 4 n very cooperative.,bwut-aga-in Lthe effectiveness of his
f 

cj
mandates have - 'the most important level where the off rs

in contact with the public is not so. Generally the police wh affronted

with eye witnesses such as statements by a person such as Dr. Lbrenz

_____________ s±,,ggho alleged!,.iha ~hit a

woman..1,):I(iY-man is always attacking the policeman a PY.

bouYly tyucooperatiLVaar rsising-one. He explained his attitude

toward Negroes as reasonable. Negroes present a special problem that
an

they tend to create/explosive atmosphere wherever they are involved.

Their handling is particularly preceded with caution and in effect, the

~%& ~Ace MV 5tCO L4 MEtVVIK O
44A~'OC~C$A~~ ~~LA~v~5 oume ~oViet- CLAIJWOu,
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use of kid gloves is extended _ _complains of in-

effective service with statements that the squad crew Vuld respond

only to so many calls at the same time. Their facilities were limited.

Servicing to the white and black communities was equal. When asked if

it was bad generally, he answered that he could use more men and equip-

ment. In reply to the question was there a dual structure for arresting

blacks and whitest indicated that more blacks were being arrested

because they violated the peace more frequently, and in effect too there

were more blacks present in the inner-city core. He added that respect

nnot due in excess to those who break laws and if a certain -culture

is breaking more laws, it is hard for the individual policemen to dis-

tinguish between granting him the social respect that is due and feeling 4;'i

him as an enemy which he has to watch and scrutinize and superv2se.

Viq-FZ OLAC \J IEWOF t06iC&\J) I oL4(wc
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dukes

Subject: Interview with Melvin Smith Commissioner ofHumanRelations,

Highland Park, Michigan

Melvin is the type of individual who is highly intelluctual and

very competent. He has the background for education, has a M.A.B. from

Michigan University. He is a philosopher and a real race man. He

- ss the importance of the black community having a higher voice in

political representation. He chiefly desires the r , v

of police p r or its control by a civilian body, not appointed by

the present power structure. He feels that the presence of legal

advice to communicate the rights to the lower income groups is man-

datory. In addition he desires program to advise the community of

civil activities, to communicate basic programs in effect in

the area. He is for progress and a resurgent toward principles and

orderly conduct and basic law. He is for education by stressing the

importance of the individual and the potential which lies for the

educational person. He states that the present political structure

is too filled with power packed politics which uses the common man

and his needs as a tool for gaining their specific objectivity. He

thinks there is no real intent to give affirmatively,.particularly ?

social structure as it presently stand doesn't favor the black man

nor is it partial or does it give him a say. Specifically, he feels

it needs preventive programs, one which will eliminate problems, not
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one which are institutedvafter problems arise.

The pressure in Detroit between administration the police and

the people, politicians and the people have to be simplified, parti-

cularly the general channels that are used should be0convenient.for

the educated and the middle income class and should be altered for the

lower class, if he is to be effectively reached.

The commuhicational methods such radio and-television, news-
Th omu'aio iId n

paper and the subject shouldiaugmented whenever possible to get to

that person who commonly does not understand or use these mediums.

additional verbiage or what iacssary, such should be imple-

mented and attempted -t:pse, to solicit their participation and

their functioning 2A) 7 : _t

and community programing.' Lack of money in the ghetto schools seems

to be a basic problem whichwill not be remedied __P11

hb kpnbem. Generally recreational facilities are given to

the ghetto areas and little is done about constructive education pt

quality of education in these areas. This could be a step forward

simply by stressing and giving guidance centers and giving guidance
A- -

personnel ;L sie*level with at - in the white communities.

Most of the things that,;-wrong in the neighborhood areptangi-

ble. Most of the facilities are good. It is generally the operators

of the facilities and the purpose of the facilities er=Wp to which

causes the biggest problems.

Unemployment is tied to the low level of education here in

Detroit and there is a economic barrier which the Negro has to crack



before he can maintain admittance into the acceptable status of

American life. Basically he isn't educated, so he isn't allowed to

make the big money. Without the big money, he can't compete with

the white standards' and he will be continually isolated away from the

basic activities and the basic structure of AmericanismV It is '//

rarely seen in this community or any other Negro community that od

a black man of significance _3_.__ _ pos§ition

commercially Why is this, is it because of the basic level of

activity or his mentality. Most of these thoughts have arisen in

the middle income class persons mind and he is beginning to realize

the chips are stacked against him.?? Y-/1 .1
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Detroit
Interviewer: John J. Ursu
Interviewee: Mr. Ed Simpkins, Vice President, Detroit Federation of

Teachers

We were directed to Mr. Simpkins by Leon Atchison (A.A. for Rep.

John Conyers). Mr. Simpkins is a Negro who attended school in Detroit

and who has taught in the senior high school system. He is approximately

5
3ryears old.

The Detroit Public School System is feeling the shock waves of

the black revolution. In April 1966, the students at Northern High

Schoo , which is overwhelmingly Negro, staged a demonstration lasting

several weeks, the purpose of which was to protest inferior educational

opportunities for inner-city students. While the Detroit team was in

that city, the students at Knudsen Jr. High revolted and inflicted

heavy damage on that new school facility.

Mr. Simpkins is very critical of the Detroit school system an

believes that it is almost an irrelevant factor in shaping and prepari g

young people. The school system especially fails the average student.

The schools are hopelessly overcrowded, and, although the ideal class-

room size should be 20-25 students per class, the best the teachers

could bargain for in their new contract was a maximum of 39 students

per class. The system operates on a present budget of $14AO,0000,

and Simpkins says that $40,000,000 more i needed. The System's bu -

ing program has a budget of $37,000,000 and will shortly have $15,000,000

more. This is enough for about two new high schools or four elementary

schools and hardly sufficient to meet the needs of the community.

Furthermore, many present buildings nd ust be replaced

______ _____ 61J,
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with no resulting increase in total facilities. Under present circum-

stances, the upper schools cannot handle all the students "fed in" from

the elementary schools, and there is a definite "push out" practice bein

/ impkinsdescr bed the standard problem of finding adequate teach-

ers for the inner-city schools. Teachers like to live close to their

duty station, and they take the first opportunity to transfer to schools

-ots'de the po -Ne r a ,c ,

Mr. Simpkins said that the young inner-city Negroes are a dis-

enchanted class. Poverty programs have been nothing more than a tease I

and the city has even experienced cut-backs in the poverty funds it had.

Black people who had been taken into a program too often had to leave

and this made them 'ory ary

Young Negroes have a great distrust of governmental leaders and,

indeed, of the government itself. They especially distrust the federal

government. The war in Vietnam is a strong factor in shaping their

attitude, and they sincerely believe that it is meant to destroy col-

ored people. Negroes who generally like military service hate it now

because they are opposed to fighting a war they do not believe in.

Simpkins said that if these youths have certain for left vews

one could legitimately attribute them to Negroes' close contact with

social and poverty workers. He believes that community workersgre

generally to the left of the President, and they flant ideological seeds

in the young minds which they confront

The beginning of a cure to the unrest is more complete i egra-

tion of Negroes in all facets of school staffs. Black activitists must

bepermitted to teach in predominantly black schools, and black admin-
rinLT ~6O~~~l
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istrators must be placed in those schools. Under present conditions,

the black community is like a society living under colonialism. The

black community must receive a transfer of power to govern rather than

being governed b, strangers. Finally, the young people must have an

honest guarantee of worthwhile jobs awaiting them if and when they finish

school. Such people, in Simpkins' view, do not work to destroy their

society.

The teachers' union has worked to improve the content of cur-

riculums as they related to black history and culture. Attached to

this report is a copy of the new contract between the Board of Educa-

tion and the Union. See Article III, pp. 3-4 of that document. The

Union also distributes the attached booklet which lists books for

young people on Negro life and history.

Evaluation

Mr. Simpkins is intelligent, informed and articulate. He is

well aware of the shortcomings of the school system and he is willing

to express his views. If the Commission wishes to hear from someone

connected with the system in a non-administrative capacity, I recommend

that this gentleman be called.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Wilson

Subject: The following report is based on an interview with M. Richard
L. Simmons, presently the Assistant Director and soon to be
the ExEculie Director of the Mayor's Committee for Human Re-
sources Development, which is the Detroit anti-poverty program

In discussing the background of the Detroit disorder, Mr. Simmons

--- indicated that in his opinion the police department had improved some

what over the last several years. However, the policies of the leader

ship, particularly Commissioner Jurarden, never seemed to get down to

the street. He felt that these policies were often blocked by the

upper echelon of the police department which is composed of old line

career officers. It was his opinion that the tactical mobile units which

were introduced two or three years ago within the Detroit police force

was a very good idea. In the early days he felt they had some excellent

people and that they handled the situations which they were involved iTn-

very well. However, the idea was so successful at the outset that the

police department then tried to turn half of the force into tactical

mobile units. This, of course, permitted many ,bad eggs to get in, and

the effectiveness of the tactical mobkle unit has diminished.

When asked about the number of Negro police officers, Simmons

stated that he thought there were approximately 200 out of 4,500 offi-

cers. He stated that it was not easy in the past for Negroes to get

a job on the police force, that it isn't very easy today, and in addi-

tion many Negroes do not want to join the force today. He advised me
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that 20 years ago when he got out of the Army he wanted to join the De-

troit police force. He took and passed the written examination but he

did not pass the oral examination. He states that this sort of tactic

is still used to keep many of what he would term otherwise qualified Ne-

groes off the police force. People are denied jobs for having minor

arrest records or unpaid traffic tickets,or because they simply do not

evidence the right" sort of law enforcement attitude. Simmons told me

that it is now considered a sort of betrayal for a Negro to jointhe po

lice force because the Detroit police department is viewed as an enemy

fo ce-in the Negro community.

In addition, it is possible today for educated, intelligent Ne-

groes to obtain jobs in private industry.

Mr. Simmons stated that police-community relations were not im-

p~eed by the fact that there is a feeling in the Negro community that

law enforcement is virtually nonexistent in crimes involving one Negro

against another. ltzar htsfeeling-ztha-t this derives from the fac

that the police know that they are not liked and they are simply slip-

shod in investigating any crime involving one black man against

another. He advised me that a year or so ago a grant had been obtained

from either OEO or the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance at the De-

partment of Justice to run an institute on police-community relations

for the benefit of the Detroit police department. Approximately 1800

police officers attended the institute. He stated that many educators,

sociologists, penologists, and just plain residents of the black com-

munity in Detroit attended and-participated and lectured at the institute.
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It was his feeling, however, that the short duration of this particular

institute reduced its effectiveness. It was not continuous. However, a

new grant had been obtained and an institute was to commence on August 1.

Heemoerj the disorder of late July caused a postponement of that insti-

tute.

He stated that the black middle class is starting to view the po-

1ice department in the same manner as the low-income Negroes. In this

regard he mentioned an incident involving a judge Davenport, who sits am-

the sevene*'s court in Detroit. lt-seemns Judge Davenport was stopped

in the early morning hours in a white area of Detroit and questioned by

police officers. When he refused to identify himself he was arrested

. and taken downtown. Of course, once there it was discovered that he was

a judge and he was released. This particular incident got a great deal

of publicity and awakened the Negro middle class to what can happen to

any of them as long as their skin was black. It should be noted here

that as Simmons tells the story, Judge Davenport had refused to cooperate

with the arresting officers because they were discourteous.

In the area of employment, Simmons stated that the situation was

not good and that there were very few jobs of any significance which were

available to the unemployed Negroes in Detroit. He did, however, talk

about some jobs which were available in programs being run by the Mayor's

Committee on Human Resources Development in the field of urban beauti-

ficationwhieh paid approximately $2 per hour but for -wh±ch they re &~-

abie to find few takers. He feels that this may be due to the fact that

there is a high level of pay in private employment and this makes it

VIEW-OF- k LIF U <,2(sI -
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difficult to get people to take low pay jobs. He thinks that there

might be an ego problem involved here in that when all around one is

going well and one can only get a menial job, one tends not to take the

menial job. He also thinks that part of the unemployment problem may

be due to the fact that it is veyrdiffit]tLnll proper work

habits in people after long periods of unemployment. He illustrated

that as follows: mayegroeswere able after long-term unemployment

to obtain jobs but were out of work habits so after a few days it-wes-

4ranxd to come to work late and after several days of tardiness they are

fired.

With regard to obs and schools, Mr. Simmons stated.that many

employers placeemphasis on where an applicant earned hishigh 1ol

diploma. He thinks that it is much more difficult for a person with a

high school diploma from one of the predominantly Negro inner-city

schools to obtain jobp because-the employers have already determined

that a high school diploma from those institutions does not necessarily

mean that the holder Ef hat-diplome-has a high school education. He 7

stated that the quality of education in the inner-city schools is de-

clining and he would lay much of the blame at the door of many old-line

principals who are opposed to any change in the curriculum or method of

instruction. He also stated that the teachers in the inner-city school

are scared to death of the students. The students talk tough and have

been known to attack teachers on some occasions. He referred to an

incident which occurred while the team was in Detroit, that incident

being the destruction of most of the windows in Knudsen Junion High

~ ~&W c44~L~K'MI~
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School. Mr. Simmons told me that there had bpen vandalism at the school

the weekend before and that the incident of the students kicking out

most of the windows of the high school and oth rwise damaging the build-

ing may have been sparked by the fact that the evidence of the vandalism

of the prior weekend had not been cleared away. He put it somewhat as

follows: "The students came in on Monday morning and saw that the

building had been partially destroyed and simply decided to go ahead ard

complete the job."

Simmons advised me that the last time an increased millage pro-

posal was on the ballot it was opposed by the Rev. Albert Glaw and his

followers.on the grounds that the school system was not going to right,

anyway. Simmons stated that Clay had a pretty good thing going prior to

, his opposition to the millage and started to lose power thereafter.

However, this decline in power.has been reversed by the disorders.

He now states that the Negro middle class is starting 6_g, having

realized that very little in theway of or ss has been made by peace-

ful demonstrations and negotiations.

On the question of adequacy ofwpayments, Mr. Simmons was

of the opinion that they were totally inadequate. He stated that up to

January of 1967 the payments were $120 for a woman and one child with $2

increments for each additional child with a maximum payment of $240, no

matter what size the family. In January of 1967 this was changedbut

he doesn't know exactly how.

On housing Mr. Simmons stated that there was a great deal of

slun lordism in the inner city of Detroit. He mentioned particularly

[
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the ooman B s te second biggest landholder in the city of

Detroit. its holdings exceeded only by those of the city of Detroit it-

self. o -own much slum property mueh-of-it cold water

flats renting for $70. $80, $90 per month. Mr. Simmons referred to the

fact that the city of Detroit lives or dies on what happens in the auto-

mobile industry. In this regard he referred to the fact that in the
late 50's when automobile sales were down there was a significant loss

----of-population in the city of Detroit to such an extent that many public

housing units became vacant and one building was closed down completely.

However, that sort of situation does not exist today and the housing

market is very tight. The problem is aggravated by the fact that there

is a considerable in-migration of Negroes from the rural South who make

it profitable for people like the Goodman Brothers to continue to operate

slum housing with a minimum of upkeep.

In describing what occured in July, Mr. Simmons told me that

they was a task force set up by the Mayor which was a sort of early

warning system. One of the jobs of this task force was to combat rumo s

in the black community. In other words, if it became known to someone

that a rumor was circulating in the neighborhood which might possibly

set off violence, members of the task force were to go into that neigh-

borhood and to give community residents the factual picture of what

had or had occurred. Mr. Simmons did not mention how many times this

task force was called upon to engage in this sort of activity and I

neglected to ask him. However, he advised me that on the morningof

July 23 he received a call at 6 a.m. from some member of the task force
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advising him that trouble had started on the west side, He then got

in touch with other membhe

was proceeding to the west side to do whatever he could to bring th

.disturbance under control. He told me that he and some members of his

staff went to the central community action center. From there he iaIked

down 12th Street.at about 7:30 a.m. and talked to people who were

gathered at various spots along 12th Street. He said things seemed to

-.- ~-be-under control- at that time. However,-word was--already-passing around

that the police were not shooting looters. When this sort of informa-

tion became widespread, the youngsters had a field day.' Simmons told

me that there was a meeting at the 10th Precinct stationhouse late
early

Sunday afternoon or/evening attended by community residents and the

Mayor and some members of the police department. Simmons stated that

most people there complimented the Mayor on how the police had handled

the situation. Only the Negro businessmen complained that more force

had to be applied in order to bring the disturbance under control.

Mr. Simmons stated that some sensationalized news accounts of

the extent of damage in Detroit gave the picture that the entire city

had been devastated. He mentioned the fact that during the course of

the disorder and shortly thereafter people talked about' halfE billion

dollars in property damage. He states that the figure .now being men-

tioned as the extent of property damage is approximately $65,000,000

rather than half a billion. Mr. Simmons conceded that while fire

damage had occurred over an extremely wide area, there were no instances

of entire city blocks being leveled.
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INTERVIEWER' S EVALUATION

Mr. Simmons is a Negro in his late 40's or early 50's. While he

appeared to be frank and open in our discussion as far as it went, I

am of the opinion that he was and would be very reluctant to vigorously

criticize the city administration since he is an employee of the city

in his present position. He has been employed in the local anti-poverty

program since the spring of 1965 and would perhaps make a useful wit-

ness insofar as the progress of the anti-poverty program is concerned.

He also might be able to provide useful testimony as to the history of

race relations in Detroit between the race riots of 1943 and the present

day.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dobranski

Subject: Interview with Walter e ud et Director City of
De~otland Strichartz,7""r AV

Mr. Stecher was interviewed or the purpose of finding out

how the riot of July 1967 a,;zts the city's financial operation,

either-in the -sense of requiring emergency appropriations or in

c the budget for the next fiscal year.

Mr. Stecher said that tr has just requested
the .

that/City Council approve a $9 million emergency bond issuance. This

money is to be used for the following purposes: The increased pay

roll cost during and after the riot, especially it..e payment of

. overtime; dag1ass,' property damages replacement of expendable

supplies t amxwgncy.neer-es

dr.ug--and*ammation; tleost revenue efo.oxae e tebell

h, pwsekwedeg special

equipment k-the police and fire departments. ( u pey

did t.,ud*b tl d'.V ^ Th-s-

equipment-cotrft"bf t -communic-ions --equipment, and.

addit a rt iles1 V

Mr. Stecher pointed out the ' v-th iAnds..under

the -g. ake-- ada-.i n.w,4eur-.ha ses .Seventy-five

percent of this year's budget n appropriated for pay roll use
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and almost all jobs are currently filled. This means that very little

money is left over for emergency use.

Mr. Stecher pointed out that the riot provided the city with

new and different perceptions and recognitions of the problems. TIs
. requests 4

.,Will be reflected in the budget/for the coming fiscal year. le

Int _ t.two.year-a-the/city had spent a couple of million of dollars

r,, _4=4 1' ogh.as Qone of the best communication systems in the

. country. However, th h that the system

was totally inadequate to meet thnzi needs.

Mr. Stecher pointed out that in-isque e theeercy

goodod deal of the requested m neyt gn for additional

police equipment such as helicopters.

He sys the city he been criticized for emphasizing too much on pro-

tection of the community and no attention pgjd to alleviating

the social causes that produce riots. , Mr. Stecherskid we will not

solve these social problems over night, so in the meantime we need

the traditional police equipment to suppress these riots whenever

they break out.

-'Attached hereto as Exhibit Ner.4o4a copy of the budget depart-

ment'sequest for ana ..acy $9 million dollar emergency bond issue..

Al~ n men~d-te t the suggestion of Mr.

Stecher we.,Mr. Richard Strichartz. Mr. Strichartz is coordinator

of the Mayor's Development Team. He also acts as liaison between the

Vou cIS, lic, NJU
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city and the new Detroit committee.

When-Sen ator Jr ooke...rcntispasited--the* ., Mr . S tr i char tz

saiwh 
De uty Executive Director

Victor Palmieri and gaveyhim a good deal 
of material. He did however

turn over some additional material to me which is attached hereto as

-/"Exhibit He aeo pointed out that on October 26th, the Mayor

was -going to,,pes 't the findings of his Development 
Team, and that

ttthat 
five

would be mailed to Executive Director Dave Ginsburg.

copies 7w
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Tom Popp a 4 c

Subject: Interview with Mr orace Sheffie d ho-is-a-senior-executive .
itthe United Auto , on October 12, 1967.

Horace Sheffield is a Negro who told me that if there had been a higher

proportion of Negroes on the police force, the riot mhightfhave nipped in the

bud. He felt that the riot was mostly hooliganism in-hi-words, that police

action was appropriate and necessary to deal with this kind of element, but

that more Negro policemen are needed. The police administration, Mr.

Shefffeld told me, has to remove some needless blocks to applieations-by

. ro-foreefor--employment-therein. Mr. Sheffield stated

that there are many Negroes who want to be policemen but that they are

barred from the force by various simple things such as having had a traffic

ticketX or even such-si-mple-things-as having had a parent with a police

record. Sheffield feels that there is a conscious effort being made by the

police department to restrict Negroes frem-working-in-the-depe-tment. He

felt that one of the reasons why the riot had-had happened is that the

density of population ef the 12th Street area is too great. There is too many

people with nothing to do who are milling around out in the streets.anchtha-

"this kind of incident could have happened in any neighborhood where thishact

o*ee-the..case qAnother problem, of course, is full emnploymentof-peeple
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who-live-in-Negro-area-and-this-+3 something which the United AutoWorkers

has supported for quite a long time. The UAW has also supported the

various aspects of the poverty program and hasAfelt the urgency of support

ing-ll-employment-and-the-poverty-program-for-a-long-time. Mr. Sheffield

feels that only now is the Federal government beginning to realize the

urgency of these things;and-he--defended-the-United-Auto -Workers as having-

d dtfeels that the problem requires massive
A

federal intervention.wth-a-great-deal-of-federal-mon&y. He-saA that the

Federal government has to recognize the problems and do something, Mr.

-Sheffield-feele-that-the-Pederalgovermert-has-te realize what it and

white society as a whole have done to the Negro people. There has to be

money spent to-improve the neglected education which Negro children have

gotten. Sheffield feels that with $20 billion, we could wipe out poverty

all together in this country in a few years. I asked him how he felt the

Federal government ought to be spending that money and for the most part

his reply was, "Well, everyone knows the problem. It is just a matter of

getting the Federal government to put the money in. We all know how it is

supposed to be spent. 1It-i--justsa-matter-of-getting-the-money.-" The only

specific suggestion he made aside from the vague one of needing money
k

w"s that the policies of the DetroitBoard of Education need to be supported

through Federal funds; that the Board is committed to a quality education

for all children in Detroit but it doeet-have the money to carry on this

I
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kind of programiafd it needs P from the Federal government. In talking

again about the riot itself, Sheffield feels that the people who did not

participate deplored the incidents which took place during the riot. Most

Negroes, Sheffield teld me, himself included, recognized that law and order

4ie the best safeguard of their rights.whieh-4hey-have. *Andthe breakdown

of law and orderK he-sidX all the rights are gone. We1 that ±sthe United

Auto Workers and the Negro leadership in generaQ have been trying to

show the value of the ballot as a political weapon Mr. Sheffield id./Most

Negroes shun violence as a way out of the situation, he-teld-me. We can't

forget, however, he-ea4 that this is not a racial problem, bu44hat poor

white people manifest the same kindsof characteristics as do Negroes when

they are deprived of the means of economic independence. The only

difference is that white people don't seem to rise -p en masse to protest

the circumstances. The white people in the same situation don't seem to

move. It-wee--in-oher-wordsSheffielc-was..sayingy-anpeonomic-riot

ratherAhain-aaial-ene.

Al;



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dukes

Subject: e with TWili of pre-
cedig tape)

His children stillkg~.e without food. He therefore g that

4 miggaw went to the welfare for temporary relief. The

first day he couldn't get to the receptionist. The next day he ran

into the difficulty of seeing the allocated case worker in his physical

setting. He then on the third day returned and was told that he

couldn't get relief unless he came and saw a Mr. so-and-so. He ran

back to the Salvation Army who gave him $10 for more food Zd he

Salvation Army later forced the welfare to see the man =Xrthat day.

He was then admitted to service and even at this time was told he

couldn't receive an allocation of food unless he picked it up in per- f $

son on the next dayt ich-nappened to be Monday, when he was suppose

to report a job. When he explained the situation to the person in

charge and balanced off the effect of having to come back that Monday

at the same instance be at his job, he told that he had to be there to

pick up the food himself. He then was so frustrated he decided that

he would attempt to go to work and see if he could some food/47

He did this and subsequently managed to get an advance and was then

taken off the spot. However, presently he is nursing a deep grudge

against this agency and seems to carry it so strongly that he is going

around the neighborhood and demonstrating and doing everything possible*.t

,.~, !"T
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to make other persons aware of the condition. In fact, he is now

presently a Black Nationalist.



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Wilson

Subject: The following report is based on an interview with len-
the Public Director of the est Cen ra r

zation popularly referred to in Detroit as WCO

WCO is a rather militant multiracial organization which is funded

by private sources. Its executive director, Mr zo Freeman) was

trained by

In discussing the background of the riot in Detroit, Mrs. Valen-

tine wanted to talk first about police brutality and a long history of

such brutality. She referred to an incident in 1965 involving a young

Negro teenager amedHoward King, who was allegedly beaten by the police

and suffered a broken hand and ribs. This beating took place in the

2nd Precinct station house after the prisoner was handcuffed and allege y

subdued. After the beating the prisoner was taken to a hospital where

his hands and ribs were bandaged but not set in a cast. Sometime later

this young man came to WCO, complained of the treatment and also of

recurring pain in his hand. He was taken to a hospital where his hand,

was rebroken and properly set. Mrs. Valentine told me that she went

with the family to see Police Commissioner Juarden and told Juarden

what had happened. Prior to hearing any statement from the complaining

witness, she states then Juarden denied that any such thing had happened.

Mrs. Valentine -stated that this particular incident had been witnessed

by a Negro patrolman name Johnson had reported the

peI,7



incident to his superiors and had made-knear-the-fact-that-i-a-ne-dent

had-accerved-"e the local chapter of the NAACP. The police department,

however, had taken no action on these complaints. It was only after the

young man and his mother came to WO that things started to happen.

After the visit to Juarden's office Mrs. Valentine states that she was

visited by Kenneth Johnson and a white patrolman, at which time Patrol-

man Johnson advised her that she should not have used his name when re-

portingthe incident to the Commissioner because he would only get in

trouble. She told me that she berated Patrolman Johnson at that point

for not having raised hell himself to get something done about this inci-

dent. He and the white patrolman A few days later Patrolman Johnson

returned to the offices of WCO alone and advised Mrs. Valentine that he

had been considering the things that she said to him on the prior visit

and was now willing to testify against the patrolman involved in the

incident.

A police department investigatipn of the matter was instituted and

the patrolman involved in the beating, whose name was darker, was brought

up on charges before the trial board. His trial resulted in a six-month

suspension. However, Kenneth Johnson, the Negro patrolman who testified

in that trial board proceeding against Patrolman Parker, was also brought

up on charges before the trial board on the allegation that he had per-

jured himself in the course of Parker's hearing. Johnson's trial re-

sulted in a 15-day suspension and reassignment to beat duty. Johnson

later stated that as soon as news stories started to appear indicating

that he had witnessed -he host ng enr was pr peror to testify against



or.

Patrolman Parker, clippings of these articles were tacked onthe bulle-

tin board in the 2nd Precinct where he was assigned with his name under-

lined. He says that he was continuously harassed by his fellow officers

and that his tires on his personal automobile were slashed while on the

Precinct parking lot. He asked for reassignment to the 7th Precinct

which reassignment was granted, but- soon after the reassignment articles

started to.appear on the bulletin board in the 7th Precinct with his

name underlined with various other sworid racist comments attached. He

again asked for reassignment, this time to the 10th Precinct where ap-

parently the harassment did not abate.

Mrs. Valentine stated that this incident typifies the manner in

which the police department attempts to protect its own and also what

wee44-happensto anyone on the inside who dared testify against an officer

in a police brutality case. Mrs. Valentine gave me a copy of a small

booklet entitled "West Central Organization Self-determination," which

deals with the work of WCO. Included in this book )which is attached

hereto and marked Valentine Exhibit A) is a reprint of Zhe newspaper ac-

count dealing with the harassment of Patrolman Kenneth Johnson. Mrs.

Valentine stated thatthe gravamen of the entire problem in Detroit is

human dignity. She stated, "They have to stop treating us like things

and start treating us like people."

Mrs. Valentine stated that there is an urgent need to find more

jobs for youngsters and that a solution to this particular problem

could have a dampening effect on the riot fever which she still thinks

prevails in the city of Detroit. While speaking of jobs, Mrs. Valentine



referred to an occasion when some white man told her that Negroes did

not want to work. He based this conclusion on the fact that he had

opened some sort of factory in a Negro neighborhood and was unable to

find employees. She stated that the man was offering wages of approxi-

mately $1 an hour.

She also referred to the fact that many Negroes had lost their

jobs during the July disorders because they were incarcerated for several

days and unable to get to work.

She characterized the urban renewal program in Detroit as a

scandal. She stated that it had serious 7jaggrava tefe Kousing prob-

lem in that many housing units were being destroyed and tha very few

were being built. One of the prime th activities of WCO

is to halt the urban renewal program in the area in which iEis working.

On the subject of communication between the races, Mrs. Valentine

stated that there is no willingness on the part of thec y grm t

to consult with low income Negroes about wh -iathaiMd b done in their

/ community. She thinks that the most vital role that could be played

by the present "black leaders" would be an insistence that the white

power structure start talking to black militants. It is her feeling

that the majority of the Negro community is behindRev.Cleag ebut

that the Negro clergy and professionals are not yet in camp. She stat d

that she had personally been unable to persuade the Baptist Ministers

Association to support WCO in some of its activities. She advised *ae t..-d

that open housing had been a subject of discussion in Detroit for some

time. However, it is her feeling that passage pf an ope housing law

z"1 4S- A 2e4A61 4U ( 111v/U,
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would be nothing more than a psychological victory. She states that she

personally cannot afford to live in Bloomfield Hills even if she has the

opportunity to purchase a home there. It is her feeling that Negroes

would be quite happy generally to stay exactly where they are if the

police and the power structure would leave the black community alone.

It is Mrs. Valentine's opinion that the black man has been sys-

temically emasculated by the white man. She cites the factor of jobless-

---------ness-and also the fact that black wives and children often have to watch

their husbands and fathers being verbally and physically abused by police.

andrbeing unable to strike back ewcept-efr fear of loss of life. She

states that the news media he irresponsible in that it w441 play up

violence and distort statements of black leaders in an attempt to make

it appear that the leaders advocate violence.

INTERVIEWER'S EVALUATION

Mrs. Mary Valentine is a Negro who appears to be in her early

40's. She is quite outspoken and quite militant although in a very non-

violent sort of way. In the course of the interview on two occasions

she talked to Conrad Ma4led, an assistant to Mayor Cavana gh, and berated

him about some conduct on the part of the police department. She stated

at one point that she had not given up hope that a solution to the

problems could be arrived at through negotiation but that such hope was

fast fading. She is extremely angry -a the police department and made

continuous references to the tendency of white police to treat Negroes

as things rather than as people.

A



INTEROFFICE 1EM.ORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dukes

Subject: Edward Vaughn

Edward Vaughn is a militant and a member of the black

------- -nationalists.

of.the black ghetto,and*Ve separation of the black man and the

White man, ate into a black-s'-ate. I asked Mr. Vaughn if

he felt this black state would be situated in the United States

and I was told that no matter where it was situated it would have

to be a black state. He indicated that the riot had been caused

by the have-nots against the haves; but that in the next one,

the tiot would be brought about by the black man against the white

man to bring about reforms. I questioned him about the extent of

reforms that were necessary; he said 7 A1" /?TiA) ' //9 't< 4 ~

/7p c4'e0sc) way of avoiding the inevitable, and the inevitable was that anything

the white man gave the black LVfln 14 . He pointed to

the effect of 100 years of receiving from the white man and the

' social and economic value that it had to the black man as being nil.

I mentioned to him if he thought there was any solution to the

dilemma faced by the black and white man; he said, no, only if the

white man gave the black men what he needed, and this he wasn't
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going to do. When questioned as to v
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YITEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Wilson

Subject: Report based on an interview with Wrenbb who is
the Coordinator for the -TTlgh S chool Study omssion in
Detroit

Mr. Webb advised me that there has been a long history of polic

brutality against the black community in Detroit. He also told me that

there had been 300 complaints of police brutality growing out of the

recent disorder. However, many of these complaints cannt n-sti-

gated because the officers involved wore no badges and the licause

plates of the squad cars involved were covered over with tape. Even

had the officers been identifiable, Mr. Webb thinks that there would

have been little or no investigation. He bases this on the fact that

someone advised him that Inspector Hefanan, who is in charge of the

Citizens Complaint Bureau, had said to someone that the Commissioner,

Sa+ zd did not want complaints investigated too strenuously

because he was trying to rebuild the morale of the Detroit Tolice Pe-

partment and felt that any vigorous investigation of complaints by

the Citizens Complaint Bureau would hurt morale.

As an example of how protective the police Rpartment was of

its own, Mr. Webb referred to theeAlgiersMotel incident. He told me

that a citizens tribunal had been held at the United Church of Christ,

-witr-± Rev. Albert Cleag /es church, to try the officer involved in

the Algiers Motel incident. It was Mr. Webb's contention that if 20

percent of the testimony he heard during the citizens tribunal was

%0000o
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true,all of the officers involved should have been held for murder.

He also stated that it was virtually impossible to have any',enlightened

policies made at the top implemented at the street level because the

career police officers who actually run the department are opposed to

any sort of change.. Mr. Webb told me that the concern in the black

community was not so much whether or not they could expect law enforce-

ment in their community but rather a concern whether or not there

was someone who would protect the black community from the police.

The police, he feels, are universally viewed in the black community

as the enemy of the people. Webb stated that he is hopeful that the

ew Detroit committee will-take-eRthe folicelepartment in an attempt

to correct some of these abuses. In that regard, he mentioned to me

that an evaluation of the Detroit police 'epartmen is being conducted

by a fellow named ran from Michigan State. The study is being

conducted on behalf of th wDetroit committee.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Mr. Wilson

Subject: Continuation of the Stanley Webb interview.

Mr. Webb stated that', in his opinion, the situation

---would-be much improved in many cases if there were no police at all

visible in the black community. In this connection, he referred t

the visit to Detroit ofRap Brownon September 2, 1967. Brown

spoke at the Dexter Theater on Dexter Street. Webb told me that

there were approximately 3,000 people in and around the theater,

and that the block in which the theater is situated had been roped

off. There was a traffic officer at one end of the block, re-routing

traffic around the block which had been closed to traffic. At

some point people started throwing bricks and bottles at the police

officer and he simply left the scene. Webb told me that there was

no further trouble, except for a white reporter being pushed into

a plate glass window. He was apparently uninjured and was helped

fam the crowd by two Negroes.

On the subject of education, Mr. Webb referred to the

recent flare-up at Knudson Junior High School He stated that

Knudson was an almost completely black school with a white principal,

a situation which exists in many of the predominant ly Negro schools

in Detroit. He told me that many of the~white principals expressed

concern for the students, but theIr actions belie that concern. It

is his opinion that these principals are more interested in being

-LrIE
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liked than they are in teaching the students. He also referred to the

boycott at northern High School ]ast year, during which one of the

principal demands of the students who were boycotting the school was

the removal of the white principal. He advised me that statistics sh w

that aphvement levels in black schools are three to five years behind

those in white schools, but the white principals seems to think that

things are OK. He says that the superintendent of schools has tried to

----- raise the status of Negro educators; in this regard, he said that recent

high-level promotions within the school system had gone about 50-50 to

blacks and whites. He also stated that many people in the black com-

munity feel that the schools reflect the attitude of the white society;

that is, that Negroes are uneducable. The result of this, he feels, is

a feeling on the part of many Negro students of hopelessness and personal

wrthlesses. It is his opinion that this sort of frustration on the

part of black students contributed to the disorders which commenced

on July 23, 1967.

Because of many criticisms of the Detroit public school

system, the mayor several months ago appointed a commission to study

the Detroit high schools. Mr. Webb is coordinator of that commission.

In addition to the commission, which is to study the overall situation

in the high schools of Detroit, there were appointed study committees

for each individual high school. Some of the reports of the individual

study committees have been completed. Mr. Webb gave me copies of the

completed reports, along with a great deal of other information on the

Detroit public school system. This information is attached to this

_!roouAqW_ MCM- 'f
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report and is herewith enumerated in form of exhibits to the Webb

\I t report. Exhibit A is the final report of Northeastern High School

Study Committee, dated October 1967. Exhibit B, Final Report of the

Northwestern High School Study Group, dated April 1967. Exhibit C,

Central High School Study Committee, Final Report, dated July 1967.

Exhibit D, Final Report of Southwestern High School Study Committee,

dated September, 1967. Exhibit E, Final Report of the Southeastern

High SchooLStudy-Committeedated April 1967. Exhibit F, Final Report

of the Osborne Study Committee (no date). Exhibit G, entitled

"Interim Report of the Northwestern High School Study Group", dated

October 1966. Exhibit H, entitled "Murray Wright -- A Critical

Study of a High School Complex", dated October, 1966 to August, 1967.

Exhibit I, entitled "A Comprehensive Evaluation of the McKenzie High

School,"dated May 24, 1967. Exhibit J, entitled "Eheney Junior-

Senior High, Final Report", dated June, 1967. Exhibit K, entitled

Ephy High School; An Assessment of Status and Needs", compiled during

July, 1966 through May, 1967. Exhibit L, entitled "Report of the

Redford High School Study Committee," dated June 29, 1967. Exhibit

M, entitled "Interim RepQrt of Northern High School Study Committee!",

dated June, 1966. Exhibit N, entitled "Memo From the Sub-Committee

on Vocational Education at the Northern High School", dated June, 1967.

Exhibit 0, entitled "The Kettering High School Study Committee, a
e

Report of Findings and R commendations", compiled between October 1966

and June 1967. Exhibit P, entitled "Final Report, Cody High School

Study Committee", dated June, 1967. Exhibit R, entitled S-hadey High

1; 1 "IR I
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School Study Committee, Final Report", dated April 1967. Exhibit S,

entitled "Cass ech High School Study Committee"Final Report," dated

June, 1967. Exhibit T, entitled "Charge to the Detroit High School

Study Commission", dated May 16, 1966. Exhibit U, entitled "Preliminary

Guidelines Adopted by the Detroit High School Study Commission,"
c

dated June 15, 1966. Exhibit V, entitled "Findings and Recommendations

(Abridged) of-the Citizens' Advisory Committee on School Needs", dated

November, 1958. Exhibit W, entitled "Findings and Recommendations of

the Citizens' Advisory Committee on Equal Educational Opportunities",

dated March, 1962.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Mr . Wil son

Subject: Continuation of the Stanley Webb interview -- from
tape number 18.

Exhibit X, entitled "1962 Age-Grade Study at Northeastern High School".

Exhibit Y, entitled "Summary of Personnel Data as of October 28, 1966".

--- Exhibit -Z,-entitled- "Building -Capacity Related to Enrollment for

September, 1966 Senior High Schools".

Exhibit AA, entitled "Total Cost of Services Provided Indigent Students

from the 62-63 School Year to 65-66 School Year".

Exhibit BB, entitled "Statement of Educational Objectives".

Exhibit CC, entitled "Annual Report on Federal Programs". - 1965-66

Exhibit DD, entitled "School Service Areas for Science and Arts

Curriculum, Grades 10 through 12".

Exhibit EE, entitled "Size of Classes in the Various Senior High

Schools, October, 1965".

Exhibit FF, entitled "Open School Transfers Processed in 1965-66 at

Senior High Schools."

Exhibit GG, entitled "Pupil-Teacher Ratio for Second Semester,

Senior High Schools"

Exhibit HR, entiteld "Statistical Abstracts of Post-School Plans of

June 1966 Graduating Class"

Exhibit II, 'entitled "Enrollment Trends Revealed in New Enrollment

Data"
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Exhibit JJ, entitled Estimated Current Expenditure Per Pupil in 1965-66

based on average daily membership of the five largest htkift U. S.

public school systems.

Exhibit KK, entitled "Pupil- Counselor Ratio as of June 22, 1966".

Exhibit LL, entitled "City-wide Promotions and non-Promotions in

Senior High Schools".

--Exhibit MM, entitled "Median Size of Senior High School Classes, 1949

thru 1965".

Exhibit NN, entitled "Science and Arts Ciriculum, Grades 10 thur 12".

Exhibit 00, entitled "Achievments and Apptitudes of Detroit Public

School Pupils as Measured by Tests, 1961 thru 1965".

Exhibit PP,, entitled, "School-by-School Distributions of Junior and

Senior High School Pupils Apptitude Tests Scores".

Exhibit QQ, entitled, "Socio-Economic Educational, Occupational and

Racial Data".

Exhibit RR, entitled, "Racial Count, Noninstructional Personnel".

Exhibit SS, entitled, "Racial Distribution of Students and Contract

Personnel in the Detroit Public Schools, dated December 1965".

Exhibit TT, entitled, "Courses Offered by Detroit High Schools, 1965-66

On the subject of housing Mr. Webb stated that he believed that

realtors in the Detroit area had at least attempted agreement that

Negroes would not be sold housing in certain communities. In connection

with rehabilitating the black community, B4avek stated that a banker

named Parsons of the Bank of the Commonwealth had proposed some years

all
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ago that the slum lord be ousted, that the slum tenementsbe gutted

and rebuilt and then turned tog#lack's. He stated that he would be

willing to loanto black people for such renovations at low interest

rates. He suggested that the city buy out slumlords. This pro-

posal was approximately four years ago and nothing has been done to

implement it.

--He-also-advised me -thatev. Albert was preparing or ha4-

prepared and presented to the city government a plan for the rebuilding

of Twelfth Street, which was heavily damaged during the recent disorder.

He also told me that ames had a group that wanted to take over

the Virginia Park urban renewal project which includes the Twelfth

Street area. Boyes group wants to handle the whole thing from planning

through letting of contracts and supervision of reconstruction. This

proposal is apparently before the Common Council at present and has

not been approved.
Commenting on another aspect of the recent disorder, Mr. Webb

stated that in some instances property protected by individuals who

had been befriended by property owners. In this connection a group of

juvenile delinquents who had been given uniforms and a meeting room

by the liquor store owner on the east side. During the disorder, he

stated that these youngsters, or young adults, sat in front of the

property and protected it from would-be looters and arsonists. He

told me , however, that the police contend that there is a rising

crime rate in that particular area of the city and the police

attribute it to these youngsters and to an organization called K

LI
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the Gan which I was told is an old line juvenile gang in

- the city of Detroit.

In regard to present conditions, Mr. Webb stated that the only

moving group among black people in Detroit was Rev. Cleage' Citizen's

City-Wide Action Committee It was his opinion that this group was

- g.quite vocal-on the issues. He did state, however, that the West

Central Organization had been very much concerned with excessive shows

of force by the police department after the riot and had complained

V "about this to the police commissioner.

*
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Nelson

From: Mr. Wilson

Subject: Interviewer's evaluation (Continuation of Stanley Webb
- interview)

Mr. Webb is a Negro who appears to be in his early thirties.

He is the co-ordinator for the high school study commission which is

presently doing a study of the Detroit high schools. He is

extremely knowledgeable about the public school situation in Detroit

,and would make a valuable witness as to what is going on in the

educational system in that city.
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11 INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: JC Mr. Wilson

From: Walter Duke

Subject: Interview with/ oger Wi:tins U.S. Assistant Attorney
General.

Mr. Wilkins is a black man who in the past has functioned in

the Justice Department and other associated activities connotated with

the administration of-justice. He tends to believe the remedy of the

rebellion is the strengthening of the communicational lines to the

have-nots who have a deep sense of non-value toward social concepts

which, in effect, are ____w __ property. They don't have the property.

Thus the laws or the obedience for the laws aren't present. It isn't

important to a man who has nothing to protect the interest of those

who have. His chief aim is to receive that which has importance --

food, if he is starving; housing, if he is inz shelter; status, if he

is placed outside the conte-ts of the social structure. Their means

to this end are either legal or dilegal with no significant emphasis

placed on either method. Violence might be hi indication of the

extremities of'pasieeds,4herein the middle class man seeks social

reform and social acceptance, the lower class man seeks justice or

attainment of basic needs. - -- m extreme his

desires aemP' mewmore extreme VVebe /-l/. The functions of

the lower income person seems to be that he does not believe in that

which is coming from above, only in that which he takes or that which

he has presently. He has lost belief in the mystic form of real
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principles zi and will respect only that k which he feels and believes

is convenient. The social order, therefore, is constantly changing,

and he resists that which is firm and basic. Give him the facilities

which will turn back his principles to that which is basic, give him

the leisure and the acitivity of, responsibility and you will have

simplified the complexities that surround this individuals



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Walter Dukes

Subject: Interview withJohn=Watson.,Detroit, Michigan

John Watson is the editor of the Inner City Voice one of the

extreme element papers advocating justice forblack race and justice

for lower eass man in the Detroit city area in Michigan. This is a

new edition, just getting off the ground, and it was curious to follow

their comments and their particular aims in the circumstances which

are prevailing now in Detroit. Mr. Watson as an individual seems to

look forward to conflict. He challenges the causes of the down-trodden,

but particularly communicates examples of racial injustices. He is

A-line"with another individual in the communityc.&hked Dr. J. Lorenz6,

who ae-exceedingly active; en o the extent of witnessing any type

of atrocities that are occurring to Negroes or challenging the city

fathers for injustices which are administrated through their function-

ing$ taking complaints to court e -da11 these means seem to be ad-

vocated through the legal mechanism. Mr. Watson states hthe-as

s iciting armed conflict to avoid the futility of efforts demonstrated /4f'i

He figures by doing such he can gather all those who have seemingly

been victimized by police or other elements in tk power structure,

nd will attempt to set the factors of a race against race to stress

,the injustices of the white man. By tending his editorial toward

ethnic reasoning 9f race issues, he figures that in the future he

will demand that the only ultimate issues wi*, thatvblack mn

t4 ~V4 ~L
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should fight to gain more of what he deserves. He looks forward to

this Mum in that he said that it is the first step in the ultimate

causation of true humanitarian principles being brought forth here in

the United States. His everyday function is as an editor, but he is

extensively voicing in private outside of his association with the paper
core or

these viewsw-Ta1lthough there is no immediate organizational/structure

core led by Mr. Watson, he seems to be the dedicated and seemingly

tiredless type of individual. Mr. Watson was questioned as to what he

felt would be a proper setting for the Negro and the white man in

Detroit, and he states that only when the common man can be accepted

for what he is and dealt with as he should be dealt with, can there

be peace among the social structure in Detroit. He will use all the

means he can to bring political pressure, to bring economic pressure,

or just to bring power and strength against the organization to cor-

rect these evils to narrow the gap between the races, but he feels that

the incidents of violence is the quickest means.to obtain this end.

Presently he is attempting to diminish the effect of the police author-

ity as many of his former compatriots and friends have voiced. He will

do this,-if necessary, by appealing to the poor man, the middle class

man who has been victimized, even in the recent riots. If this does

not work, he will move on to try ta through legal political action.

Eventually, if this doesn't work he will attempt to have the city

charter revoked, and in case this is not possible, the ultimate, he

says, will be to fight to gain thasinmed the end.

31



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Dukes

Subject: Interview with ackeyWilson; etroit, Michigan, Oct. 24

Jackey Wilson ! O, civil leader with outstanding" talent

for oratory, is a member of Form 66 and , -- ch emfpressionatt;

chief orator. He is revolutionary minded, and immediately stated

that there was no affirmative structure which is in existence which

could solve the Negro problem. He tends to feel tha t the Negro

problem is one; where in the black man is not invited into

the inner activity with the white man. The white man has placed a

geographical barrier between himself and the black man and all

_S_1z__- _or economic or educational w~emi ngr t

not eradicate this barrier unless it is the 4 ez iL. Qu 1/ Of'

This he will never do. The concept of physical destruction to

achieve 7 15 */1 -'-e Pt bee professes bitterness towards police

_____________. Particularly the brutality during the civil

disorder' He c - for example a woman being beaten

in the police station but when questioned as to particular

, none w irtt1t1,a171:. When asked for

witnesses, O-tAm.t the overthrow

of the existing power tructure by any means, including ilne

t black g & .He tends to feel that this

can be achieved by all the downtrodden I i 6in the

black society, and building them into a class and a voting block,

"Ie PYLb V-M1
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which will replace the existing Ne)to.A7 ( bodies. He feels

that numerical factors are on his 5 f/pe-, and that there

is no relief forthcoming JLzork w e existingstructure, and there=

fore, it must be torn down. better; his tendencies

go stating that rms are necessary for the black

man; 2 q G, present environment in Detroit,

and that noone else will protect him. Rev. CleqW C ae

the most outstanding leader l/ A'C black wrtrTh

Detroit has a history 6F eK. : rl housing, education, and

F-b& ,efre the Detroit anna He is a church pastor and

there F C//AA b mosethe highly religious and moder/A'14

L people into his Qks. These ZU~s are also being

increased' ;2 A? Cc.A( Sand particularly elements of the

black nation ists. He seems to keep control over /-/IAX O /^

through a church organization e It/ / % " control DP "e a

ghetto f '1C f' 1 ' communities and reform-an existingageny .>() (.---

operation. He professes that replacement of the existing structure

/S , ?S/et /& if the form was eatened ' forthcoming.

He seems to tend to be _Cji<w honest attempts 1r rF te,

person, that it is up to the black man , active &9/ 'n Od MrS

a as on. dtfe/W social and economic areas. Particularly,

the use of threats of violence /-S fc;;f a strong political

force are his ,-tre//& p></ ; his present argument is to

aim the Negro at every possible 2Frec .--/ /)

his social structure and p1ro) ' r gress..

, q
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: James Raschard

Subject: Interiview with Michael Ward

Today was this writers second visit to the service station

owne$,by Mr. Ward. Reluctant at first to discuss the riot incident,

Ward feels the presence of investigatory, research and evaluation

teams has had a disconcerting effect in the black community. While

disclaiming personal involvement, Mr. Ward is accord with the ever

increasing militant posture an the black community. A brief profi

follows.

Born in North Carolina, graduated from high school, served

in the United States Army during World II. Moved to Detroit in

1948. Since then has acquired a service station franchise which

carries a $17,000 inventory. Owns three houses, two of which are

investment properties located in the disturbance areas. Mr. Ward

does not live himself in the community.

Mr. Ward feels that Detroit offers great advantages to the

enterprising Negro It totally ignores the ghetto-based Negro who
niAp-r A

is sa* educationally nor motivationally prepared for insertion into

the mainstream movement. His experiences during the civil disturbances

are accounted as follows:

Mr. Ward's place of business is on the corner of 12th and

WL[UTW OS ~v-
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Philadelphia Streets. Generally a round clock operation. According

to Mr. Ward, young people was

augmented by the lack of police arrests and the permissive attitude

of the police force. "The Police1 Commissioner prior to the appoint-

ment of Ray Girardin, was tough and he had his men cracking heads in

the neighborhood."

According to Mr. Ward, however, concurrent with Commissioner

Girardin's entry, a local newspaper began a series of articles

emphasizing a rising juvenile crime rate and deploring the lack of

detention homes to house the non-adult offenders. Mr. Ward feels

that such news stories coupled with the softening posture.of the

police force generated a lack of respect for the patrolmen assigned

to those sensitive areas.

Regarding the initial action leading to the full scale riot,

Mr. Ward feels the Police Department could have contained and/or

subdued its initiators at Claf4mont Avenue. He questions the non-use

of tear gas as the preliminary crowd disperser. Mr. Ward recalls

watching the rioters take the initiative in the face of police

hesitation. He recalls watching from his office the unmolested
marauding

vandalism of the manainimg youths and subsequently the adults.

Mr. Wards feels the precipitation for the disturbances began

in 1963. CAfirst the increasing population densities 2; M

.eases. econdly, a high unemployment rate and finally. the break-

dowrof communications with -, which should or could been the

ameliorators.
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"Too many peopleAk1 had nothing to do but stand around and
it's

wait.," says Mr. Ward. The respondent feels/its too late to bring \e G&c s

t (,dtL into the area now but it' s not too late to begin with the

younger children in to community. 'It' s cruel but to accomplish

meaningful change, they'll have to begin at the grade school level

and not have the same problem erupt ten years from now."

He feels that the present majority of hard-core underemployed,

employed and undereducated Negroes are lost.

Mr. Ward emphatically rejects conspiracy as a motivating factor for

the disturbances. He feels that no one has really managed to seek-

out and work with the true hard-core t \c A<We cA ON 1i)

His feelings are that the disturbances have had a good effect

in that attention has been brought upon the troubled and neglected

community. Mr. Wards however, V4;q the riots in Detroit have

demonstrated that the city is unable to implement the programs at a

level which would afJfect the black community, specifically the poor

community.

He feels that re-examination of funding procedures and

accountability of expenditures would lend itself to a more dBaxignRE

defined distribution of Federal monies *Sf [E b conc

C110ra 0r1P
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Walter Dukes

Subject: Interview withowrdZ historian

Mr. Zinn discusses the pattern of American racial history. He

believed the black man is defending himself because no one else will.

No permanent good change will be instituted unless it comes from with-

in the black community. He states you change society on the basis of

force, pressure and power. Riots won't do anything except to wake us

all up a bit.It isn't until this energy is focused on or against a

social order that effective -relief is given. Power structure and

social structures must be crossed to effect the total end. Political

action has to be consolidated so as to begin to get something done.

If scholarship tells us anything it is that scholarship isn't enough.

If force tells us anything it is that force isn't enough. Mass media

needs to communicate, The middle class black man thinks and feels that

he is in the rights 4-t,
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Detroit
Interviewer: ohn J, Ursu
Interviewee: erdlingEsq., Member of the DetroitBoard of

Education

Mr. Zwerdling is the senior partner in the law firm of Zwerdling,

Miller, Klimist & Mauer, 3426 Cadillac Tower, Detroit, Michigan 48226.

He is a labor lawyer and was associated with Walter Reuther in the 1940's.

He was elected to the seven member Board of Education for the Deiroit

SchoolDisitrict in 1964, after running with two other successful candi-

dates (Stewart and Mills) on a liberal-activist platform.

In the State of Michigan, school districts have been established

as independent dixi subdivisions of the State andAthe Detroit district

is no part of the City government. Members of the district school Board

serve on a part-time basis and without compensation. The chief, full-

time administrator is the Superintendent who is appointed by the Board.

Zwerdling says that there is no clear-cut division of authority between

the Board and the Superintendent, and policy decisions bounce back and

forth between the two.

One of the most important functions performed by the Board re-

lates to the raising of funds. The Detroit school district receives

about 10 % of its revenues from the federal government, 40+% from the

State, and 40+% through millage taxes on property within the district.

The school district does not have the power to levy taxes, and pro-

posals to increase millage assessments must be approved by the people

on a referendum. Recent attempts to persuade the voters to approve

increases have been unsuccessful.

WCV~k rt DJ: Ao1v
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emr. Zwerdling believes that the ills of the Detroit Public SchooZaS

System could be cured if the district had the money to devote to their

cure. One great obstacle is that the people simply do not care to pro-

vide enough money for education. A second problem is Michigan's millage

arrangement. A suburban school district is likely to have within its

boundaries more taxable property per pupil than does the Detroit district.

Students in the more posh Detroit suburbs then will necessarily have more

per capital dollars spent on their education that.,their fellows in the

city. Zwerdling believes that since each district is part of the

State, such unequal treatment is unconstitutional, and he leftwith the

impression that a law suit is planned to test the entire millage-funding

system.

Zwerdling says the Board is committed to achieving a fully inte-

grated school system. They are not impressed with moves to have black

schools run by blacks for black students. He claims that the Detroit

system has the highest percentage of Negro administrators and teachers

of any major city. He also claims that the Board is more progressive

than it has been in the past and that the citizens of Detroit are highly

involved in the functioning of the school system.

Evaluation

Mr. Zwerdling is an able spokesman on matters of general policy

relating to the city's public schools. However, he does impress one

as having knowledge of a scope that is limited by his part-time posi-

tion in the administration. I do not believe he could add anything of

great significance to the Commission's understanding of Detroit's public

schools, and I, therefore, would not recommend that he be called.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Bernard Dobranski at&ir, u

Subject: Interview with William L. Cah , Wa ne County Prosecutor,
interviewed on October 12, 1967 in etroit, Michigan

Mr. Cahalan has been Wayne County Prosecutor since January 3,

1967. Prior to that jbe was engaged in the private practice of law for approx-

imately ten years. Before entering into private practice, he h~a spent five

years as an Assistant Prosecutor in the Wayne County Office. The Cbuuty

Prosecutor's office now employs 73 assistant prosecutors. Mr. Cahalan

believes that the office is grossly understaffed. This works out one prose-

cutor for approximately every 53, 000 people.%/ His office prosecutes cases

before Circuit Court Judges of Wayne County and also the RecorderJCourt

Judges of the City of Detroit. Last year in the City of Detroit alone, 7, 000

felony cases and 20, 000 misdemeanor cases were handled by his staff.

During this year's riot, 4, 000 felony cases and 2, 000 misdemeanos..we

handled by his staff. This clearly illustrates the magnitude of the proble

that was facing the prosecutor during the 1967 riot.

Mr. Cahalan than outlined faorZe the procedure that is followed in

Wayne County from the time a person is arrested until he is brought to

trial. Before the court will issue a warrant, the prosecutor has to reco:'msnerd
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that a warrant be issued. The police first bring in a write-up of the alleged

crime. The prosecutor's office then determines if probable cause exists

to believe that a crime was committed. It also determines what crime, in

fact, was committed and aisw detemaies what crime to charge the accused

with. After the warrant is issued, the prisoner is then arraigned. In

felony cases, the prisoner has an opportunity to request a preliminary exam-

ination by an examining magistrate. At this examination, the prosecutor

job is to show sufficient evidence of a crime in

fact committed in this jurisdiction and probable cause that the defendant did

commit the crime. If ho.ie..ancessid-g*4he-defeatt Ts tTen bmao~rfor

1ral Teormakindictmenteshen-prepared. In felony cases, after the

preliminary examination is held, the person is bound over andeinformation

is prepared. The defendant then is arraigned on the infornn tion. At this

arraignment, he is given an opportunity to plead guilty or innocent. If he

pleads innocent, he is then bound over for trial,

Mr. Cahalan then explained how his office prosecuted cases

during the riot period. The day the riot broke out, Mr. Cahalan was not in

the City of Detroit. By the time he arrived, the head of his Criminalo

Division lad already get seven of the best assistant prosecutors tadsegin

handling the riot-related arrests. Police were bringing in prisoners by the

carload, mostly these were people who had been caught looting. His staff

6-&7-e--?BT--LWTT0?1I
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immediately selected the right charge to bring against the deferahnts. This

charge was entering without breaking with the intent to commit larceny. Mr.

Cahalan was quite proud of his staff's ability to select the right charge. He

said ve asl1y they could have been confused and charged them with break-

ing and entering which would have beenimproper, The next problem was

getting the prisoners arraigned. Although the riot broke out on a Sunday, a

- Recorder's Court Judge, Judge Leonard, was on duty that day as per usual

court practice. He stayed on duty all.day Sunday and was joined later Sunday

by Executive Judge Brennan. Although attorneys were not available for

arraignment on the warrant, attorneys were available to every prisoner

at the preliminary examination.

The.sity de.t wat'faced with a serious problem of housing the

prisoners. It was the responsibility of the county sheriff to house the

prisoners after they have been arraigned on the warrant. The city and

county facilities were quickly exhausted. It became necessary to bus the

prisoners to the state penitentiary at Johnson, Michigan, the Federal peni-

tentiary at Milan, Michigan, and also to set up emergency facilities at the

Zle bath house. Mr. Cahalan pointed out that although the Prosecutor's

office was not responsible for the housing of prisoners, his office did, in

fact, concern itself with the housing problem.

The first few days, the prosecutor's staff and the ent all

their time jia arraigning prisoners on the warrant. The judges felt that
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under the circumstances ,"b set very high bonds. Mr. Cahalan said he can-

not take credit for making recommendations of high bonds. However, if he

had had an opportunity to mak recommendations, he would have recommended

that high bonds be' set. He believes that high bonds were reasonable under

the circumstances. He pointed out that state statutes point to three things

to be considered in the setting of bond: the seriousness of the offense, the

past record of the accusedand the likelihood of his appearing for trial. Mr.

Cahalan str-2 the crime of entering without

breaking with the intent to commit larceny is not ordinarily a serious crime.

However, in the context of the situation that existed during the July riots
n)

it was, in fact, a serious offense. Crimes are not committed in a vacuum

and one must look to the circumstances surrounding their commission. He

also pointed out that when things were back to normal all bonds were re -

viewed by the courts. I
Mr. Cahalan pointed out that in the beginning the 'Record'>epartments

were faced with an overwhelming task. They were forced to borrow people

from the Wineor, Canada Police Department and also to take advantage of

the facilities and services of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in trying

to identify the accused. Mr. Cahalan pointed out that approximately one-

half of those arrested during the riots had no previous record. The other

one-half had serious criminal records. By serious, he means art and

conviction for a felony. Ne - rcord.

ground existed - either no record at all or a serious record.

714 ~ J ~ ~ *&~ ~ ftv



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Wilson

From: Bernard Dobranski

Subject: Interview with William L. Cahalan, Wayne County Prosecutor,
interviewed in Detroit, Michigan on October 12, 1967

Vfter the recor s of all the accused were obtained, the prosecutor's

staff began matching the records with the police write-up. If no serious

record existed, we recommended that the person be released on his per-

sonal recognizance. On the Thursday or Friday after the riots began, he

presented to the Recorder's Court Bench a bushel basket containing2, 500

cases for review. These were cases in which he recommendsthe release

on personal bond. Mr. Cahalan believes this is one of the finest things

his office did during the period. He has not yet made this public because

he fears that the whites in the community who originally supported the high

bond policy f d-become-a found out that-the bends--were

later reduced and the people released.
___________ A SU( i 2$DD tAt i

Mr. Cahalan believes that the quality of law enforcement was very

high during the riot period. There was a gap of approximately ten days

between arraignment on the warrant and preliminary examination. How-

ever,this was due to the overloading of the facilities. Approximately 25%

of those people arraigned on the information4iled guilty. Approximately the

same percentage that plead guilty on arraignment on the information in

non -rio lds. .Cahalan believes that the courts, the police department,
iI :LOW 1LP001
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and the prosecutor's office should all be commended for the manner in

which the arrests were processed. As further justification for the high

bond policy, he pointed out that the prosecutors and the judges did not have

the past records, if any, of the accused at the time they were being ar-

raigned on the warrant. All the judge had to go on was the seriousness of

the offense.

--- Mr. -Cahalan then discussed the handling of homicide cases arising

out of the riot period. approximately 43 his office has now

ruled on 33. In six of the homicides, warrants have been recommended. 6#

.8ern reesmmed., In 20 of the homicides, his office

has ruled that the police or national guard were justified in thc4~ action.

As to the remainder, his staff has been unable to obtain any evidence or

information concerning them. The followinglhonicide warrants have been

issued: two homicide warrants against two white police officers for their

action in the Algiers Motel during the riots. Patrolman Augus has been

charged with first degree murder, has been bound over for trial.TPatrolman

Paley had also been charged with first degree murder. This charge, how-

ever, was dismissed by the court. The prosectitor's office is now appealing

the dismissal. Also, one conspiracy warrant against a police officer has

been issued arising out of the Algiers Motel incident. The prosecutor's

staff recommended the issuance of a warrant against a Negro private guard

who killed another Negro during the riot. This warrant was kAG d-J

it'Ara,

f-U, U
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the preliminary examination. The prosecutor has recommended the issuance

of a warrant against a white citizen who attacked and killed a Negro during

the riot. The man has been charged with first degree murder and has been

bound over. Two Negroes who killed one white police officer have also been

bound over on first degree murder charge. A--Negro who killed a white

Australian visiting the City of Detroit has also been bound over and charged

with first degree murder. This-amounte!"tothe recommedatied-the-

4-$-issuance of seven warrants for six homicides.

Mr. Cahalan pointed out that the following steps must be taken or the

following preparations must be made to handle another disturbance like that

which occurred during July, 1967. The first is that auxiliary facilities to

house prisoners on a moments notice must be obtained, anyseer fr.

An adequate computer system must be installed so that the prosecutor, the

police, andudges know where thethnsre-andee past records, if any,

of the accused can readily be obtained. The third suggestion of the prose-

cutor is that when a person is arrested, he should be given a five cent

postcard and a pencil so that he can tell his family where he is. Each time

he changes location, he should bygiven an additional five cent postcard

and pencil. We during the riot that we4-Adittavelenough phones

to -eto inform 1, friends and relatives

of A whereabouts. Even &-w...adhmian adequate number of phonesf4110a .

tjmy still would have been unable to get through because of the severe over-

load on the telephone circuits. Fourth, Mr. Cahalan believes that serious

I
I
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consideration should be given to Evelle Young's suggestion'of a few years

ago., Mr. Young, District Attorney of Los Angeles County, suggested that

arraignment on the warrant be suspended until order was restored. Mr.

Cahalan pointed out to us that the purpose of arraignment on the warrant is

to set bond and if we are going to set bonds too high for the prisoners to

meet, why go through the subterfuge of setting at all. Why not just let them

languish in jail until order has been restored? Mr. Cahalan admitted that

legislation would have to be enacted to ma e this procedure possible.

Mr. Cahalan believes that the conduct of the judiciary during the riot

a very, very goodaud lIe 17J mt supported their effortA He does not

believe that Judge Crockett, a Negro Judge on the Recorder's Court, followed

a different bail practice from the other judges. Mr. Cahalan believes that in

the final.,analysis, the handling of prisoners by Judge Crockett and the rest

of the judges will. 1r quite similar.


